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of matter in the cluster. 
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Abstract 

There are distinct divisions to this document that the bulk of work into four Parts 

and an each with In 'VU'O",LV"'6J in 

the Braneworld Scenario and 

contains some 1Tnnnrt" results related to these of two 

UWv","'VALO in 

The first Chapter is an Introduction to the thesis. I reflects upon effect that 

Caustic Formation in Gravitational has on Area Distance Measurements in Obser

vational The claim that caustic formation leads to in 

that distant areas subtend smaller solid than they would in a FL universe model and 

this effect will remain even when the observations relate to is illustrated 

by exact with caustics the 

lenses to we can the thin-lens ap]prClxnnaitioltl. 

In Part II we pay 

ical Scenario to resolve some 

issues 

very 

in the 

attention to 

exit from an initial lUJ:la(,lOllary 'w.AIJ"',UOAVU in the 

the main aim is to solve the of 

for a dilaton V(¢). We look at cases in which the 

equations have such a scale factor "",,,,,.,,..,,t,,.,, when solutions mayor may not 

same "",m1'1flAt',.V and at cases in the solutions the scale factor even if 

do not. 

After a brief look at recent ev(~101pmlents in Braneworld VU'OU,'V"'6A'-''''A Scenario deriva-

tive of in Part we derive a code for the po-

tential V(¢) of a Universe in which in FRW is driven by 

its scalar field ¢ confined to the brane. Bounce Behaviour in Cosmology is an alternative 

to certain 

evolution from a Bounce Behaviour in Relativistic Cosmol-

ogy violates some Conditions. The Braneworld Scenario is free of these 
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ii 

energy violating anomalies. We therefore 

Braneworld IJOISII101loglies. 

Bounce Behaviour in Kantowski-Sachs 

Derivative Theories of of the form R + R is the Ricci 

a is is an alternative that allows freedom in the choice of -'''-~''.r 

structure that allows for feasible Bounce Behaviour. This is in Part 

IV. 

The two 

holes obtained 

that are included in the concentrate on Worm-

the continuation of closed FRW universes. The 

ua.u",u" versions of such Wormholes are consistent with the con-

Wormholes as solutions of the Wheeler-De Witt equation. This is 

contrasted with a classical of ev-

wave-functions which do not the HP Matter sources 

Wormholes include a dilaton with a 

obtained from unlike the classical case where such matter sources do not 

allow wormhole solutions. Excited states of the Wormhole are also 

derived. 
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There are four to this in addition to a rather The first 

two are 

contains two 

l.JosmOic,gy, which is 

Part I deals with the rather 

'-'VA.'OvA.'U, while III and IV to a 

v"""""u'.v.,,, that deal with in the field of 

from the rest of the thesis. 

The second introduces 

the fundamental ideas behind Gravitational and how it results in this ,",,,,ou,,,,,,,,u,,,.. 

(a of this is due to the seminal paper on Caustic 

formation in Gravitational '-''''''''JUl<

in Observational VU',,.,,'Vl\Jl<-Y 

Gravitational L.I",uO'Ul<-

'''I'',JUJ'''''lU" effect on area distance measurements 

We start with a brief introduction to 

the claim that caustic formation 

leads to in that distant areas subtend smaller solid than 

would in a Friedmann-Lemaitre 

even when the observations relate to 

exact t1\.'''''1U,I-'1<''' with caustics 

the of the effect 

universe model and that this effect will remain 

In the '-/u,a.,","'" 3, this is followed up 

effects. We show how to calculate 

lenses to which we can apply the thin-lens pp:ro:X:lmation, and look in detail 

at which are the O1"'".moo in this class. These were done in the context of 

observation of luminous arcs and ... c<>o, ..... " 218, 

Initial of the of the Vv"lUv,eUl<-Y [69,71, 17] 

to be somewhat Part II of this thesis starts with a short review of some 

1 
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of the V'-'!L<OU." encountered in the Standard vosmlOl()gIICal and in at 

to resolve them in the context of the '-/U'OU,LV"JF.A'vU' Scenario. This is 

done in 4. We issues 

27J from an initial 

we review some 

of GAl"","Am, ... , .. in the very Universe. In Section 4.3 

"'''T,,,,,,'r.'' of The 

yH!H!<:::u,.y of the Effective Action of is discussed in Section 4.4. 

The of Cosmology in the Frame allow for a dilaton nr.,,<>nT. 

V (¢) that does not feature 

use a code to arrive at desired 

In 5 we are able to 

vOISmlOl()gy solutions when there is a dilaton pOtelltl.:u 

V not to zero, and used it to obtain solutions that seem to have close 

to the desired Two different cases are considered: In the first case, choice of 

the exact radiation of state at all times leads to a very unstable situation 

where extreme of initial conditions is to attain the desired and 

indeed there may be no initial data to the desired behaviour in both the forward 

and backwards directions of time. In the second case an exotic state links 

the fluid behaviour to the in a way that fluid of 

state. The desired solutions are found without the need for fine the initial data set 

at t = O. The of the Effective Action of is discussed in 

Section 4.4 is reviewed in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.4. The have such a scale 

factor when solutions mayor may not exhibit the same and at cases 

in which the solutions obey the scale factor even if the ~muuunl.s do not. In the 

latter case we obtain some solutions that seem to have most of the desired in the 

Scenario. 

In 6 of PART III we describe the -"'---'J of the so-called 

In the Randall-Sundrum ,",pt.t.ln,O' [189] the observable Braneworld Scenario [2, 113, 

Universe is a 3-brane of a 5-dimensional Anti-de 

Sitter space. The matter fields are restricted to the brane but exists in the 

whole Anti-de Sitter bulk. We take a brief look at recent in Braneworld 

Inflation in Section 6.3 and in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2 of 

scheme [155, 52] and Chapter 5 for an outline of this code) for 

a scalar field that is confined to the and the 

a genenc 

AU,""_".,,,, with 

for different 
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of .I.UJ.«!.',lU",,;U behaviour in Friedlmann-l Universes. We find 

that Braneworlds possess classes of UU1X;UL,n'N type of 

behaviour than what is found in General 

Each of the various Scenarios has a vested set of [84, 

140J, and so far none of them are broad to solve all the of 

the Standard Model of Bounce Behaviour in Cosmology 6.4 is an alternative 

to certain 

evolution from a III we show that besides 

the Bounce Behaviour in Relativistic Cosmology leads to violation of either 

the NEC or the WEC or both. Once we the Braneworld Scenario of Randall 

and such energy violations If one the Universe 

as from the interior of a black hole state 211, 44], then the 

of Kantowski-Sachs Universe models have the desirable that share 

the same as the interior of the extended 

Kruskal ... "' ...... .,.0 them ideal candidates for such a scenario. We therefore 

Bounce Behaviour in Kantowski-Sachs Braneworld VU'"WlUHJ!,;l''''' [92]. 

More over, one may broaden the scope of the discussion a class of 

Derivative Theories of (of which the Randall-Sundrum Braneworld Scenario is a 

to demonstrate the of Bounce Behaviour in a broader sense, without 

Vlolaomg either the NEC or the This we do in a called Derivative 

Kantowski-Sachs of Part IV. The to Part IV contains a 

section (9.2) that describes recent 

that may harness the curvature 114J. 

11'.1Jl111'_""'.lO results such as the Zero Theorem [11] and the 

Theorem of Barrow and Cotsakis [4, 30J are additional ,,"Ul'''''''.'''''''' toward the 

pf()OlerrIS associated with 

the intrinsic nature of a 

In 10 we consider the 

that is a function of the form f(R) 

an idea derived from the 

and also to help us understand 

which has an alternative functional form. 

of an Alternative 

. Recent work 

Scenario [220, 

with 

Gordon and Throk 

to estimates 

of the curvature UCI,',lUll<> <>'~f1~·r·"'.lr."'fl via back-reaction from a '[In,:-~·lnU'U!an 
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and hence in a semi-classical bounce. We to discuss relation to their 

work in a 

We have included two U!l'lA',"lVl'" in the that deal with 

a that falls outside the ~--"1'-"--"- of this of research 

of PhD. nDrTrorrr'DrI towards 

The first of the two "!l'Ga.'lVl'" by the authors A DH Coule and DM Solomons 

called Classical and .. ,.,"',.",,,,...,..., Wormholes with P"', .... -F..,"'f Fluids and Scalar Fields 

directs attention to Euclidean Wormholes obtained continuation of 

",,,,nW'IJ''''ur; FRW universes obtained by Carlini and . This is demonstrated 

for a fluid the The versions of such Wormholes are consis-

tent with the 

of the 

90] for Wormholes as solutions 

This is contrasted with a classical of 

be consistent with the existence of VlC''''''.<..a,1 Wormholes 

for a definition of the en(~rgY-Ino:mentl1m tensor of the upon quantization 

wavefunctions which do not 

The second the authors A DH Coule and DM ,-,V,.vu"vuo, also 

called contained in the 

Scalar Fields [22], and further 

holes obtained by Carlini and 

fluid with a real scalar 

is called Euclidean with 

~"'~'V,"~'JU of Euclidean Worm-

Wormholes are also found when the is via-

although Euclidean The non AE solutions are 

ntl'rn.rpl"p(1 as excited states of the Wormhole cn,',..Tr",,,, 

These results to the claim of HP that Wormhole solutions are a 

nrr)nprT.v of the WDW for various matter sources. Matter sources 

\olU,a.U"UlU Wormholes could now include effective 

a dilaton with a 0","'-"' .• '" This is unlike the classical 

case where such matter sources do not allow Wormhole solutions. 

UQ,J""'UH Wormhole solutions are contrasted with other bOlunclar condi-

tions of an .LU"a.L,!U"a" earlier behaviour and a 

Lorentzian Universe Wormholes were used in an to 

the VViOUJlV"'F."C-"'" Constant should be zero [28, 
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In this nr<,,,,,,,,t an overview of the 

summarize the latter Gravitational Llc;uO"U5 upon bs€~rV~ttlcms. and 

how its is in the search for dark 

Thereafter we the Gravitational has upon area distance mea-

surements. We elaborate the claim that observational results Area Distances may 

lead to ,"V'''U',,""'U,," for instance the use of FL area distance formula underestimates 

area distances on both small and scales pnl~nc~mEmo'n called , .. .,.'T"l,'Y', .... ,nn 

It is in the presence of caustic formation that area distance measurements veer 

nificantly from angular diameter distance the two have the same 

manifestation in its absence. The areas to a 

if the shear is small in a vacuum but there will be a 

'''5,Ull,'\.,<.,," or if there is matter nr<'QPI1t, as follows from the null 

solid angle are invariant 

in area if distortion is 

Thus focussing is caused when LlC;U"JlU5 takes before cusps 

have the area of a bundle of ge()dE~Sl(~S will be less than if the lens 

had not been such as in the FL h''''v,,'rAl 

6 
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In 2.1 we illustrate the AvU",."" scenario. 

AV""A"'E> scenario: The lens L located between the source S and the 
observer 0 two uU"'I".'''' and of the 
of the source from the 
the lens 

The true deflection is reJ)re~;ented 0:. The observed deflection at the observer's plane 

is by Or: = where o:(~) = 

(), (3, Or: « 1, we relate the uv,,.,,,.vu of the 

is the mass inside a radius e. For 

to the source 

The tW()-QlmEmSllonal all,~atlon of this result leads to the lens 

= 1) 

-+ 
the vector (). If the source is located on the 
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then f3 = 0 so that 

Here is called the Einstein radius that defines the scale of the sce-

nario. act over scales 

0.5 (h50) Here 

::::; 2. For we have AVlr. .. "·",,,,rl the Hubble constant where 1 ::::; 

a of mass M at a redshift of Zd 0.5 and a source at redshift Zs 

the Einstein radius is 

~ 0.57 (2.2.3) 

with timescales <CA',,,,UU"'!". up to a year if it is For 

cn)ssin~~s can be as short as a few weeks. The first due 

to "-,vU,,.."", was detected in as <>U-o.;<t11tU luminous 

of low surface h,.jerhtn,"'" were detected in two Abell 370 and CI 2244 

and Petrosian 1986 [146J and Soucail et al. , and also 

Soucail et al. 1988 

is characterized a 

2.1 that may with time. See 2.2-2.6 for some 

a brief summary of recent observations and "'l'PW""'u,lUll<> 

1 Lens are as seen in the Hubble Field 

illustrated in 

of 

luminous 

arcs; Bartelmann an up to date overview of the lessons learned from lensing 

on mass distributions in clusters. Large arcs are and some are unresolved 

even on Hubble A arc may have radius of curvature 

than the radius of cluster and lacks a and extended counter-arc. 

arcs are structures in clusters that resemble arcs in there 

and of course but lack curvature observed Pe1l6 et al1991 

"Radial" arcs away from the cluster centers and appear very close to 

the central cluster Fort et al. 1992 [89]; Hammer et al. 1997 

2 Sources are sometimes but most sources are ~ .. """'J 

cation may occur, as unresolved mlcrc)leI1SlJrlg) or distinct lUIJ""lUlC 
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quasar or observed ~ .. v,,"q An offset in .. V"' .... V.LA is common, as 

illustrated in 2.1. 

4 Cosmic Microwave Weak gravitational lensing of the cosmic microwave 

and the cosmic of faint will shed 

UOoII"".',"" hidden from the CMB t.prnn,PT",t.nrp such as dark energy 

power break CMB ae!;enlen1CH~S and 

can UI"Ull''''"'''I.Y be used to map structures on the 

In its cross correlation with the Sachs-Wolfe CMB 

for a more direct detection of the dark energy and 

enables source redshifts and cross-

correlations with CMB ."no"""" cosmic shear surveys nrr"'l,lp t.lunnO",'<ln handles on 

the evolution of better DrE~Clsion on the dark energy 

state and ~",'w .. " Y 

5 Gravitational waves: Ruffa has DfClDosea that the massive black hole at the 

6 

7 

Galactic center may act as a 

the Earth. The author considers the 

"Oo',IV'."'''' wave energy to 

emitted are 5""1<""'"''-' 

for which enhancements in the of a few 

enhance

determines 

thousand-fold is found. For ",u> • .",,·o'" 

as ment can be as 

that the UU>'J<U'VY of "'C,lLL''''-'(>11" 

and find it to be ,,~,,"c.'U"~' 

sources the 

De Paolis et al 

enhancement from ",<L.la"",,, and eX1Gra-ga,la(~tlc 

such as white dwarfs and galaxies, lenses 

"' ... 'Ul"'5,u""",.,'Ul induces a correction on the with ..... I'>u .. ~. 

deflection as 

Edvard Mortsell 2001 of the 

fraction of in the Universe effects on 

Ia supernova observations. Using simulated data sets from one year of nn,or<>nron 

of the dedicated supernova detection satellite find that it should 

be to determine the fraction of cornp;act to an accuracy of less than 

Gunnarsson 2001 "',,,,,"',,."'" the effect of on the 
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fart h""t known ""p"rn()Vll., SN I ll97ff Wilh a redshift 01 z, '" 1,7 (,." ftit." 2001 [195]) 

in lh~ Huhhl" D,,,p fit.ld Nort.h [~51. Poor knowledge of the properties 01 tl", h'n<ins 

foreground gaJaxie, Htill mak"" it diffiC\Jt to pnt "trollll: constraints 00 Ihe coowologicaJ 

pa.:r"met~n, grey dust obscuration or luminosity evolution of SNIa, 

" General ,,,,,e ill the Search for Matter: Gravitational lensing b ",'nsitiv~ to botl, 

luminous (I.Ild dark w"tt"r "like. All lensing effects (offset in ]Xl"ltion, wHtortion, 

maglrifieacion and multiple irnagto<) ar:" lft'd in th,' ""arch for matter (""" e,g. Warnh

SlI:anss 2002 [238[ for a goo<! summa'1), 

• 'i J 
• --j ..: • ' , • 

• 

l-
I • I , 

I' • , 
, 

Fi~ure 2.2, The NASA HuhMe Space 'Thlescope survey of exolic palterllS, rings, arcs and 
cIO:<,." Ihal are all optical mirages produced by a gravitational lens, A quick look al OVer 
500 HuN,le fields of sky has unoovcro:l 10 inleresting lens candidates in the deepest 100 
field<. Thi' i, ",;gnificant increase in the nwnher of known opticall¥a,;talionaJ lenses, 

2,3 GravHational Lensing causes Shrinking of Area Distances 

In a Ftiedmann-u,m,utre (FL) univeI'3<. an exadly """baDy homogem'(lU' and i""uopic 

Roher(."",,-Walker (RW) lI:oometry is some kind of lru'lI:e-scaie average 01 inholl1Oll:~noou<; 

matter distribution and geomelry on swaller ,cal"" [54]. LxaJ ;nhomogeneilie< cau,", di,· 

lonion of hundles of light rays and so al"", th" angular diameter di"tanc<' and "..,'" distance 
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" ; ". • ... j" , 
• • " " 

Figure 2.3: A NASA Hubble Sj)€Ice Telescope image of l ite galaxy clu"ta: CLI358+62 it"" 
uncove...ed a gravitalionally.ie!lS€J image of a IIlare Jisto.nt gala>;y located fa:r beyond Ihe 
ciuste,. The resulting high ,e<lshift (z. = 4.92) corresponds to a va) ",,"iy eta when th, 
univet-'" WI!..' just beginning to fe.:m gal"""". 

through the resultant gravita.tiooal leosing [491 . Bertolli gave a power-series eJ<j)illl.'lion for 

thi. eifl"<t [8J while ,I.e Dyer-RoM"" f""mula [43, 202j can I,.. u .... d "t 1I0Y rroshift for thooe 

mony ray. that propagate in the lower """sity regiC<l" )",""",,,,, inhomog' neili",_ HOWl'"er 

lhi. fe.:mula is not accurate for those ray bunJ]es Ihat pMS VHy cl""e to matter. ,,;it,"" 

shearing becomes important [19J_ Some null geodesics may pa9S through ,-egiOOll of low 

density. while oth. ,", may through leming-indue"" caustic._ A" a r"",dt the cosmological 

ax"" <li,tane"" due to comhinatio,," of th"", eff""U! may he "i~m6cantly altered. In fact. 

referenc", [49, 171, 53] JelllOllll tmte aD "'''''''''''€ in observoo a:reos con'esp<mJing to a ~iH'n 

wlid ""!II. ,,'en when a,-.-caged ",..,r large angular ",ale!, through th. additive effect of 

incl'e""", on all scales, but particularly OIl micro-angular scales. When Cl\l1lll ica occur, area 

dista.nc,," and angular-diarn. "", dist3nc,," no long"" coill<ide. Angnlar ,i7." will not be . ig

nificantly eff""tM on large angular scales [49], Other sludies [201, 42, 99, WI all indicate 

that "" ave-r"!(e Wurce at high rOOshift in our univen.e will he JmnagnifieJ due to cau,tic", 

and th""e{ore the area distNlce is not FL OIl a,'fJlatle Th, fact that the a'''a distauce of 

the vulume a", caged inJ.omogeneous ,wi",r"" uood not b<: t hat of the und""lyiug FL model 

waa proven explicilly in [111], a.nd investigatoo further by Linder [143]. This is cOillrary to 

the commonly "",,"pled ,~""; (".,.. for instance [241]) t hat although the area distance wUl 

be int>Ct:ura\ely rep""",,,-,ted hy the FL area di.tance formula on small angl~ar ""ales due to 
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• • • - • 
• • , 

• 
• - • • • • , .. • • • • •• • • • • · , • • 

• • • , 
• 

" • • • ... • • • • • 
• 

Figure 2.40 Giant lumiD()lI" ,.,.'" in dll",~r CLOO24: frye imag", of a high ",rl,hift gulo",' 
_n 1",,"'-'<1 by a galaxy clustC! with" rodshift of Zo = 0,39; the r"diu, of curvature j, about 
200XCS<"C<1Ild,; 

the dumping of malter, when KV~~'Kged OVf'I huge enough angular ""a]"" that ,h~ forwul. 

will be ex&etly rorrecl. essentially due to photon OOIlSCmJ,ti<m For" formal rcbmtal of \hi" 

notion. """ ",loren", [491 page 3. 

In 2.3 "" prcscnt tbe generic ,hap" of a 2_dimeIlo;onaJ """liOIl uf lhe md! mIl~ OC01Jr_ 

ring ",hell Oillllple gravitalionallensing takes place' , Bundle. of light. ray, passing througb 

empty 'pa<'e ootwoon dU&.cTCd m",wr will be I"", fo<,n;ed than ill t he c()rre,pomliIlg FL 

'TIn. ui.o&r=,."" ''''eo from " Ie"...,., '49; s......, Fi."x. 2 'n [17~I.Fi"u" 5. 1 in [2021, F;""", 4 in 
[&\] . ..rKl Fil:",~:15 iu [19"1 
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• 
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• , 

'(# • J'~ • • Il ~ . 
• - • 

• • • Ii, 
• • • • • • • 

Figu'" 2.", Abell 2'218 is a rich gal",,)" cluster cuIll!""""l (If thou,and, of galaxies and a 
Ill"", equivalellt to ttJ1l tl"""and gal=ics intcrspcrscd ILrollghOU ~ the cluster. The ciu'itCr 
is locate<l rdmiwly nearby at a digeance of 2 billioli lighl_Y""'" (" red,hi{t Z,j = 0_18). The 
gravitaLional field f.om this lmge concentrMion of matter di'tort' I\lld magnifieo the light. 
from d",iant galax;",_ 1'1>0 """by galrucy' ho>; 1\ rOOsLift of >, _ 5.58, cocre'l""lding to a 
Jistance of atom 13.1 billion lighL-ye"",. The grullXy'. light hM r-n magnifial more than 
30 tim"" by Abell 221~ a,,,\ "plit in(.(l \""0 "im~"" by the uneven dislribution of malt.er in 
the cln""r. 

geometry ]43]. llowe,."r, further down the null geode""", after P£lSsing strong sourre,. con_ 

jugate points (and associated multiple images) will ,,",cur [2()3, 128]; the joci of oonjugate 

poi"!" in.pare Lime is a callst,ic sloe.,t. "' tlV!)-dim"""ional ""face to which the ray. are Lan

gem [4D. 10J_ The typic"') behaviour oi null roys near too.. ca1J>< ~iaJ h"" been p,,,,",nte(\ in 

'182[ (_ Figure -1.9); the ,-eIM·ion l<> gI:ftvilfttional lell,,;ng is di,cussW "'ter mi<! in [2'02[. We 

nl)W (Iemonstrate how a c<>whin~tion of these effects can challll:o {he l\l'<Oa-di" ~anre .-elation , 
Figure 2.3 iilu,Mat"" doe PMt liglit 00"" C-(P) of the space-time evem 'here and now'. 
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Figure 2.6: Left: The light from the single quasar PG 1115+080 i, "plit and di.,tort.od 
in thi' illf,,~red image. PG 115+1l80 is at a ru.UuJ.c<o of about 8 billion light }"C"IU1J in the 
coostcUation 1.0::>, and it is viewed throu~h an elliptical galaxy lens at a distance of 3 billion 
light year •. Hight: In this NIC!l.IOS image. th" four qUiW'Ir im~ and the kns galaxy 
haV(' bccrt ,ubtracted, revcaling a n=ly complC\c ring of infrare<i light. This rin~ is the 
"trelch," and amplili<"j .tarlight or the galaxy thai C<>lJtaim the qu"""",, some 8 billion light 
YC1lrs away. Credit: Christopher D. Impcy (Univcr,ity of Arizona) 

denoted by P. As a bundle of Ilght rays B(dll) generating C-(F) (and suht"nding a. ""lid 

M~lc dfl at 1') po.sscs ncar a lensing ma8ll L. the nearer rays arc distorted in lowaros the 

""nlra! "ay '"If- linking P to L Radial rati". will chang~ (d. [202]. figure 2.3), d<:>crC&5ing 

"" light raYR "rc bent inward, in the case of ft spherically symmetric len. (cf [186], Figure 

2). The ""' .... corn"'po<>dinR to a "p<JCific ""lid angle arc invariant if the ,he"r i" "mall in 

a V1Wuum region, because traos"enle rftlios will cllllng" in a coml'en'lating w~y, but there 

will be a changc in area if <ii,tortion is significant or if thcre i" matter prC8Cnt (M followg 

from the null Raych.1iudhuri equatio.m, oee e.g. [S. 204]). Th\l.'l /Ocu,,"ing is cau""" Wh<'Il 

Strong Lensing takes place, lind thi' CM be exarni.ncl by I"Y tracing. by use of the g,"ldulic 

deviation equation. or by "sinR the optical scalar equations. COm<:'quelltly before CUSptl 

have formed. the "",a dS of thi" nearby bundle of g"(H/ffiic" B(tif/) beyond L will be lea< 
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Figure 2.7; A Iellll L and resultiug ~-allStics on lhe p.,l light oone C-(P) (2-dimellllional 
"""tx:m of the f"ll bgh! cone), ,howing in pa.rtiClIlar the cr()llS-o' ... r IiI><' L, and cusp lines 
L _1, L, rr=tinB al the colJjugate point Q_ The intersection of the past bght cone with a 
surface of COll"t~nt time defines exterior "'gments C-, C+ of the light cone together with 
interio< segments C1, C" CJ . 

than if L h»d I)()t been there (i_e_ in an FL ~ground g('()melry). Further ant from 

the ir-ns, where the den.'ily i, Ie" lhan io the hocxgro,md, the eIf,'Ct wiU be reverSKi; 

are"" will be latger [49]' As the obBerver's direction of view ohMg"" at P, t he ~ngl(' of 

oi:t;servati<Jn 0 incre"",,' continuo1",ly from ""me arbitrary initial angle OJ to a final diri'Ction 

~F, where Ihe co<responding light raJ''' pass through a tra!lllp""'nt lellll L centered at O~, 

with Or < Or. < OF" \\'e """,,me Ihat the light raY' d""elop c~ustic" b<>fore interSi'Cting Ihe 

apacelike surl'"",,~ . As 0 ('()ntinuously increases at I', the eorrespondiug image point in ~ 

will trace out an arc along the int"rBeCtion of C-(P) with~, which oon»i.t. of a ,""ri"" of 

forward, b''',,!<-.,ard, ~nd Ihen forward moliQDs; the light-cone has ~t wast two cusps and a 

Cr""",""""r {""If.intersection} in it, oach of these being I'rojoctlo!lll of the can.tic ,heel in f"ll 

"P£IC" tlIne. 

Lei '" cOn<icier the motion of ~he image point in L (_ Fig",e 2.:1). Starling at lho, 

initial point I on C_, it mo""" on C_ from left. Ihroogh Ihe cross-owr poim ['2 along C, 
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nmoves forward 
to the cusp at PI, and then forward 

, then back 

c 

from I to the cusp at 
to F. 

the lens to the cusp 

16 

1 backward 

, and to the cusp 

then forward the cross-over point and onwards on C+ to the 

distance three times. We final F traverse the same 

U!~iLUJl~UIMl distance traveled It the full path "G.'\.-U.H'."o;:;U as a line the 

path) from distance has moved in space from its 

to its final 

19 how far the 

calculated the shortest distance between I 

andF. 

What this shows is that after caustics have 

distances are different. The former N ........ ""","" 

area distances and size 

to distance the latter to 

distance ",cww::;'u.. A L will cause caustic lines on defined as the 

if the '~"'~""6 intersection of the caustic sheet with E. These will be """""''''<1 

is and will be centered on the null geodesic "fL from P vu,.vU',,"U 

L to the critical curves in the lens of the caustic will 

also be circles around "fL. 

with E, in the <a""~<>",,,,<> 

the full two-dimensional intersection S of C-

lens case, it will be r"t:<>tlInIT the I-dimensional 

about the central ge()(iE:SIC "fL also 

calculate the area lCla.LJ.VHO>, we need to use the determinant J 

observer to areas in the source 

travel is forward as discussed above will r>n,",.""".r,nrl to ,.ocr".",., 

solid 

In order to 

at the 

where 

where <LUI"'-"''''' travel is backwards r>nlrr"'"n(m to where IJI < O. Thus in 

up areas, we have two "n,h",,,, up the uU'",!U"'.1U"" of areas we a +ve 
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value to all areas, i.e. we IJI over the relevant solid or up 

areas we a -ve value to areas where < 0, i.e. we integrate J itself over 

the relevant solid The former cOl:resP()ll(is to distance IS""',"""''"', the latter to distance 

traveled 

We use the latter to define area distance in the realistic universe and hence 

to determine the area ratio ((3). Hence we take the modulus of areas and solid angles in 

The claim in is that when the bRlckf~roun,d model is matched 

to a more realistic universe we will find ((3) > 1 on over 

scales. 

p 

ml10InogeIlelL~ by the observational point at a caustic results in 
because the same of the is traversed 3 times 

the observational point. 
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In this we consider exact '~",","J~ with caustics """"".v the effects 

discussed in Section 2.3 of 2 and also 

order to calculate the HU.51JllH1UC; of the effect 

detail in reference [49]. In 

IJtllO"'"tU lenses to which we can the thin-lens aPlJrOXinlation 

we look in detail at hat which are the in this class. We -refer to and 

follow the notation of Ehlers and Falco [202] 

In a Ellis and Solomons [53] we continue the of how area distances 

behave in universes where takes . Reference [49] 

considered the claim S. that individual lensing masses alter area 

distances for ray bundles that pass near by them, photon conservation the same 

area distance-redshift relation as in exact FL universes when 

scales. It was shown in that this claimed "V'''IJ''Ui~a",UU result is incorrect once one has 

which are ne(~eSf>an 

the result is not true in Indeed it has to be wrong because area 

distances are determined the gravitational field the null 

18 
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of the issue of .... u'U"U' .. conservation (which is 

determined "'-l,,,u,v,v,,,,, and is valid whatever the Thus 

the latter cannot determine area distances. In fact at 

takes in that distant areas subtend smaller solid would in a FL 

universe and this effect will remain even when the observations relate to 

The way these small effects for individual lenses add up to 

over the whole is discussed in This may affect number counts and 

Cosmic Radiation observations at very small 

The has been in reference 

from the centre, and so without are in [171 J, 
which a proof of the existence of the effect we claim; but the models 

used are unrealistic as models of the real universe. 

3 

We consider "",,,,,ro~.,tri,., lenses in an Einstein-de Sitter uw",,,,,,v 

universe. The effect of the lens will be rel)reSeIlted by the usual thin lens 

and we use the scaled variables of SEF. 

Relations 

The diameter distances between the observer and 

lens and source in this are Ds and 

Sitter model = 1, no clumping), 

SEF is obtainable from 

Zd -? 0). In what 

For a lens Zd, as Zs -? 00 this has the value 

has a maximum value of = 0.21 when Zd = 

observer and source, and 

In an Einstein - De 

.>..:...;~""",,.,.--:., which 

If a source in a FLRW universe with scale factor emits a at time ts which is 

received at time then the proper distance at time ts between the source and observer is 
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. For an Einstein-de Sitter universe a(t) = , the Hubble is 

, and 1 + z = , so 

+ 1) 

is this distance in the f'I<I:rI'r.lll'1lrl universe. 

3.2.1 

If the energy density is p(:it) the fractional matter 

related to the matter source 

8 (:it) in an HH1VU1Vl'.t:Ut:I is 

Po 
¢} p(:it) = Po + 1) . 

where Po is the average energy '"'''''''''' over a "U'.A~',v of constant time 

over ; so by 

=0, 

which is the condition for a ~~ ...... ~ .. _._ that has been formed 

ment of matter in a ba;ck~~round with matter Po· 

the p averages out to the correct uai"",,>V value Po; if this is not 

this means that 

to 

no densities will occur iff 

assl~~nea [50]. 

for the 

Po > 0, 8(x) > -1 ."Jj: .. ,,\Alh 

We will assume these conditions to be true for the matter uU'V""VI~'''J''''O 

defined 

rearrange-

then the 

must be 

(3.2.6) 

>"""H>,F,' Then in the that the and relations will all refer 

to the variation from what would have been in the model if there 

had been no QO,.·UlI'P mass a will mean the pr()JectE~d surface 

mass from the p - Po from the 

which will be chosen so that the c,V1UIJC""o,u.1VU condition is 
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and the bending will be the deviation in direction at the lens from what it would have 

been in the model. This will be via the usual with 

the surface mass ~~'''v.'v" as defined. 

lenses 

We define a simple lens to be a 

lens where 8(x) = 8(lxl) is for an inner domain 0 :5 Ixl < 1, for an outer 

domain 1 < Ixl < ,x, (,x > 1), and zero at i.e. for'x < Ixl. This 

would arise by formation of a massive together 

material from an ..... o.~ •• ,' 

Given a choice of 

110 in the source 

axis in the source 

is the observational 

uniform substratum. In the we consider a r",,"tll"11 

a hat lens. 

there is a COITeE>D scale 

From the position vector ii of the source relative to the 

vector ( = in the lens where (vector) if 
from the we define cOlrrespeJn(1IDlg scaled variables X, 

(3.2.7) 

(3.5)]. The mass lenses can be rescaled as 

(SEF 5.5). The lens can be written in the very dimensionless form 

y=x 

where the scaled (vector) deflection a is related to the true (vector) -deflection 0: 

Because of the the deflection is inward and of 

y= 

y x a(x) x 
x 
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where 

m(x) = 2 

is the dimensionless mass 

the dimensionless surface 

within a circle of radius x 

Also the vu,:,,,.,,, tl.f in radial distance traveled in a 

the source, is 

rescaled to 

to the time 

and followingJ. This is 

where Ci is (3.2.10) and the 

2 

(8. 7)-(8.9)J . 

The ... ' ....... 0 ratios 

caused 

Hot;Ci:l.l1eU) deflection 

:::} a(x) = 

is 

dx 

22 

, its first derivative is 

as measured at 

, (5.45)]1, and can be 

over the sky, the angular 

tances co]"reSpi)n(Ulllg to a 

factor 'I which relates observed dis

universe to those in the UCL'''A~;<UUUU 

smoothed-out universe in the Introduction is 

'1= 

which can be >IV'f-'n"".·'" over a stated tl.e to the average angular factor 

b) over that 

areas corresp,onl[urtg to a 

smoothed-out universe 

the nr"n'tm""" area 

solid in the real 

factor /3 which relates observed 

universe to those in the back-

demonstrated in the Introduction is 

/3 = I det J I, J = 1
8 

I· 

time change calculated in these equations is at most a first order quantity, and so the in 
radial distance traveled can be found from it to first order by calculating distance as if light travels on null 
geodesics in the background geometry. 
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This can be 

over that solid 

The overall effect 

over a solid 60 to 

23 

the average area factor ((3) 

VI'."OU'0L the radial and transverse U"";AVL,,, (3.2.15), 

ray relative to the ba,ckl!rOlun:Cl m"rorn"lTv and hence the 

the deflection of each null 

of the cone in 

the real 

fact that the 

These deflections are not independent: they are related by the 

is locally unity, so that the actual light path is w.r.t. 

variation of the arrival time a Rifipw:fl,VS deflection (which increases the 

distance to be 

be 

(see 

3.1: 
traveled. 

is COlmr;len.sa1ceCl an inwards deflection ""'-"Uv,,,1'. the distance to 

is a consequence of the time 

170-171). It is this combination of radial and V~"'E>""uv,,~, 

that the light cone caustics their characteristic 

of caustics in cone preferred !',t:\JUt'1>R;1> and distance 
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Consider now and distances in the We start with aU!::'U1<:U 

diameter distance. Consider the source of a lens in direction of 

directions will be , .... c,f.'",,,,,,,u. from their h<l,'i<"rrr£\"n 

fI- x) = (Z, -5) where the first is the radial t''''Ylnrm,ont 

of the U!spw,celnelll.' , and the second is the O""AJLJ<.v,U"',o,1 the 

source . If we move our "'~'lXl1n(f direction an arc in the 

the will move; for O""""P""'-"'".] we will consider an arc where one ~ •• ~,~.'_ 

"A,."nAn,ant () varies. This a 2-dimensional section of the full 3-dimensional 

cone. 

As we vary () d(), the distance traveled will be , and the 

radial of distance will be much less than this. Thus the total distance traveled 

DT due to an increase tl.() 

(3.3.1) 

where we sum all distances with a uelGerml.mr.Lg the total increment in 

Iyl the Introduction In terms of normalized when 

takes the 

distance is the same ,,"'V'nr<""","n 

distance moved from the 

In this case we subtract off those 

the increment of y. 

and Distance 

d() y(O)-y(O). 

where is 

DC is the 

up with 

Now when is distance traveled is the same as distance However 

when we have cusps IVIU.",,!'. (see the Introduction 2) and in the formula 

for distance traveled the is over the curve co:rresp,DwdirLg to all values of () 

and hence traverses the cusp backwards and see 1. This is different from 

distance the latter is then the 1) but where now,the 

is over the curve 'Y the cusp "",,,"'V""', so that is positive over all 

the curve traversed. 
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The 

The effect for 

in Distance Gained due to the presence of the deflector is small in all cases. 

~"'~UA'~ scales does not average to zero when we have a distribution of 

but it is very small "u,"u~,'" from the value is the difference 

of it (.fl at the two COl:refmO,ndml! to a minute of arc at The zn 

Distance Traveled tlDT is the but now taken over all the closed 

"Ie that are excluded when one calculates distance ",0""<0',,. The effect at each lens is 

but it is cumulative. Hence when there are a number of the effect can 

be discussed in [49]). 

We are also interested in the true """,,(JU',LlM, A rea Distance and so in area 

where the area distance is determined by the question, as we look over a 

solid what area does that cover at the source? This is by 

the determinant of the lens see 18). We give explicit exprElSS:IOIllS for this 

determinant in the A radial increase of size will be 

by a transverse decrease of see e.g. Gunn and Press [186]), so the area distance will 

not relate very to the size distance. 

We see then that before caustics distance traveled and distance are both 

very similar very close to the h",£'Lr",rr .. ,n on 

can be very different was in [49]). To calculate we must locate the 

cusps and caustics. 

3.3.1 

Caustics in a source are the where the Jacobean of the AvU.UAA",", 

map is Critical curves are the where the rays 

pass that will end up at caustics at the source can be located by 

the zeros of the Jacobean of the map. The set of caustic in for all 

source form the SDllce-ol:me caustic set. 
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The Jacobian 

a lens t centered at the of the Cartesian the Jaco-

bian matrix J = ( ) of the lens HW.",..,'''", in the lens plane has determinant 

detJ (3.3.3) 

16)) which vanishes where either the first or the second brackets on the 

hand side vanishes. 

When the first bracket in .... "''''',<0,,, the radius x is Xc such that 

=1 {:} 
1 

Such a critical then there is a vector 

(0,1) to the critical curve at this and since the curve is """"5"'" "'LC"", is an 

with zero Since the critical curves are IIH1DIJea onto the 

7] = 0 in the source there exists a caustic there which ae.geIler·at~~s 

The equation of the taJlgt~m;lal critical curve in two dimensions in the lens is 

then where Xc solves This COITe~m(mdls to an Einstein 

of one in the source 

The determinant det J in 

X = Xd such that 

also vanishes where the last bracket is zero, i.e. when 

-.,.--- = 1 . 

This ~"'4_V'_" describes radial critical curves. it £>A,">,O"."".,,.. to a circle in the lens 

It has a radial eigenvector zero. For at r = (e,O), 

= (1, We see in the next section it COl:rel~p(mCLS to a caustic in the source 

a cusp in the surface of constant ,-h"t"Y."ol 

The Cross-over and 

is a two-dimensional vector with com-

pOIlents Yl and Y2 while the radial the U-'>V'."",V""OL'" for the 2-d section of 

the null cone in any surface of constant time. inward with radial 

(3.2.11). The first term on the is the UV,""'VU that 

would have been with no the second term is the effect of the lens. 
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one other side 
The number of 

is the number of times the line y = x intersects the curve. VUUi:nU<JL 

there is one to line (c); then there are two 
which is to the curve and determines the cusp there are three intersections 
for line (e) which determines the cross-over it at 
the source , there are 3 for two for line (g) 

" .... vu.F.u the cusp, and Parameters based on the 

To express this in terms of the observational 

the relations t 
form 

where by the 

The cusp 

that if = 

y(O) = 

and 

0= 

we note from 

takes the 

are determined 

=0, 

this occurs when 
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that is 
1 

(3.3.9) 

determines the cusp to the radial critical in 

In terms of the 

the curves y - x to the curve 

this occurs where 

size is 

twice this distance is the difference between distance and distance to 

and are related by 

=0, (3.3.10) 

where the ,,,,,,no?",,.,,,, and the selt-ultelrselctl()n of the cone (given 

the first occurs on the central line 

Thus we have from ( 

the lens 

the second -'1--""" 

determines the cross-over Thus the cross-over and cOJ:ref3PCIll<1 to 

the critical In terms of the 

2) this occurs where the line y - x = 0 intersects the curve a(x), 

An and X3 

the cusp on the other side of the caustic: 

we treat as the cut-off in the caustic size. 

and it is this 

we refer to this as the 

that 

angle 

03 the cut-off on the other side occurs at 

the maximum deflection caused the lens occurs when () = where 

=0. (3.3.12) 

This does not correspond to either of the other indeed it lies between them. For a 

SCL centred at 0 0, if cusps and cross-overs occur then 

The two-dimensional nl("T,mrp obtained by uppn~ss:tng one angular coordinate is as shown 

in 1 one radial coordinate and one to the full 3-

dimensional at the source the whole is about 
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the axis at () = O. The cross-over at () = to a circle in the 

lens but a in the source the cusp 

COITe~;pona to circles in both 

We now the jJU;Ct:UU1); to Hat models. 

In the ~""'Y'_~" case of a If!'flI_HI/I. there is a constant inner forO ~ 

a constant outer density <>- for 1 < Ixl < A with A > 1. Then the COlupemmu 

is 

Unless otherwise 

condition 

we will assume that 

demands that 

is <>- is 

0< «A3 1) {::} 0><>->-1, 

the scaled and 

,.(x) = C 

,.(x) = 

,.(x) = 

will take the form 

0, 

O~x~l, 

l~x~A, 

X>A 

() 

< 1 and 

condition 

Then the 

(3.4.3) 

where C = with a central value ,.(0) = 1) > 0 and a value of 

= -cv"F=l < O. The surface for 0 ~ x < x + < 1, 

for x+ < x < A, and zero for A < x, where 

<1. 

into and to find the mass function we 

obtain the 

m(x) = A 
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where the function is 

f(x) 

3/2 _ (1 _ 

3/2 

0, 

The function is a continuous nn.",t:n'A even 

maximum value of 

Near zero it has the form 

3 
f(x) = 2":-""""""':" 

3 
8 

30 

(3.4.8) 

with 0, a 

at Xm < 1 

+ (3.4.11) 

It follows that is a continuous non-lle~'atlve function with m(O) o and 
values 

where 

= 0 and Its maximum value is at x = Xm = x+, 

because any SeL lens can be built up a of a sufficient 

number of we see that the effective surface deflection mass is 

zero at the outer of the __ ... y_ .... _ 

2-dimensional surface fl.I'''IIXI.I:1I a is 

that is the pit,Pf'ti')I> 

f'n?1'lnf'7J..'w.t,f'ri if the 3-dimensional l'IUL:~Z{)nru den

8 is 

because it is I'rn·TAI,t. 

lie outside x = ). 
for 

and its COlupem,at:mg 

Hence there is no 

the deflection 

UCJll1:>lIGY takes 

l\olllOUJlJ<. effects occur 

lens, the deflection 

where the constant is 

from 

matter 

a(x) = A 

A= 

x 

effect due to the lens: LJH'<-l~,Cl v 

o for HULJ""'"" that 

Thus we 

for rays that traverse the lens itself 

values for a at some radii in such a 

and 10), we have that for a 

R, 
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From or 

and from or 

The maximum U"'J"UJ.UF. 

1. the 

cross-overs occur where 

=1 
x 

caustics occur where 

= 1, 

am occurs where =0. 

a(x) is a continuous ,..."c"tn,&> odd function with 

a(O) 

da/dx(O) 

0, 

(3A/2) 

a maximum value am at Xm < where 

and Ul"~"IU'U values a( 1) 

31 

2. its slope da(x)/dx is an even continuous function with maximum value da(O)/dx = 

(3A/2>.2) (>,2 -1) at the from x 0 to xm, from x = xm to >., 

and zero ">";>"":>',,'Ol with junction values da(l)/dx _(A/>.3)(>.2 + 
it takes its minimum value and its derivative is U>C".M.Uv,UU'uu" 

from the left but finite on the and = O. Hence caustics occur iff 

>1 (3.4.16) 

case when occur, say at x = X2 , then 

o < X2 < 1 and X2 satisfies 

- (1 + 1, 

with the COITe~mO,namg fh = 
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3. The function I(x) given (3.4.8-3.4.10)) is 

even, monotonic decr€~as:mg and with a maximum value 

- 1) at the ~AAv'UA~U values B(l) = (A/A) 

B(A) O. Hence cross-overs also occur iff ( is satisfied. 

_ 1)3/2/A, 

can occur for 

any value of x> X2 up to A. If occur, say at x = Xl, then 

with the COlTe!,pOlnamg 

Xl < 1) or 

range it will one has to 

=1 

where is either 

cannot tell a priori in which 

to solve one, and if there is no solution, solve the 

how a of the is covered 

the Einstein circle to the cross-over surface Z = Zs for lenses at Zd 

of the central at How this scales with Zd 

UGUGJ,JUC on how Po, 8+, A and 'R scale with Zd. 

4. Pointwise over the the area factor is f3 
This can be evaluated from the formulae above. the ,",hP,,",UOJ,VU 

one can evaluate this determinant near the centre-line () = 0; the result is 

det J = (1-

which is 1 near the lens A is and goes to (see i6)) when A 

is (the minus because images are r",,,·pr,,pri 

We can determine a value for the either 

the quantities in the definition v"UHH~VAUF. the maximum Uv'''UAUEo 

for lenses considered. For if A = 2, the r.h.s. of has a maximum value of 

X = From with the ",,",,,,,,,uu,; relation and 

relation we see that then is determined the relation 

X 1.14xO.7= 
2c am 

3.4.1 

We have written a series of Truebasic programmes that all the relevant 

for as functions of (i) the parameter the source redshift Zs 
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for fixed lens red shift Zd, the lens redshift Zd for fixed source redshift ZS' We have exper-

imented with nHnUTlp·r. ... r values that f'r.r'r",,,.,r,nrl to observed 

some of the results are in the tables and in 3 to 5. 

cul-off angle 

cross-oye. angle 
-------" --

2 3 4 

cusp (b) the crossover 
redshift starts at the value of Zs = Zd = and increases 

the arc redshift of up to the value Zs = 5. Parameters based on the lens A2390. 

This area shrinking ratio is about 3 after cusps have r.N'l1rr"rl for scales of about 3 times 

the cusp COlTe!lpO,ndmg to the cusp where the deflection is the same size 

as at the cusp. 

3.4.2 

We present a table of results for co]rresP()n<lmg to four well-known clusters 

that cause that we are not UU'''''>A''a detailed models of these 

oOJec:ts; rather we are 

values in our SeL 

their observed to determine reasonable 

From the cluster Abell 2218 180]) we have selected 

as the arcs at redshifts Zs 2.6 and 3.3 as a case where the 

brackets this is evaluated at the cut-off We then list the COITetlDO'ndmg 

factor ((3) for these two HUt"'!'."'''', at the cut-off followed their cusp and 
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Table 3.1: Area ratio with actual redshift. 

cross-over The last column is the factor for the source 

redshift Zs = 1200 . We also consider other A" .. LOU,L"" clusters Abell 963 

370 , and Abell 2390 

-2 -1 

/--", 
/ ' 

/ \ 
/ \ 
I \ 
I \ 

o 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
I I 
II 
Ii 
~ 

'pointwise _shrinking' --

2 

34 

at u<O.~v LA IJA ,'U); 

), Abell 

Figure 3.4: The area ratio r for based on the lens 
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Table 3.2: angle, cross-over 

Table 3.3: Area 

3.4.3 

We have also used a set of 

and area of 

Cross-over 
(h 

77/75 
48 

27 36 
41 

ratio with actual 

as evidenced by 

35 

ratio at 

3 
3.35 

redshift. 

of more distant 

to rarnt!ot!rs for our the second table. The first lens is 

often referred to as the clover + 117 has four HU"'~'''' at redshift 

HUa.",,,, A and B for the Zd = 2.55 ::-efs. 117]). The second is seen in 

2345 + 007 COITe"pOlna to a redshift Zd ongnlGt!r than 

B [239, 219]). The third is the radio source + 112 ref. 

[133]). The fourth is the in 1635 + 267 with redshift Zd 1.96 

[40]. was observed in albeit somewhat 

) . 

We find that the caustics factor tends to an average factor> 3 at z 

to a 3-fold ,...,...",0 ... ''''' However because of the of the rays 

within the cusps, it can be much when actual 

to the cusps is then much smaller than in the FL 
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at cusp angle 

beta at cross-over angle 

/ 
. beta at cut-off angle 

2 3 4 

3.5: The average area distance ratio 13 for the Abell cluster 2390. The 
average (13) at () = ()l cusp (b) () = cross-over and (c) () 

cut-off 

Of interest is the way the cusp size and the 

the source and of the object. This UC;llJellUCI 

."TJ.·'r'l., •. l<"·'.'Uil vary with redshift of 

the variation of 

apparent diameter occurs 

at Z so that the maximum for cusps to form due to lenses of size 

and uu.v",-,vu will have minimum at that and (b) that the ratio of distances that 

enters (fer saturates with but has a maximum for each Zs at a 

Zd of about 0.6 which is thus the _,, _______ distance for the lens in order to create cusps on 

the last surface. 

The models discussed here in that are 

not ",o.lla..ll..1"" or clusters; but they confirm in a concrete way the broad 

nrc:mcJsE:C1 in an area .''''.''-'.71.1'''''.'''-'' factor of 3 will occur for each lens that causes cusps, 

on the scale of the cusps 

at the source as the cusp 

at the cut-off 

but on the 

which the same deflection 

The total effect when 
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Table 3.4: , cross-over and 

Cross-over 
lh 
0.9 
6 
8 
10 
1.0 

over ""'''~\.U'LW. scales will £1"'''0,",£1 on what fraction of the 

for all lenses at all smaller as a function of 

overall effect were 

37 

ratio at 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

is covered these 

estimates of this 

factors as a function 

of redshift will ,"or","'o simulations with U1LU"'V'''' ''''"'''U''!'', and more realistic lens U"""''''', for 

"""V",,,0.1 lens models determined by a rl",neo'r'"lnn n<lr"TTIp·t.pr and 

which allow an increase in the 

lenses can have a factor of 5). The effect will differ 

and will almost be substantial due to V-AvWJHA.!,>, with an 

additional increase due to 1<."' .• "''-'", .... Impnca1Clon is that it is incorrect 

to assume a 

one can 

that areas average out to the h""lfO'T'r., 

know the true area ratios - pv,,\r,,,,,,,,,.rl in the 

detailed calculation. 

factors considered here 
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;'U"U',,'U'"'F. the classical FRW model of General with the SUj)ermIlat.lon of Pre-

LJoismlO!(lgy of is marred by what is 

exit There is a vast literature focused upon this blemish. There are 

no-go theorems that exclude such transitions in the presence of a fluid or 

Kalb-Ramond source terms. 

In what we to shed some 

and the extent to which 

on the intricacies of the 

L.t:I.'17,fU.J,LlJfJJ1J .... t-'- •• ~ the debate SUl:roun,Clll1lg 

various issues related to the such as the the Cosmo-

Constant Problem, Flatness Problem etc. So the first section of this is a 

brief summary of some of the recent 

Exit Problem. 

in Section 4.3 the 

to various treatises its LVU'UU.'UF. 

contributions to the debate around Graceful 

vO,",;'VLVF.,l is reviewed in a way similar 

Veneziano and others. 

The final Section deals with a "'!;,H'1"v<U1" nrr''''''rhr the • .1''''.,1.1:,'.':11 

the 

solutions to the 

..,...,; .... " ... that 

an occurrence that has no a.U'~lVj"'U'" in the context of 

39 
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the Einstein C,V"IUVl<..'5'y 

be Imple:mEmtea. 

where there is no a UU'~OV;"" and the duality cannot 

consideration is raised as to symmetries of the and whether 

those same hold true in their solutions (see 5). ",u~",,:;'u., there are cases 

in which the equations have such a scale factor when solutions mayor may not 

exhibit the same and on the other hand cases in which the solutions the 

scale factor C4'",CLC1UIL1> do not. 

The Standard us a consistent view of a part of current 

as far back as the of UU'''lC'UOYHOI.LC;'''''. Before this we 

an era of accelerated under the [141, <CAlna;LU such 

as the size of the its smoothness and flatness on very scales and 

the lack of it on smaller the lack of relics such as 

domain walls and To this list we may add the of the smallness 

of the and the initial does inflation 

fail to address the last two there remains the task of ,..r.""~·r"r.r, a 

scenario that is free of internal inconsistencies. 

In a classical 01 <::'0. ""UO;:;" ° , the Universe reaches 

runs into a In order to see how 

one needs to go a classical treatment. The O"1",::tIrf'Tn 

of section 4.4) of 

FRW for instance 

curvature scales and ul

cures this 

,",u."".u is the issue 

Theory with standard 

theorems 

n,.""''''",T the inclusion of a exit in a vacuum-dilaton 

154]. It appears to be in trend to include corrections to 

the effective action, that "","ron,,.,,,',,, both the classical finite size effects of the 

as well as the nn"nt.nrn 

Diamandis et al. m,,'eSl;ll!:i:Lte a toy model two-dimensional within 

the context of a where they identify time with the Liouville 

mode. This also achieves an O;:;AlJaJL>U;'U,," universe with matter which exhibits an HUJli:tLllUUi:tI.Y 
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and exit from that tends as1{mpt;::mcal.lj to a flat-metric fixed char-

acterized a suitable dilaton 

the exit from the 

Kawai & Soda 

and 

cr111,<>t:irm in which the remains bounded 

UC;!SU~;£UJ"::; enhancements of both curvature 

V1Iavc; .. c;u~;"U limit exit in a universe dom-

inated by a scalar field to the Gauss-Bonnet term a four-dimensional dilaton-

model of Antoniadis et al. 

model by [193]). 

In a paper C. Park and S-J Sin 

the absence of the 

dimensional Acl:::h:::icllWl:lIZSC!llld 

universe may be attained. 

on a 3D-brane with a time 

, which is an extension of a two-dimensional 

it was that by brane in 

multi-brane 

a scenario of a exit of inflation on a brane 

[178] solve the Einstein 

the vacuum energy scales as demonstrate how the universe may have 

from an to an in a natural way. et 

al. the action of the Randall-Sundrum model with a time u,-,..,,,-,,c>u,cuo 

metric QW";"",,,, reformulated in terms of a Brans-Dicke action with time Newton's 

constant and show that the brane metric .,AU,V"OA .. exits inflation. 

and Sola pn~sellt a model of inflation based on the tlUUIIlltll) 

induced effective action of ".,.o,,,it·,, in the presence of a invariant Hilbert-Einstein 

term first pn)p()seo , in which inflation can be stable at the V"!~AUUHJl5 

and unstable at the end. The is caused by a 

down of inflation due to effects associated to the massive fermion fields. 

In theories this mechanism can be linked to the of SUSY and 

suggests a natural way to achieve exit from the to the FLRW 

Risi and [37] sug;ges:teo 

the pre- to the 

transition from 

1'1.1.(1.1'1"''11.''', effects due to the 

back-reaction of the fluctuations outside the the is 

er-OlInellS1;)mU and !>n"""·.T'nlm 

We obtain Uv.U-O'£UI;'''''' solutions the inclusion of a scalar nr"h' .... ti 
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of state the use of an exotic 

Stefano Foffa [61] considers in Braneworld Scenario and re-

cently obtained a aTO,(,Altn exit at low curvature and low without 

Condition by means of a universe in the context 

of a brane world scenario. The scale factor starts in a ~~'''V'~~V'''n infla

tionary both in the Einstein and in the 

to interaction with the bulk tensor), and 

GAI.}CWliUJlU" era. 

This section of the basic ideas 

scenario [69] as derived from 

a bounce 

enters into a decelerated 

the so-called 

of the main difference between cos-

and can be obtained the so-called 

curvature scale of the Universe versus time. 

In the Standard Model , the space time curvature decreases as time increases. As 

we look back in this curvature grows and blows up at the initial 

as illustrated in the top of 4.l. 

The Stanciard Model 124] modifies the Standard Model by 

or "almost" de Sitter in the distant for a de 

tends to constant value. The 

inflation cannot be extended back in time for ever 

leads to ge()dE:SIC also Guth [84]). 

which this curvature 

with this scenario is that 

for instance since it 

an answer, "~""~',' that the Universe emerges in a 

de Sitter state I-'''''',H'''','-' initial vacuum via 

The ~U'OU,'Ul'~5J CA,pIO.UGOIUU is that any 

of the transition choice of the conditions [90], 

which in the context of standard inflation are ImDO~lea ad hoc when the Universe is in an 

unknown inside the In on the ~~"V'~'J 

the initial conditions are referred to a LV"-OV,U<O' classical state which is 
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known, and well controlled by the effective action There have 

been other to use ~u,,,,u."W'U '-"Vo.,u,,",v/;.) See for instance the paper 

Pinto-Neto and Colistete Jr that uses the Bohm-de to construct 

Gaussian of the solutions to the cOlrresp.C)WllIJlg Wheeler-DeWitt 

to obtain Bohmian that exhibit a exit from the inflationary 

to the decelerated CA1JaJ.J'''!I..'U 

What ualuu'~u" to the Universe before the which cannot last 

for ever? If the curvature starts in the the 

Problem remains shifted further back in time. 

The alternative is for the curvature to start as illustrated in the bottom 

of 4.1. The such dual behaviour 

for the curvature around the time t = o. As we look back in time the curvature grows, 

reaches a maximum controlled the string and then decreases towards a state 

which is flat and with constants, and therefore HVls""n .. ,,, 

the so-called vacuum. A of high, but finite 

of the Standard Model - the 

in contrast to the 

with rlp,rrp""inrr curvature. 

"'vrnlm~'t:rv of the effective action. An important nrr'nt>rhr 

To illustrate this 

the standard Einstein 

,,\.<a,UALJ'F. that in the solutions of 

s=- (4.4.1) 

(d is the number of , are 

invariant under "time-reversal" transformations. for a ho:mogelneclUs 

and solution of the COElm()lO!?;lCi:l.1 el:jU1~tl()nS rerlre"ented by a scale factor a(t): 
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If aCt) is a solution, then also is a solution. On the other when t goes into 

the Hubble H = a/a I.>HCl'U5'~" sign, 

aCt) -+ a( -t), H -+-H. 

To any standard cOlsmolclglJcal solution decelerated <O""'V"'I"'''VU and decreas-

curvature > 0, < 0), is thus associated a "reflected" solution, 

a rro"TT"<lf'lrlnIT Universe because H is 

The effective action (here the fundamental field is repre-

sented by the scalar dilaton ¢) to lowest order in the and in the 'U".U<JL-

derivatives (a') string corrections (see, for A and B in ) can be 

written as: 

s=-
is the fundamental scale. In addition to the invariance under 

the above action is also invariant under the dual inversion of the scale 

an transformation of the dilaton also and the first 

paper of Ref. 

, then 

More nT"~'rl"",1 

a-+a= 

This transformation uupnOUAC,U 

scale factor 

if a( t) is a solution for the "V,~UAV"'F.A'vC." Uo.'0A,,-AVUUU 

the dilaton transforms as: 

¢ -+ ¢ = ¢ 2d in a 

case of T-duality called 

When a goes into , the Hubble H goes into -H so that, to each 

and , is associated a dual 

. The space of solutions is thus 

one of the two solutions related time rpvpr""., 

and 

richer in a 

transformations 

\.,V.,U'VH.'l'..Y context. Indeed, because of the combined invariance under the 

<.;VO,HHJiVl,">ll.>,:U solution has in four branches: 

two branches describe <O""'-I-''''IU'''VU two branches describe contraction 

scale 

It 

as illustrated in 

in this cOlltext, 

0, with rio,"""'.'"'''T''''' 

for two branches the curvature scale grows in 

while for the other two branches the curvature 

that to any 

< 0 

decelerated <::AIf'CL'.iU1U5 

of the Standard lJosm,oI0:gICI9.1 

H(t) > 
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is always associated a dual accelerated CAJi-'a.,"'''JU, > 0, and 

growing curvature, > O. This of solutions has no ~U'~'Vl'>U~ in the context 

of the Einstein VJ.Ol"'V"JI'.Y where there is no and the cannot be 

In an isotropic 

solutions 

acterized by a 

there are 

from the string vacuum 

solutions [69], i.e. 

and then char-

(exp¢/2)" > O. The inversion of the scale 

and the associated transformation , is a case of 

a more O(d, d) effective action, which is manifest 

at the lowest order. This O(d, holds even in the presence of matter sources, 

"4'.10."'"'''' of motion in the back-

In the ,><>·rr ... ,·, fluid aplprClxnnatlOIl, for instance, the inversion of the scale 

factor r'mr""'QrH)nrl" to a reflection of the of which preserves however the 

"shifted" energy p 

a-ta= pip -t -pip, 

These 1Yl<>~r"g" Sl11Plom;ed1:Y connect in a smooth way the of and 

curvature, and also describe a smooth evolution from the string 

the no-interaction state in which ¢ -t -00 and the 

98 = 0), to the Pf€iSerlt V'JO,,"V'VI'.,va,1 in which the dilaton is 

an <>Vl-..,,,U'. (98) = 
matter sources, in the n<>,r.<>,'. 

"'4'.40""""" for a d 3, hOlmogel[1eCmS, 

can be written as 

+ 

to the action (4.4.4), the 

" ..... .,.",,.,,,, and "",,,tn,,.."'" flat 

= O. 

with 

For p p13, in 

dilaton, 

are solved the standard solution with constant 

p ¢ = const, t -t +00, 
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decelerated vAVCLUOJlVU and curvature scale: 

a> 0, ii < 0, < 0. 

I.e. the usual radiation-dominated solution of the Standard vu'::;rnI01()g;lll:a1 based on 

the Einstein In there is an associated dual co'mpICBIIlel:.n 

i.e. an additional solution which can be obtained on the a 

time-reversal transformation t --J. and the transformation (4.4.6): 

t --J. -00 . 

This is still an exact solution of the .... '-!U"'UAU'UU 

with 

however accelerated (Le. 

curvature scale: 

Ii> 0, ii> 0, > O. 

The two solutions 

illustrated in 

and ",.,,,,n,tic an vA~U<"l" re]pnlsent::ttion of the scenario 

in the two of t and and t 

and 

In this we have a broad overview of the current issues surrounding the 

Graceful Exit Problem in the context of models of and the 

alternative routes various authors propose to circumvent this nTIn,,,QCA 

The and curvature corrections dictated violate the Null 

considered to be 

O""U'~UJlF. of these effective sources is still AU'.ULl,AIJ''''"'' 

For this reason the model itself has lost much of the luster it thrived upon 

with its the Nineties. Recent work on are 

done in the context of Braneworld Scenario treated in Part III of this 

an Einstein frame bounce that the smooth exit from the pre- to the 

bang can be done without the need for or curvature effects. 

In brane the bounce is obtained from interaction between the brane and the 

without the Null Condition. 
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R" B" -.1~1":·rll)' ;,. 

STAND.\RD COS:\IOLOC;, 

--~-~--
STA~I)ARD 1-".LAnO~ 

~ rJtI:"G CO~~IOI.()(;y 

FigUIe 4.1: Time evolution ol the cUIvalUIe scale in the stanJard cosmological "",mario, in 
\Iic <XlI1vcmional infiationUTY SCCflaxio. and in t.he string cQ.nI>oiogy ""enario. CQurle<y:\1. 
Gasperini. 
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C"''',,''~" I' '~"~" "" .. ,., , ..... PO'W' .... 

Figure 4.2: The lour branch,.; of a Iow-merg}' ,uing '''Slnology l",d;gmuIlJ. CourLesy:\1-
Ga,perini. 

" • 
m" / , 

/ " -------.---.- l 
L-
,/ - ", I 

Figure 4.3; Time e,'olutiun of the curvature ,.,")" II and of ,he scring oouplil)g g., = 
exp(w/~) ~ M,/Mp. [or a typical self-duo..! solution of the ,[ring cosmology OQUMion" 
Omrt,,,,y '-'1. Gasperini. 
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In this £>ho.r.",,~ in the paper by Ellis et al. we mv'estlga the eql1aLlO[LS of 

, [137] in the allowing for a dilaton The Pre-

Scenario is motivated the search for solutions with an a(t) --+ 

l/a(-t) in the scale factor a(t), which of the 

However one must between of the 

and those of their solutions. We look at cases in which the eU1J.a.~unl,,~ 

factor when solutions mayor may not exhibit the same 

have such a scale 

and at cases 

in which the solutions the scale factor even if the eql1atlO[LS do not. In the 

latter case we obtain some solutions that seem to have most of the desired in 

the in that have the desired scale factor the desired 

evolution of the dilaton and at t 0 of a(t), ¢(t), ¢(t), and the Hubble 

a in and ¢(t) 

a corres'po[ldirJ.g Ullsccmtlnl in 8V/8¢), thus a solution to the exit 

to obtain the desired dilaton behaviour at recent 

49 
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we need to employ an 'exotic' of state as discussed below. 

There are no-go theorems that exclude such transitions in the presence of a 

fluid and Kalb-Ramond sources. A 'lowest order' Einstein frame 

discusses exit in and derives a set of necessary conditions 

for transition from a classical dilaton-driven uu"",,,v,.u,,. to a radiation

dominated era, at t 0 in a Planck of maximal finite curvature 

show that a successful exit violation of the null energy condition Classical 

sources tend to but various new kinds of effective sources 

evolution have been considered that do not. Thus invocation of order cur-

vature some kind of exotic behaviour of matter is necessary in order to obtain a 

exit from the 

Here we follow in the frame. The relation to the 

Einstein frame is left for further It should be made clear from the start that 

our solutions are rather models; those we concentrate 

on in the main show an exact scale factor and thus we do not 

of a of early kinetic-dilaton dominated consider here the more 

inflation which leads to an which is not radiation dual but is nv"LCU.Uv.,.y 

vacuum, Nevertheless the set of solutions O;:;O"'l".'''"'''U here to understand 

the spectrum of available within the broad set of ideas. 

One can determine the of cosmology vA'"'vU"""";:, the lowest 

order effective action of dilaton gravity, 

s= [R + ('\l¢)2 - 112 

where ¢ is the scalar UU,,,,",,.u H = dB tensor field , V(¢) is the 

dilaton " ..... T.pin"", is the fundamental length and is the 

of other matter sources. To derive cosmology ua"lVA'" for the d = 3, nOlmogelleo·us, 

flat background we will follow [69] in assuming B = 0, a 

UU"'"'JU, and a Bianchi I 

C of for -~"----J' Unlike Gasp,emrll we assume =I- 0, to obtain the 
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in the canonical form: 

v 
+ + 

3 2 

¢= ·2 + +¢ -V-
2 

where Vi = When combined, these the standard energy conservation ,-,,,u,,-,,,,,v ••• 

+ p). 

In a """'"'VU,~'UjJ analogous to that between the classical Friedmann and 

chaudhuri 

(5.2.2) is the eq.(5.2.3) provided that and eq.(5.2.5) hold. 

These four 

One of the 

will be the basis for the 

motivations for the 

these "''-I'J.o",.u •. w are invariant under the 

in this paper. 

scenario is that when V(¢) = 0, 

transformation: 

a(t) -+ a(t) = (t) 

that the dilaton transforms as ¢ 

pressure as p -+ pi = 

suitable ¢, p,p. Since the 

p-+p'= 

(jy = ¢ 6ln a and the energy and 

Thus if is a so is a( t) for 

are also invariant under time reversal 

a(t) -+ a(t) = 

the deceleration a.<;sociated with standard 

an accelerated evolution prior to the big by the 

a{t) -+ a(t) = (-t). 

\OUO"ULHU",.Y can be associated with 

transformation 

where is a solution for suitable ¢, p, p because a( t) is. The solution has 

....... vv, •. y if for each t, 
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a(t) = 

if we assume V(¢) of 0 as in ), then in the 

are not invariant under the even if the solutions are. We will look at 

both cases in what a DOJ;eIIHc:U that does not preserve the 

"n'H.t.'rm of state before and after Note that if we assume matter with the same 

t = 0, then the matter ua,,,u.,,, also will not be invariant under the scale factor 

One has to decide what is more IlIIV>.:',"". matter with a universal "'''''HIT .• "n of 

state ""1-'!-,U'''''"'J'v at all 

this In what 

in the conclusion. 

5.2.1 

To obtain 

the simplest 

or that has a discontinuous of state that preserves 

we the first option. We return to discuss this choice 

the scale factor symmetry 10), we assume 

V(¢) = K: (5.2.11) 

where K: is a "UJlWvCLUv, and then the behaviour of the universe. In order to 

obtain proper behaviour of the dilaton, we assume that the of 

state 

which is not invariant under the "-'11.".111C,," is discussed holds at all times 

further in the One can HillLU,"'''-" see that at late times if ¢ -t 

as we will show follows from this of state reduces 

to radiation a constant. 

We are interested in I'.''''VU''I'. '".'''0''''''' and ¢(t) , or 

for X(t) ;p. To see when this occurs, we ... ~ .... ,,_ .. ~"~ the 

to obtain the two--dimensional space with 

coordinates (X,H) IT"'f"7'l~<>" by the equations: 
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x = X(X- (5.2.14) 

3 ,---------------~------.---~------~----------~ 

2 

o f--------

-1 

-2 

-3 L-______ L-~ ____ l__L ____ ~ ____ ~~ ______ _L ____ ~~ 

-3 -2 -1 o 2 3 

5.1: Phase retlre:senltinlg the solution space of with 
Ii> O. 

the latter because of choice chosen the constant Ii, we can set 

initial conditions at t 0, and then extend the solution to and 

values of t use of these equations. For Ii < 0, there are no fixed in the 

and on every both H and X as It I --> 00. For Ii = 0, i.e. no dilaton 

there is one fixed at the but for any initial condition at t = 0 ), 

X and H will ",,,,,'.,..,T<' either as you run time forwards or run time backwards. 

The is obtained when Ii > O. There are then fixed 

In the in 

at A+: 

and 

we 

claim the initial conditions in the I bounded by and A_ and the ,,,,,,,,,,r,,,,h"v,'''' 

.,~ .••••.. ,.., them dynamics of both H and X which include X --> 0 as It I --> 00, 
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x > 0 for all times so ¢(t) is mC)llotorllC. H remains and a "bounce" occurs that 

avoids the initial ~L"'nU.UU Since I is bounded fixed that have coordinates 

to one a of initial conditions that lead 

We can obtain a solution on the to a universe with proper dilaton 

I 

that is invariant under 

A_ to 

Xo = 0, 

which does not lie in I) 

= 0 at t = 0, but this 

, is not invariant under the 

A drawback of all these models is that inflation will not at t > 0, but 

as discussed in the "V""""""UU, u"""v,,,, derived in section 5.2 do 

not apply to the nr<>".",t "''''''U.'V'Vl'.''''''' without .. , ..... u .. ,"'" so it is that 

a radiation dominated evolution started after the time when these 

In any case this a of solutions where the equations display the 

desired (5.2.10) but the solutions do not - which is not very the 

V'''''<OUl_<O of broken ,,,nml1not·,..,,,,, in 

a 

the method introduced by Ellis and Madsen [155] In this 

which obtain a classical scalar associated with a a(t) in the standard 

No field has been observed that coincides with a dilaton 

V(¢) ,so we assume that it is a function. We show that suitable choice of 

V(¢) one can obtain almost any behaviour for a(t), or for ¢(t). We first PrE~Sellt 

an for V(¢) from a desired or a desired ¢(t), and then an 

smooth solvable __ " ___ y __ This solution illustrates our main has little 

section relevance the 

we use these methods to obtain two solutions that resemble the standard 

scenario", but with of and 

associated dilaton pOoello!i:llS are ad hoc because 

of the lln·,,,.,r"P rather than from a field 

and quintessence see e.g. 

The 

are derived from the desired behaviour 

model; as discussed in many HH''''','V'''''' 
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5.3.1 

We nrrlf'p,>{j the flI.lI'(j',""Tfl.lm for etE:rrrnn:mg a dilaton "V,,,,,..,,,,,,, 

V(¢) that a desired a(t): 

a desired monotonic function for the scale a( t) , rron''''1'1"",nt 

of state and solve for p( a) from ; as a(t) is this 

determines p(t). 

Eliminate V and from use of and to obtain a 

differential and their time derivatives. 

obtained in 3) for ¢(t). 

Substitute the now known functions and H(t) and into the 

version of 

V(t) 

to obtain 

Invert ¢(t) to obtain t(¢), and 

Transform V(t) as follows: V(t) V(t(¢)):::} V(¢) . This is for each range 

of t on which ¢(t) is monotonic it is not monotonic on some range of t, in V(¢) 

will not be well-defined because it will not be single valued for the cOl:reSP<Jll<llIllg values of 

¢). 

¢( t) determined from 

monotonic function 

3) is ,uUUUC'UUl,'--, we find a V(¢) that cor-

t"~JV',lU" to a 

obtained in 

it follows from statement that 

of the 

the desired form. 

for this matter 

we can an 

Because we have now satisfied 

3), the latter t''''tlJ,~''J''l'y on 

so we have satisfied all the 

",,{"nTH',1ron (c.f. [155]); hence we have a solution of 

.... ' ...... 0 a dilaton that 

a desired dilaton evolution ¢(t)2 pf()CeeOllllg in the same way as except 

for minor vU'~UE>v~' 

1 If the equation of state is a function of V or Vi, then you will have to eliminate these quantities using 
and ) before solving 

is important to note that one has freedom to choose only or <f>(t), not both, 
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in 2), leave p in the form p(a), and 

solve the 

The rest of the 

obtained in 

is as before. 

3) for a(t) 

by 

for 

56 

note that we can carry out these 

a( t) for some range of t and ¢( t) for some 

for --------r-- we can 

range of t, or different behaviours 

for a( t) for different ranges of t , then the solutions LUl<."'Lll'" emmrJlIlg that 

¢(t) and are continuous where these ranges meet. 

5.3.2 Matter 

To demonstrate the we solvable "'A,:UUjJ1<J with a pure 

scalar i.e. p = p = O. Consider an eXl)ODlemGlal 1 .. ""1"''','1' as in classical 

a(t) = *H=w, = 0, 

where w is a constant. This solution has the desired 

In this case the differential ~ .... __ •. ~ .• for ¢(t) takes the form: 

¢= 

eq. and eq. 1) we obtain 

¢(t) = (5.3.4) 

a monotonic function as T'orn11'rori and 

V(t) = (5.3.5) 

After the inverted 

1 
w 

into , one obtains 

V(¢) = 3-¢o + 
w 
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which is a a constant. the behaviour for ¢( t) is 

since ¢( t) -> 00 instead of U'~'"V"U'n to a constant. this a 

the scale factor is broken in the 

oec:am,e V (¢) is not LOU",,,",,,",,,, the solution that 

5 

In this section we to use the methods just "'""-1.1.0.'''''''-' to obtain solutions that resemble the 

scenario" but with "a." • .,LC ..... dynamics of ¢(t) and a continuous transition 

from the to post-big In these v",,-,:;w.uv"oe, we seek solutions that 

evolve from a vacuum, i.e. H -> 0 and e<P -> 0 (no to the 

pn~sellt scenario where e<P, which acts as the to a constant. 

We will assume the following behaviour of the universe: 

a(t) = (t + ,t20=> 

a(t) for t 2 0, and 

+ 

a(t) for t < O. Both a(t) and are continuous at t o with a(O) 

1, = 1/2, but is not continuous there. 

This which is radiation dominated evolution of the universe for 

times and 

scenario introduced in 

inflation for is motivated by the 

obeys the scale factor (5.2.10). Note that 

we have shifted the of time in each branch from that used, in order to 

get a smooth evolution t = 0; this of course makes no difference to the desired 

for we can choose the of time to be wherever we want the 

eql1aclOl,IS are invariant under time translation t -> t' = t + c). the power law 

inflation ends with the scale-factor value a(O) 1, by together with the 

10), the solution has sufficient inflation for any purpose because it involves 

an infinite number of starts with the value a = 0 as t -> 
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5.4.1 state 

First we assume the radiation of state holds at all that 

p= 
3 

(5.4.3) 

and 

p(±t) = po(±t + (5.4.4) 

where PO is a constant and refers to the era, '- t' to the 

era. Notice that both p and p are continuous at t = O. 

The for ¢ now takes the form 

.. 2 
¢= 

3 + + 

"'H'''U.'/{ in eqs. and , we could not find an solution to 

so we in".oQi'irr<,to the three dimensional space with coordinates ¢, X), from 

eqs. 

¢=X, + 

where the holds for t > 0 and the bottom for t < O. We can set initial data 

at t = 0, and then the orbits as we run the forward and 

backwards in time in such a way that X and ¢ are continuous t = O. Then X is 
discontinuous but we have no in the solutions for t > 0 and t < O. 

For t > 0, there is an OV''''T'.,.,r"H' where 

this is the curve with a fixed value of ¢ and X. Note that 

Po determines 

the location of this curve. In the 2-dimensional "'-"UG"'",," t = const with 

coordinates (¢,X), the curve 'Y(t) has coordinates (¢o, for all t, and rp,-.rp'QPlrlt.Q a set of 

¢o and xo determines the initial in the 

saddle t. To the desired dilaton U",JlUl'J" in the future 

(x> 0 , -l> constant => X -l> 0 as t -l> one must restrict the initial conditions (¢o,Xo) 

to start on the stable branch of these saddle which intersects the surface 

t = 0 in a curve (0, 'Y+(X), X) 'YO = (0, ¢o, 0) 

more 1..1"",0,11", see However there is more freedom than this in 
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relevant initial conditions because if a starts close ~"~u.B" to 

the stable branch not on it), then the close to the fixed 

of time before ¢ and X rli'lTPT'CYP and this suffice for 

purposes even if the solution "",emt·,,!> the discussion of intermediate 

1Il the relevant set of solutions is very unstable 

and in order to obtain the desired dilaton 

in a small open of the curve ¢o = r+ in the initial data set at 

t O. Indeed we have found it very difficult to obtain numerical solutions with the desired 

behaviour because of this instability. 

For t < 0 there are no with a fixed value of ¢ and X we assume Po > 
To the desired dilaton UtL.UHl~O in the past > 0, e<P -t 0 as t -t one must 

further restrict the initial '"'U't<LU"'UU", the that eq. ) is an mJ101nogelllec)Us 

equation for X with a source function (albeit a source function that decays away 

as t -t We can obtain the desired behaviour if Yo = « 1, i.e. ¢o « In( -23 ) 
PO 

are in A.l). This is a sufficient there will be a wider domain V_ 

of initial data at t = 0, this that will ensure that at times the 

desired behaviour is attained. 

To solution for all for a choice of Po, one must set the 

initial conditions to lie in both 

or not. We have not attained 

and so the crucial issue is whether intersect 

with a potelltJia,l 

on this 

do not 

It may be that the 

but this ____ ,, ___ ._ 

theorems 

is not 

as the conditions of those theorems may not precisely to the conditions 

we here. If do we can attain the desired behaviour X -t 0 and 

-t 0 when time runs backwards as well as -t canst as time runs forward and in 

one can obtain a continuous V(¢) associated with the unstable solution described 

above because every function is continuous on the hand side of 1). 

¢(t) is monotonic and and therefore so one can v~'''P'v 6 of 

the set out in section 5.3.1. However such solutions will extreme 

of the initial and this is very difficult to do because one does not know 

where the stable branch of the saddle intersects t = O. Thus if such solutions do 

the extreme fine required for their initial data make them seem """'"'",., ..... " 
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as cos:m(HO~~les their other desirable nrr'nort 

5.4.2 

Finally, we assume the identical behaviour of the last <>V'H1TnI 

5.4.2)), but we obtain a stable solution with a different of state. The 

in the last <;;.lI.';UUIJ1'C arises because of our choice of the of as can be seen 

of eq.(5.2.4), which we write now as 

x= + + 

where 

f3 == -V - Vi + 

As mentioned 

uupu,_o f3 -; 0 in 

we want to obtain .... ~ •. ""v""u'u, i.e. X -; 0, at late which 

If we choose the radiation 

then f3 = -V 

restriction on the dilaton 

there is a 

In the ~N"""nT 'C.",,"" ... "','" 

if you use the radiation 

we assume f3 = 0 for all 

the exotic of 

+ 

at all times is the 

of state .. u",woo 

p(t) = + 

which allows the to go v.u~u"'u zero and become 

further in the Conclusion. 

f3 

of state as in the last 

o as t -; 00 puts a 

of state. 

which from 

when 

demands 

Using this 

We discuss this 

The differential that relates H(t) to ¢(t) is simply 5.4.7) with f3 0, 

¢= + (5.4.11) 

For a(t), this can be solved (with ao = 1 and XO == 

¢(t)) = 1 Xo 
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for t > 0 and 

for t < O. 

and 

Now we can solve eq. 

we obtain from this the 

¢(t) = -In 11 

¢(t) = +¢o In 11 - 5[1-(1 -

we obtain 

t(¢ ) 

we obtain 

[5 </>-</>o 
t(¢) = 1 _ e 5 + 2Xo] 2/5 

to obtain and so A.2 for one 

and substitute our results into eq.(5.3.1) to obtain the dilaton n£"'on," 

sociated with our specified bang" behaviour. This is 

61 

solution 

(5.4.13) 

that is as-

and results in very v~ .... .,'" "1" U' U);H the (the real \..U1HjJJ'''Al 

"PflllPT1t on the choice of the exotic for p( t) that occur 

Rather than these 

case below. 

expn~ssions. we give a of the nnrPTl,YH-. 

of state). 

for one 

To discuss the relevant initial it is instructive to look at the 

2 

where we 

X=O 

with coordinates X ), where X = ¢ is the 

X= 
3 

+ 

use + to rer)re:senLt t> 0 and - to ret)re:serlt t < O. One can 

x = 0) is an attractor, and T'aT"'O'Can 

see that 

solution with 

¢ const. Also X 2(±~+1) is a nullcline, the other where X O. This 

curve starts at (0, and drops away to zero as t ~ ±oo. Now we can solve 

eq. for t > 0, 

1 
X = --:----:----==-
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3 

-1 

-3 

5.2: Phase the solution space of 

where = The between the solutions that 

and those that go to zero as t -+ 00 is the solution with 

= 0 which goes C<H.VU."U (0, that 

1 x = -:-;--,-.,. 

which goes to zero as t -+ 00. If we the initial conditions at t = 0 such that ¢o 

is free and 0 < xo < ~ ¢:} > 0, then as we run the forward in time X -+ O. 

In this case, for values of t, eq.(5.4.18) will be <>n'-W()"Yl 

1 
>0 x= 2C+ 

that is monotonic for t > 0 because X > 0 on these Let be such 

that eq.(5.4.20) is valid for all t> > O. Then for t > 

¢(t) ~ 
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Thus as t --t 00, for all Xu' ¢(t) --t a constant say and exp¢(t) --t exp(¢oo). 

that it is essential to check this result even X --t 0, cf. the discussion below 

of what as t --t If we the initial conditions at t = 0 such that ¢o is 

free and ~ < XO {::} C+ < 0, as we run the '''''UOT'ln'' forward in time then X --t 00 as 

t --t to 1 + 0, that is to = f.?""-'--,-"" In this case for values of X, 

can be as follows: 

3 
X» -:-:---:-:- :::} X ~ :::} X ~ l/(t - to), 

The solution diverges as t --t to and the <>n''>l"riVl never au,""",,,, This 

behaviour conforms to that U"l""<:''-' eq. and may be seen on the 

If we run the backward in from initial data with XO > 0, 

will cross the nullcline and then to zero, never UO;O'"V •• L<W,I". n""HIT"'A because X 0 is an 

solution of the is monotonic for t < 0 also because X > 0 

on these 

X 

where C- This OVTWo.""rm goes to zero for all C- > -1, COITeE;pondmg to 

Xo > 0 that it does not matter if C_ is positive or negative), For nAl,.,.t,I"., t 

its for all C_, will be aplprOlxuna1;el.'! 

X= 
5 
U' 

Let T_ be such that eq. is valid for t < T_ < O. Then for t < 

¢(t) ~ + 
5 
2 + :::} exp ¢( t) ex: 

(5.4.24) 

Thus as t --t -00, for all Xo, ¢(t) --t -00 even X --t 0, and exp ¢( t) --t 0, which is 

the , and indeed is indicated ~U~~'AJ The value of 

C_ to the is C_ 4, which does not any 

behaviour for t < O. 

results of the ,ntAal""t,'I{)n," for this case are in 3-5 below. 
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3.5 

3 

2.5 

2 
a(t) 

1.5 

1 

0.5 

0 
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 

t 

5.3: The evolution of the ""QH:;Le>" as a function of time t, with a(O) = 1, over 
the time interval 10, 10]. For times t ::; 0, there is t ~ 0, 
followed a radiation dominated of for Y-",'"'-H''' 

1.8 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1 
e</>(t) 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 

t 

5.4: The function exp (¢(t)) as a function of time t, with a(O) = 1, ¢(O) = 0 and 
X(O) 0.25. exp (¢(t)) increases from 0 at time t -00 to 2 at t = +00. 
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In summary, one a stable solution for 0 < Xo < as one can see from the 

plane, with bang" behaviour and the desired for ¢(t) for both 

and small t. The of the potential is a bit but results from the 

evolution and the chosen initial conditions. 

Smoothing out that behaviour at t = 0, so that the solution from the 'radiation' 

form eq.(5.4.1) at. very times while the , will result in a 

smoothed out V(¢) ; we can choose a(t) in this way so that and hence V(¢) 

are continuous at t = O. Initial conditions can be set so that the matter has the desired 

late time behaviour: pip p 0; however it then has unusual behaviour at 

times in that both p and h p + p go for some values of t < O. It is unclear if 

this should be as a serious defect of the model or that with the 

unusual ~'1. --_ •.• __ • aUlJIJ"C;U, the nrr,nart of matter are different than and in 

This needs 

reliable as 

of sound will no the usual ",,,,ror,'_,,,,,,," 

further What is clear is that these solutions are not 

t -; +00 , and will have to be on to some other solution to an 

rl"",""t", model of the universe with matter behaviour at late times. as 

discussed that problem occurs in the entire H1UUelij, and so is 

not restricted to the models considered here. 

5 

We have 

solution 

U1Q,n.UJ'5 very clear the distinction between the and the 

the desired We have a broad method of 

,"V,,,llVl'-'J<.Y solutions when there is a dilaton V not 

to zero, and used it to obtain solutions that seem to have close to the desired 

In the first case COllSIUelreU choice of the exact radiation of state 

at all times leads to a very unstable situation where extreme of initial conditions 

is to attain the desired and indeed there may be no initial data ."",uu,,!'. 

to the desired behaviour in both the forward and backwards directions of time. In the 

second case we of state that links the fluid behaviour 

to the in a way that the of and we obtain 

solutions of the desired type without the need for fine the initial data set at t O. 
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7 

6 

5 

4 

V(¢» 3 

2 

1 

0 

-1 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

¢> 

5.5: The dilaton V(¢» as a function of time ¢>. We assume that a(O) 1, 
¢>(O) = 0 and = 0.25 and take the to have value = 0 at time 
t 00. The V( ¢» is continuous at all but non-differentiable at ¢> = O. 
For ¢> --+ -00, V(¢» is zero. To the of ¢> = 0, the starts 
at V ~ -0.005 and goes to zero from below as goes to In 2, then increases to +00 as 
¢> --+ 00. Around ¢> = In2, both V(¢» and its V'(¢» are zero. As time t --+ +00, 
the dilaton field to a constant value of In 2 in our model. The dilaton ~v,,"U;"'o.! 
V (¢» a fixed value of 0 as ¢> --+ In 2 for times. 
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This of state looks and the matter behaviour is certainly 

but we have no solid handle to use in of state in this 

era; and we that it is essential to choose such an e11t!ar;:wn if one wants the solution 

to tend to the classical at late times. This is because of the form of the 

for 4>; if we do not set (3 = 0, where (3 is defined then 

that desired classical state will not be because of eq.(5.4.7)j but QPtt:,n,rr (3 0, 

which leads to the desired to our exotic 

Insofar as that PITI1!>'tlnn of state and behaviour is unsat;lstac'tOI"y 

of state. 

this indicates 

from the that there is a the equation for 4>, which comes 

standard variational in the context of the scenario. The 

,"HUHJl!', other scenarios with alternative forms of the variational 

HH.-IlJl'C;, l~;Q,UHl'" to other eql1atlO[LS for 4>. 

This is also indicated because the 1J1'~"<:;U" form of the does not accommodate 

even if there is no dilaton the that the above 

potential. Sn'nn,-.."p V = OJ then ) remains true, but now 

(3= 
2 ' 

so a reliable "nnrt~""n of the dilaton a classical solution at late (3 = 0, 

demands the radiation -'-l~~"'~'" a 

This is dealt with don't 

of the universe - a different set of eqlllataOIls are to be used 

at late times in the 

and the solutions 

on to that late time 

_~ ... .,r.,." as reJlre:seIlltirLg the fundamental theory of 

for times obtained from eqs.( 

evolution. However the vision of 

rrrcmit,,, it should be able to describe that 

scenario and associated variational 

in the it also arises in ""e,antia 

some modified 

that <kU'U~""~'U we have discussed the issue 

the same form in the Einstein In any 

case, whether one this the standard variational and 

ua"lU,U", we argue that the 'exotic' ~'-1~-'V'~" of state by (3 = 0 is necessary 

to give the desired when it enables that behaviour 

(i.e it eliminates the need for extreme of data set at t = 0). 

''1.1011UllI;;U of course by the algorithm given above, we can simulate a matter dominated phase by suitable 
choice of the potential V. 
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However one should note here that we have been somewhat extreme in .... l-'~'~ ••• n 

this of state at all times. It is on our near the time 

of the and one could obtain far more behaviours by what we 

have here in that what is is that the f3 must go to zero in the 

when the dilaton is stabilised. It has also been out to us that it is not clear 

the deviation from its should be absorbed completely in the pressure, and 

then promoted into the conservation other models of the transition 

stabilise the dilaton at late times without this with 

for classical and U<1>.l1"'.HH corrections in the effective action of the exotic 

fluid. Hence our must be seen as one of a range of in this 

Because we have not made the usual of our solution into a '+' and a '-' branch, 

it is not these solutions are not ruled out by the no-go theorems 

[153, this is because those theorems exclude 

fluids with the ",,,"<>t,n,n of state we have assumed. We also have not examined the relation 

of these solutions to the Einstein-frame versions. These issues 

await 
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The Braneworld Scenario of recent years [2] have influenced our view of the 

new scenarios for the LV~>Ul<JlUl"'.) 

have ""6,HU . .lOuCU.l".lJ 

[1 The cos

of 

Pyy,I,(',t. calculation of the black hole and 

the identification of the AdS/eFT cOITe~;pondenc;e and its on the realization of the 

[158J. um,te~isellce has led to the discussion of in a de 

Sitter hl'l.l"lnTw,.nn,rI [244]. Here we shall describe the effectiveness of the Braneworld Scenario 

and its basic ITPr,rn,ot,.",<> 

In Section 6.3 we elaborate upon the aplplic;at'lon of this Scenario in the context of 

with the use of D-branes. 

universe scenario and uvuU'vUJ'F. branes are briefly reviewed 

in Section 6.4. 

We the ,nrmrrwir for two ( 7 and 8) 

and mathematical Preliminaries of the Braneworld Scenario of Randall and Sundrum in 

Section 6.5. This is a necessary precursor to (i) the ideas of braneworld contained 

in 7, where we formulate a standard code for the form of a 

of a dilatonic and (ii) for further exploring an Alternative to 

"'-"''"''" ,''v,," , viz. the Bounce in 8. 

70 
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As a precursor to an outline of the context of Braneworld in Modern Cosmol-

ogy in the next here we elaborate on the historical role that extra 

dimensions has in Twentieth and innovative "u'o~,n" to formulate 

a 1 +3 "nnr<ul(' and its aVl!u,e,aL,.VIlD to CMB 

anisotrot)ies of late. 

of the nr,',,"'"'' did Nordstrom and then'Kaluza and 

Klein the idea of extra uU,Ut,UD.VUD, and it started to reappear in 

various to combine the Mechanics and In its 

earlier String Theories contains more than four after Kaluza-Klein 

on a manifold of scale does four dimensional reemerge 

in its standard form [185J. 

New revelations in String now suggest another apPH)al::rl to 'Y"Tln"('1'"T,, extra 

dimensions. In its most recent called an old idea first motivated 

authors such as Rubakovand Squires, Gibbons and Wiltshire 

(see [2J and references has been resurrected. Here-in lies the main thrust: the 

Standard Model is confined to a (the that is embedded 

in a 

in the 

dimensional space 

while the Standard Model 

and all exotic forms of matter nrfw,,,,u,,'t,,, 

in the three dimensional 

brane. This scenario weakens the constraints exercised upon the size of extra 

dimension (ie. in the Kaluza-Klein Newton's law of has been tested 

on scales than a tenth of a so there is no reason to exclude 

deviations from this law on smaller that O'",~""t'" may in fact be sensitive 

to the presence of extra dimensions as first Dfl)D()Sea Antoniadis and 

and Dvali [2J. 
The initial nr .... n,,,,,, ,,,,v',rvu,,,,,,, and Dvali contained a bulk 

flP,f}'n),Pl:'7"lJ in (4 + d) with the extra d dimensions are with radius R 

"VIVH.1CU topology). The four dimensional Planck mass is related to the fundamental 

scale of the extra dimensional called the (4 + dimensional Planck 
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deviates from Newton's law 

as a fraction of a millimeter! 

on scales smaller than where R could be as 

It is to localize matter in a 3-brane world embedded in a 

space if ITro,,,,t,, is allowed to IJH/IJO,I'.'''''' away from the brane in the extra UUU<;;,'''''VUi:>, that 

were to a finite volume. It was Randall and Sundrum 

to be confined to the of the brane the warp of one extra dimension. In the 

Randall-Sundrum brane world scenario the observable Universe is a 3-brane of 

a 5-dimensional Anti-de Sitter space. The matter fields 

are restricted to the brane but exists in the whole AdS bulk (see for instance 

for further we this scenario in 6 and 7). 

This was introduced by Randall and Sundrum [189] 

as a slice of a "nO'l"p_,n with a np,,.,,,tnrp CmHIl()lOJ~ICial constant (Anti-de Sitter space 

or AdS in 

law of crr~,,,,t',, on a brane of 

because of the non-flat bulk, 

tension embedded in an 1nl!ln7,t;p. 

obtained Newton's 

dimension. In 

order to ___ , ____ ' __ between the Planck scale and the electro-weak energy-

",-rr,,',""",,-. a two-brane scenario [189], called RSI. In this the Standard 

Model while there is another 

tension brane inside the AdS bulk. The PTl'Ir"n,,, is as a result of the 

curvature of the AdS the "T'''",'''A~n ... : .. i~,"~ inter-brane 

the radian. 

It was Ovrut and Waldram who first who first mod-

ification of the Friedmann at very energy, before the time of UU'l-'O;;U<>,Y uo,," .. U',U. 

For a neat on the different of we refer the reader to 

Brax and van de Bruck [13]. 

We now divert attention to the Universe and how the lead 

to on the eMB and other ~V'''U\JLVi:''V'''' 

Fundamental such as the Initial o..;ULEoU'""" 

the of Inflation an alternative to the J.lU,U;L1,lUJllCU 
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and the 'JVPU"V"'I'>"~U" Constant ",."hIOTn still remain unresolved in Modern Per-

turbative (and in some has been 

to the where it could precision Cos

mic Microwave Background pVlnAT'1Tn such as WMAP [58] and PLANCK. In 

the Braneworlds 1-'U'C;WJHJLvUV'~''''.Y serves as a means for the of in 

the arena of Universe \JosmIOlc)g;y 

until now, there is no clear of the evolution of vV'~'"V''''''''v(l''' 

bations The various have been outlined Nathalie Deruelle 

More Maartens outlined the 1+3 covariant to vuc,,,,,,,v,,,>'"'''''' 

and its to CMB A new formulation 

to calculate the CMB <>T",,{'trll1m based upon 

ap;prc)Xilnation has been nr.,nr."p(j 

the bulk ","'U'''l'''"' a low energy 

references inside). U nfor-[125] 

the of the LOU''''''",<W. condition is still an open question, ~ven "He'UF,H 

uses the RSI model by 

bations with dark radiation were 

the second brane as a 

Maartens and 

In the radiation era the density perturbations are by a small CtH1UUIUL, 

and at the same time those in the dark radiation grows at late times. For matter with a 

stiff of the becomes 

If the a small of eXj)ortentIal I;:;AIJCtlJINU'H that last "U1HIClI;:;UL1,)' 

then most of the encountered in the Standard Model would be [84, 

. The basic model of inflation includes a scalar field ¢ with a potential V(¢), 

whose value acts as a ,",UO'''UJ1V)<''V''U '""YUO'"CL'.l" 

factor a(t) in an FRW Universe increases \O"""II-''''''v''"'''''',Y 

a Universe is 

that it is so that the scale 

The Friedmann for such 

(6.3,1) 

where the dot denotes a first derivative with rp"n".'t. to time t, whereas the scalar field 

¢+ 
8V 
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The conditions for inflation to be realized can be summarized in two '''nUT_Y'n 

viz, 

«1 

TJ == « 1 , 

in terms of the € and T/, that have become the standard way to the 

of inflation:- If condition LJVl,CU'uHlLA is flat 

C""II-'''''AAOHJH, if condition is the friction term 3~¢ dominates 

and therefore the of the field on the that the 

era lasts for some time, The number of e-I~J1UIIl"~S IS 

N 

In order to solve the Horizon one needs at least N ::::: 60, 

inflation solves the a second field that becomes 

massless and then oo, ... uyvu"" The 

field rolls fast towards its true vacuum, thus 

in that 

inflation, In this the inflaton 

field need not "r~."t,"r than the Planck 

field fYVl,c;u'ou""o. This of is easy to realize in models from """C'>PY'",,,'m 

or theories. The attributes of inflation are for the 

Oat;lOIls of CMB and therefore indirect account for 

a scale invariant, Gaussian and adiabatic "'''<'PT,''" 

with observations at COBE [140, 

of 

structure formation and (2) 

fluctuations consistent 

The so-called "''''Iunn",!''.'',c". Moduli Problem stems from any scalar field that 

has interactions and a non-zero mass after '''''('\PT''''''Yn 

that is of the order of the mass. If the scalar field 

it will over-close the Universe. If the field decays, it will do so very late in the of the 

Universe 

dance of 

This also 

The 

to the weakness of its 

andD their 

to the n'vo,,;+in and fermionic 

a,"',l"<lLll,Y decrease the relative abun-

the results of uUv'<Ovo,y 

of the moduli. 

"('(1>VP"V of D-branes and the Horava-Witten scenario [100] of have fur-

ther led to the Gls,co'verv that the brane world appears in 
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its \.,V'OlUVR1!'; Y to be """,15'''"'''U while U'vLOUA.'f> in mind its real-

ization. The IJUI"a"lVll" of the five dimensional brane world scenario of Randall 

and Sundrum [189J drew the interest of et al. [113] made 

the concrete with ,nt", ... "",t, 

consequences. Bowcock et al. soon revealed that the nr~·""'llt. e:x:p~mSlOn of 

the Universe could be an illusion and that it is 

,,,,,, ... ,..,t·,, in a static bulk so-called '/nn'fln" LlM',I/,""'''.m [118]). 

">,.,r>,...,,,cc.rI a mechanism for inflation between two D-branes in Dvali and 

BPS state. failed to address the issue of what U"'I"'''''~U'' after the branes collide 

and how to exit inflation. Nor is their 

inflation model of 

with the inflation field re]:)re!lenti 

has a 

the distance between 

the the extra dimension. Its authors also claims to solve the 

exit Hybrid inflation is achieved the appearance of an open 

tachyon at a critical distance. Any or domain walls that appear before mn.aHOIl. 

are diluted away and are not after inflation either since the Kibble 

mechanism is not at work in the extra dimensions. 

branes [106] may less n n,,,_ rll n 1 than 

The end result of condensation may also be different from sys-

terns. A more realistic model at the end of inflation can be achieved if the condensate is 

a of int" ... """t.ina branes endowed with 

from the Moduli and the details of 

for a scenario of attraction of D3 and D7 branes with 

condensate mechanism leads to a 

S-Branes are IJVJV!';,.""" defects for which all of the 

Both models suffer 

See also Herdeiro et ai. 

where the UIt'n"U'flTI 

bound state. 

OL"U"'e., dimensions are 

and therefore exist for 

de Sitter / CFT 

a moment in time. They were introduced in the 

with closer to the Anti-de Sitter / CFT cOl~re!,pcmd.en(~e 

the s-brane plying the role of the D-brane. In a very recent A..JU.1U""'.Y and 

U""n.ll.1U, the existence of such a is scrutinized 
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et ai. 2002 [78] argue that a class of solutions to Einstein-dilaton-

Maxwell in et ai. the same with hyperbolic or 

describe the interactions of a IVEl-tl3mnon q

branes. 1 These "n""pt.lm are static near each but become and 

in response to the branes' presence. These ];wrre-UepellUEmt 

The universe of et ai. [220] is based upon the Horava-Witten sce-

nario of n.'--·vuev. [100] on an interval for which the two 10-dimensional 

pn,inr\1ni'" are further "rlYnn!,,,t.l on a 6-dimensional Oalabi-Yau manifold to leave two 

4-dimensional worlds at the ends of the interval in the 5-dimensional bulk. Besides these 

two there are also in the VLU,-,U,''''JLLO 5 branes that are free to move through 

the bulk. In the VU;"'UL'~A scenario [220] an almost BPS bulk brane moves from one ,",V'ALAU.""'.! 

of the interval to the other end and collides with the second 

the The attraction of the branes is described a negative j.)vu"'"luW'l. nrmJm;ed 

to have the form = _e-cx<P. Small fluctuations induce some 

bulk brane which then collide with the visible brane to the 

on the 

fluctuations 

measured in the OMB. The scale factor upon the of the brane in the 

and goes from a contraction before the collision to an "'<>'I-'''',''''A'-'U after the collision 

bounce). The of ""V"u,U.uUF. the initial BPS state has been much debated 

a 

. The 

main with this scenario is the violation of the null energy condition at the bounce 

in the scale factor et ai. [221], as well as 7 

One way in which to avoid this is to consider a collision between the 

branes (no bulk [123]. In this so-called universe the is 

only in the extta UHHv'''''L'VU, while the scale factors of the brane remain finite 

the bounce. The third version is known as the 

two branes and 

There has been a debate over the issue of the 

issue is the contrived use of no,y"tnro p01centIaiS 

universe In this scenario the 

each other an infinite number of times. 

of 

derived from 

. The other 

See Linde 

derives an effective lower dimensional theory where the gauge-invariant vector fields 
associated with the fluctuations of the metric are always massless and localized on a negative tension 
brane. 
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for a n,....~r'"T'i"n.n of this scenario and its ~~"'Y'~ with inflation. See alSQ et 

at. for the most recent contributions to braneworld bounce scenarios. In C. 

Universe in which neither General Gordon and N. Turok 

nor the Weak Condition is violated, and discuss the evolution and un .. ,,"'U""F. of 

and around the bounce. Lecture notes by and 

were useful in providing an overview of recent evelopments in the field. 

Motivated [100, have led to the 

notion that could be a 

low In the Randall-Sundrum scenario 

that becomes 4-dimensional at 

can be localized on a 3-brane 

while a fifth dimension may remain nOlrlC(lml)act. Observers are bound to a which 

may have a more F."alvL<'" metric than the induced Minkowski metric that Randall and 

Sundrum assumed. A covariant cr<.(wnptrlf' was first by 

Maeda and Sasaki [210] and also by Maartens 

that a scalar field ¢ is bound to the 

Ha,,""'''' 6 and 7 we shall assume 

m),!;ner-Ollrn,enSlOnal modifications of the 

standard Einstein field "'-l .... "'.'.v •• " are imprinted via (i) local 

corrections that arise from the extrinsic "","mr",,,, and (ii) non-local effects from the free 

field in the bulk, transmitted via a prIJ1€:Ctl.on of the bulk tensor onto 

the brane [147]. The 5-dimensional field equations[189, are Einstein's equations, with 

a bulk constant A and the brane the 

source: 

+ 6(X) 

The tildes denote of standard F.,;a."<o,,,-, 

and is the fundamental 5-dimensional Planck mass, 

which is much less than the effective Planck mass on the 

Ge V. The brane is x = 0, so that a natural choice of coordinates is x), 

where xl-' = are "l:"R;"'"Ull''' coordinates on the brane. The brane tension is A, and 

gAB = - nAnB is the induced metric on the brane, with nA the 

to the brane. Matter fields confined to the brane make up the brane 
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tensor = 0). 

The modification to the standard Einstein 

bulk effects onto the brane are 

with the new terms 

+ + 

where = We choose units in which = 1, and>' = 6 . Then the energy 

scales are related as follow: 

The tensor 

and the 

reIllre~ienlGS local mOlm€mt'um corrections of the matter 

is the bulk Weyl tensor translmttm non-local 

of freedom from the bulk to the brane. All the bulk corrections may be consolidated into 

effective total energy , pressure stress and energy flux q!ot, as 

follows. The modified Einstein take the standard Einstein form with a redefined 

tensor: 

+ (6.5.3) 

where 

+ 

Then 

p+ (6.5.5) 

p+ + 

with non-local energy flux and non-local stress both on the brane. 

that is UHUv.UO'.uu,',,,,,,. 
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in the case of a fluid These 

scalar 

flux and Q,H,"'V"'V 

distribution function), i.e., for cases where the energy 

stress both vanish 

qp. = 0 = 7r p.v . 

the total energy flux and 1<;""t,."nu' stress do not ne(~eS;SaI vanish: 

We use this formalism in 7 Section 8.5.1 also 

attention to the fact that more recent 

literature has re-enforced the key point that lJU'UU'-'W'I'. Universes in a Braneworld Scenario 

To conclude this we would like to 

for instance [61, exploit a '11.<"'1:1"""'1:/ .. ,,,1:1;"''' ..,.",,,,,,,,0,('1'.0£1 tensor without 

exotic forms of matter. 

It is this idea that we employ in 

solutions is that obviate the need for mLlrJ:n,'[1J.1n 

exits the of validity of low energy 

8. What is in fact 

in other 

about these 

the brane never 
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The braneworld scenario has vnY'A"..-""..- consequences for the standard model of 

and in -which has many of 

the standard <;UO'UHJIU1,>1'-""'1 prO[)1elns. 

Braneworlds with a homclgene,ol 

and in solutions of the Fried-

dilatonic Braneworlds have been 

a number of authors 

mann Robertson- Walker 

Recent work on inflation has demonstrated that the modified braneworld Fried-

mann leads to a stronger condition for inflation that amounts to violation of the 

energy condition. At feedback from the bulk 

the scalar in effect the condition for slow- inflation for a 

of 

self-

the number of e- 'V"~U;'F>U' the spec-

tral index is driven towards the Harrison - Zel'dovich value n 1 - a very desirable feature 

of this model. 

a class of exact braneworld UUlO."lVl.la.J. models has been 

Hawkins and in the case where the dark radiation compo-

nent has been ne~~lected 1 It follows that the field U"'"lU'W' have a 

form and Hubble which is written as a function of the 

Hamilton- Jacobi 

is then used as 

IThis is motivated by the fact that the dark radiation rapidly redshifts away and soon becomes UY'li;Ull1-

cally unimportant. 

80 
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a solution- generating function for the self- interaction and scale factor evolution a(t) 

26]). 

Randall and Sundrum [189], where the "u.uU',",o,. equations on 

the three - brane differ from the UU'''~LLU by terms that carry the effects 

of tllJlUtUUjlUl'. and of the free field in the five dimensional we follow a 

two tier IJlJlVC'CU 2 for uuuU.'); 

field tll'"'''',1V'.''' that does not 

FRW solutions to the braneworld Einstein 

assume the slow-

We UH"''''.'" two ways in which exact solutions to the covariant non linear 

ical and matter fields on the brane can be obtained. In 

the first which is based on a paper by Ellis and Madsen we examine the 

constraints on the between the scale factor and the in-

flaton 

of 

self - interaction potential, imposed by the weak energy condition. The second 

mjt1a1;io]rlalry solutions obtained from a scalar field >:mnpY·nOIT.PT1T,Hl 

to the case of standard inflation by Feinstein [59]). Both these tec:nn.lqlles 

the braneworld field eQUa1;1011S are illustrated by flat curvature models. 

7.2.1 Matter 

A scalar field ¢( t) on the brane has an energy - momentum tensor 

with p = +V(¢)andp= - V(¢) where ¢2 is the kinetic energy and V(¢) is the 

energy. The effective total energy - momentum tensor then also has 

6 
p+ >: 

6 
p+ >: 

An FRW braneworld is characterized 

stress and non -local energy flux (see section V 

[96, 59, 134, 26, 

non-local 

(61) in [147]): 
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then 

The bulk 

o 
o. 

could for instance be Schwarzschild-Anti de Sitter with 

'-'V.U"'"I'> from the black hole if the brane metric is but as 

82 

mdiation 

more 

bulk metrics are in The matter fields are constrained to a 

embedded in the bulk) 12]. brane (a four dimensional n"Y,<>r',,,,rH' 

The standard conservation of holds on the 

with a u ••• "." ..... ~'_ IJ·"'I-""''''''"" pnlHI.t.j"n for the non -local energy 

=0, 

=0, 

where e is the CAIJallL"'lU'U ,,,.,,'HTT,p,,,,,r 

7.2.2 

The Einstein Field ua,,,v •• C) with A = 0 then become 

+3K= 

u=uo ao 4 

a 

+ 

U [147] 

together 

(7.2.8) 

(7.2.11) 

where K kja(t)2, k 0, we let reI)re:serLt the scale factor at a time t with real 

constants and ao evaluated at some time t = Asper the CA~'aHO)1VH e = 3a( t) j a. 
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1 

The effects of "","JlVU.::tl field in the five - dimensional bulk are rep-

resented by the correction terms to the energy - momentum tensor as PY1'1TP,,,,,,·rI in 

tiCH,lV"" (7.2.2) and In the absence of stress the non - local 

energy rI",,.,,,l-,., U takes the form of dark radiation with its behaviour by ~'"._v .. _ .. 

1). 

to a desired we note that the combination As a first 

of field u"'",v'uo (7.2.9)-(7.2.10) the sum of the effective energy and 

pressure: 

and tactoflzlflg the we find 

+ 

this relation into terms we obtain an ",vru,.""""i 

Definition: The Condition holds iff :"2: O. This statement is to the 

Null Condition p + p :"2: 0 and 

(1 + > 0 

and 

> 0 

to hold at all times t. The factor (1 + is determined and (7.2.10): 

+p+ - 3K: = O. 

In order to condition no."""" root of equation 

1+ 
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Note that the Weak viz. P 2:: ° and p + P 2:: 0 holds if 

3K+ 

since this inequality ensures that p is non

Condition is violated if p < 0, i.e.: 

1. if condition does not 

2. or if both 

7.3.2 

in 

84 

The Weak 

We now nr""'Pl,t ...... U,VAVU<.W. braneworld solutions based upon the "'~"'''''U'uy Conditions (7.3.4) 

and 

form: 

where 

and 

and can be written in the useful 

Ll= (7.3.11) 

An eX1DrE~ssion for the nnt.Pf1lt.'" v (¢) is determined and 

- 1) - cp 

In order to obtain the desired we prc,CetlO as follows. (i) ," .. """,,,,,,., a 

function as the Braneworld Condition is ''', .... .,.,.<::'-', 

(ii) choose k therefore determine determine the <:;Aj.J"".,'",.U'U 8= 

and its derivative 

t(¢). Finally V(t) V(t(¢)) => V(¢). Thus the above 

will determine V ( ¢) a model which satisfies the exact UU.'''''"JiVU<U equations on 

the brane (with no slow- aplpro,xirna1;iOll) with the desired scale factor a(t) behaviour. 

\"m;wltnst:a.namg violation of the Weak Energy Condition, the Reality Condition may in .fact still hold, 
due to this double change in sign. 
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It should be UV1HC";U out that this nrr)('p", is consistent as all the above 

eOllat,lOrls are satisfied at all times. 

We nH!SeI}l; solutions for which the non-local energy density or dark energy may be neg-

ative naked in the which seems 

discussions related to the of the dark mdiation and of bulk effects on the vV,'UH"V;:;'L'CU 

ua,uu,"" can be seen elsewhere 

The de - Sitter model 

There are ",."'lU"U solutions to equations which the exponen-

tial solution a de - Sitter 

a(t) = ao exp(wt) , w 0 . 

(i) k ---'-----0: 

Flat models with a constant potential and non -local energy --"----J 

V(¢) = A -1], ¢(t) 0, U O. 

(ii) k U < 0 : 

Closed models with a IJV"""'VHk< and with negative non -local energy 

¢(t) 

V(¢) A 

2 

=F w(¢-

".rrnnir()t,,,,, to the GR result [155] as A --t 00, since V --t and U --t O. 
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de - Sitter "'"""10-' ...... ., ......... from a 

Consider now de - Sitter <:;AIJCL!mlCJU from a = 0): 

a(t) = ao , w=O. 

We illustrate exact solutions with 

(i) k = u=o: 
models with a CmlmeJlO.g1cal constant and "'HJ'''U''U5 non -local energy 

V(¢) = A -1], ¢=O, U O. (7.3.17) 

u <0: 

non -local energy 

Ko = + (7.3.18) 

(wt), 

(wt), 

V(¢) 

+ w(¢- (7.3.19) 

de- Sitter 'p"'"''.1''''' from a bounce 

We next consider LAAL,C""O'U"''''' de - Sitter ""'I""","''',''' from a bounce: 

ao cosh(wt), w 0 . 

Exact solutions exist if we choose 
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u=o: 
Closed models with ""''''0'''''5 non -local If , we find that 

V(¢) = A 1] , ¢( t) = 0, U = 0 . 

(i) k 
---'--'----

~.---'''.t''- of a closed model with negative non -local energy For 

Ko + 

¢2 (wt), 

¢ ¢o ± 2 

iP 

~ (wt), 

V(¢) 

+ ~ [ W(¢-¢o)] . 

The solution 

Consider linear IjAIJ<LiJl"'LIU 

a(t) w t, W 0 . 

open or closed models with np.Il'n.t1.~"p. non -local energy such that 

3 ( k)2 Uo = - - 1 + 2" :::; 0 . 4, w 

87 
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Then 

¢(t) 

V(¢) ¢o)) . 
feature of this solution is that it is identical to the GR case 

(54) in [155]) for 

k = 0 and 3 
4:' 

=0, 

l<:1.'.u<:l.~'U'U solution 

Now consider the <:;.II.jJ"LAJ''''lU'll 

Exact solutions occur if we choose 

(i) k = 0, p(t) = 0, U > 0 : 

Flat models with nfl .• ,.t •• ,P non local energy 

¢ = 0, <II = 0, V = 0, 

, w=O. 

88 
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Closed models with non ~ local energy 

Uo > 
3 

w 

¢(t) 

V(¢) 

the scale factor to a <';U(U>~,IU); solution At very 

while at a later the model is radiation~dominated 

Power-law CAPQ,U"',UU 

let us consider the 

a(t) = , w=O. 

that 

Various scenarios occur for different <H::I.Jt::lILUHI" on the of w. We 

class of solutions. Put 

x '-

The scalar field evolves as 

¢~¢o± { 

The is by 

V(¢) = 

1 

1+ 
1 
4 + 

3 
+ x; Ll = 1 +:\ +w) x, 

2(JCo + w) 

if w > 0 

if w < 0 

J 2(K:~+w) (¢ - ¢o) if w > 0 

J 2(k-;;~w) (¢ - ¢o) if w < 0 

89 

>:::: l+w t, 

a 

(7.3.31) 
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In this case we are able to discuss two of HAV~vA", viz universes and recol-

(i) k = w > 0: 

Flat models with w > 0 exhibit a nn"XT<>T'_' bounce a{ t) rv + around t = 0, and 

later rv t. 

(ii) k = -1 w >0: 

models that have Ko = , p = ¢ = V(¢) = 0, and nrr",1fi"ri that 

have identical causal structure as 

< for w > 0, 

and 

after a time 

(iv) _k_=--:..-,-~-..,;.,--w---.,;<....;O_: 

Closed models that have w = + + < 0 also 

We now demonstrate how the Feinstein [59] and 

introduced in a more way via the Hamilton - Jacobi U""',lV!'" in [96] also 

anzatse e = 

solu-

tions to the braneworld field eql1atlOIllS 

first is to ensure that the 

of K. We then derive a 

to the Einstein field ",.","',.,,,,... 

The 

are met for any value 

"'''"''''VAA" variable in ¢, that are 

is solved for the flat 

curvature case K 0, with the OLJ","UL\., anzatse e (00 = 0 In this way we 

recover the ""n'Tnntr)t 

for m¢« O. 

7.4.1 

The anzatse is 

in terms of the scalar field ¢. We start 

'-1 + 2 .- X 

solution in the limit A --t 00, or 

with ~ defined 

+3K - *U) , (7.4.1) 
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then the local energy ,.,,, .. ,,,IT·U is by 

p )'(~-1), 

and therefore the kinetic energy of the scalar field 7f; 

equation 5 

¢ is a solution of the 

+ + -2K 0, 

which two solutions for 7f;. with energy conservation 

/+67f; 0, 

one can obtain solutions for p(¢) and then 

are real for 

+~ 

+3K-

The solutions to 

z 0, 

;:::0 

91 

and 

the first of which "r"-... ,, _".J","",," ••.. "._-l_ to the while the second ensures that the 

RHS of , and therefore p, is T"",",,tnT" 

is 

The non -linear differential 

for the scale factor 

with the ""Tnr""r" 

The non -local energy 

7.4.2 Power-law 

For flat curvature the J.Lc;awuy 

In the absence of dark 

, e 
a'(¢) = - a(¢), 

, 1 
t'·=-. . 

and the curvature are then readily obtained. 

+ 

and condition 

reduces to 

o. 

are 

0' denotes differentiation with respect to ¢. 

(7.4.8) 

satisfied. 

(7.4.9) 
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Now if 'l/J = 0, we recover the de Sitter solutions of section (7.3.3) that p 

constant> O. For 'l/J f. 0, 

If we assume that 

9= 

for constants and m, the local energy density 

and 

This 

result 

intp<Tl'<lt .• C>" to 

"'TTnT\t·"t.'~" to 

--t 
3 

for 

p A 

« o. 
in the limit A -+ 00. 

which in turn means that 

the model exhibits power -law inflation for 

The p01Gentla! is then obtained using 

. 1 
V(¢)=p-

with (7.4.10) and has the form 

with (7.4.4), leads to the 

1 
< 2' 

(7.4.11) 

(7.4.12) 

we recover the General 

solution implies that 9 rv 

-1 

which to V rv power - law 'ULJ",,, ",vu. 
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In Dn~sente!d two codes for the braneworld ~e.l1el.i:tu.z,i:tlulVjl1~ of the 

FRW for a single classical non - scalar field which is confined to 

the in five dimensional Einstein The first which mirrors 

the one followed by Madsen and Ellis not assume any slow 

however breaks down when the field oscillates about the minimum of the well. 

The second nnrr."r>h exterlUS recent work Feinstein where a 

studies in is used to solutions. 

These codes are in a number of the Braneworld 

of de Sitter inflation and power-law inflation. All our solutions 

reduce to the standard result in the limit. 
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prc)posea that closed = + 1) FL universe models 

OUAI-''''UU after "v'lAa,I-'''''UI', state in the future; it was 

known then that this was not for k = 0 and k = 1 models. This idea of a 

"'''TH''.'''''' universe has remained IJ~"UL"" Dicke and Peebles for a , and 

has re _ !>nn",!> .. ~,ri 

to a black hole state 

and more 

in new forms, for "'","'UHJ.1'''' Spl~CIJt1C<L1ni in Smolin's idea of vV',L~JNv 

v""-f.'CLU""VU into a new 

an(len!Oerger [44] have discussed the features all 

such scenarios have in common. Thus it is ,,,t,,,...,o1"'m to ""',I"..","", under what conditions 

such a bounce take within the context of General 

because of the such bounces are not 

in FL models if the active if p + > O. On 

the other hand fields and indeed classical scalar fields can violate this condition 

- indeed that is the the of n<"m",,.,, universe 

models. Hence such fields can in allow bounce behaviour in FL models. However 

94 
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there are still other conditions that must be satisfied such fields, for ~".,~ ... ,....~ the reality 

condition ¢2 2': 0 which is to that the inertial mass P+P2':O 

(if this is not very anomalous 

see when bounces can occur without 

behaviour can occur). Thus it is interesting to 

'V«".UJLI'. such conditions. 

Models with :::; 0 are 5""'U1>0'5 ,",'v,",',,,a"" and is known as Phantom See 

for instance , where it is shown that a of eM 

scale structure favour such models, I We stress that with the 

condition nevertheless remains a criterion for models. 

It is not FL models that are of interest. The n'O"Yn,ot,..u of the universe at a bounce 

be very different than the --.,',-,-,O_'J IsotroPIC and 

Walker indeed because some 

homcigene()us Robertson 

hOlmo,gelne<ms modes are unstable 

be OV'"lPf'tpl'1 Thus it is lnto,orp"r 

also what nalDD~3ns in models such as Bianchi models which are 

in order to start eX1PlOfmlg the full - space of ,",VL>""J'U 

in the scenario of black hole collapse and re - we 

fTO/'Yn,orru at the bounce to be that of a Kantowski- Sachs k = +1 model [115, 

this model has the same as the spatially hOlmoigelne<ms interior 

to examine 

the 

because 

of the ex-

tended Kruskal solution that the late of evolution of an 

black hole when the matter can be We may indeed that at late 

of such a vacuum will be because in many Bianchi universes 

ua.Ull'lA:;Uty dominates over matter at and late times 

For these reasons we are interested in the behaviour not of FL models but 

also of Bianchi and Kantowski- Sachs universes. (In D we a 

classification of Bianchi A and In this we prove a number of relevant 

results. 

towski - Sachs 

bounce behaviour in LRS Bianchi 

models with scalar fields violate the 

I and III or Kan-

2:0 

assume that the energy flux and pressure vanish: 1f Jill 0 qJi which follows 

for fields observed relative to the normal congruence of For scalar field models 

with self - interaction we prove a no - bounce theorem to this viz. bounce 

behaviour in LRS BIll or KS models violates the condition1. 

has been known for some time that fiat and open FLRW scalar field models do not admit bounce 
solutions 
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We then prElsellt additional results that restrict bounce behaviour in other 

homo1ge:ne<)Us models to closed FLRW and JJA~Ul'-'JIU IX. FLRW and all 

-"._V"---J homclgene()Us models all the weak energy condition p 2:: 0 and p + p 2:: 0 at 

the time of a bounce. The energy condition is violated in all such 'H~'U"'" 

flat FLRW models. The condition the null energy condition are violated in all 

models with the "h'~"'IJ'"'U'U of Bianchi IX and closed FLRW 

we turn our attention to the braneworld scenario of Randall and Sundrum 

an~UV\TS.ll:l-c:,acm;, BI or BIll metric IJU'H!~l"'U to a Fora 

dimensional 

three-brane embedded in a five-

a non-local 

dark HUliZa~U)'fi 

modifies the Einstein field 

iQ",~,.r.ni,.. pressure and negative non - local energy 

from the bulk onto the brane via the bulk tensor 

the condition. 

Efforts to solve the standard ,-,V,,.U'JAVI,,,,'-',GU 

and mOlnOPOJle excess via 

alternatives to inflation are "''''h-'~~ 

considered bounce behaviour in 

the aims of this 

for bounce behaviour to be consistent with 

such as that of 

in the braneworld context as potelltli31 

A more recent discussion 

but that is not 

Martin et 

related to 

In this section we set up the "y",l"'C"V',l" "''''''-lv,-, to whether or not the 

ofLRS BIll and KS models admit bounce behaviour in the presence of a classical non-

coupled scalar ¢ with a with self-interaction 

tensor for these models can be written in the 

+ + 

where 

{

Sin: 

sinh () 

form: 

+ 

k = +1, 

k = 0, 

k = -1, 

V(¢). The metric 

(8.2.2) 
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and Y(t) are the I;:AI-'eUJ['HU'U scale factors and we have chosen standard units where 

8nG = c = 1. 

Relative to a normal congruence vector the energy - momentum 

tensor for a scalar field takes the form of a page 17 for 

= + (8.2.3) 

with 

p = + V(¢) 

and 

p= - V(¢) . (8.2.5) 

I t is easy to show that for the above metric and choice of uP" the Einstein Field 

can be written in terms of U<L\,.V!.u for the usual <OA1J<U.")!~/H 

and 3 - curvature scalars: 

+ +¢2_V(¢) 

a+8a-

+ 

and the Gauss - Codazzi constraint 

where 

(3)R +2V(¢)+ 

2Y 
8=-+- a= X Y' 

o 
o 
0, 

2k 

shear 

(8.2.8) 

and k is a constant 

The above set of 

the values k = 0, +1 for BIII and KS models reSDe(~tlve!v 

cU ... ,m"", "'JI'."'"111"1 with the - Gordon <O\.jl.""".1UH 

¢+ + 8V = 0 

a ('{wnniptp de1lcrilptlion of the flVTI>llrr1H of these universe models and solutions may be 

obtained once V (¢) has been SDElcl1iled. The expansion may also be aVlr..,.",,,,,,,rl in terms of a 

volume scale factor a(t), viz. 8 a 
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It is worth mentioning that there is an alternate route to UU'U""l". solutions by 

that and (8.2.9) can be combined to for the nnlr . .,nt.l and 

momentum U"'''''''uV of the scalar field: 

1 
'3 + 

v (¢) can be determined 

+ (3)R) , 

+ 

first the scale factor so that in 

and and then the field eql1atlOIlls backwards to determine the 

exact FLRW l!l!J."""'VUiCU solutions This method has been used to 

The aim here is not to to find exact solutions but examine whether it is 

to find solutions that exhibit bounce behaviour ~~'J_'V'U" to the condition: 

(8.2.12) 

;:::: O. 

Hence we need a definition of what a bounce together with a careful examination 

of This is discussed in the next section. 

8.3.1 

x= y= (8.3.1) 

a bounce in X occurs at time t = to iff x(to) = 0 and x(to) > 0 while a bounce in Y occurs 

at time t = tl iff y(tt) = 0 and y(td > O. It is clear that although it may be to 

have a bounce in one of the scale factors but' not the this does not lead to a new 

expall1dlmg universe We therefore 

scale - factors, even though may in 

8.3.2 The condition at a 

Let us now determine whether the 

that a bounce occurs both in X and Y 

occur at different times. 

condition for the scalar field is satisfied at a 

bounce. In order to do this we need to write in terms of x and y and 

their derivatives. This is most done first substituting for the curvature 
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equation 

+ + 

Now 

0'= e x +2y, 

we obtain 

We can now state and prove the main result of this 

Theorem: In the absence of pressure and energy flux (?rJ.Ll! 0 bounce 

behavior in LRS Bianchi I, III and Kantowski - Sachs models dominated a scalar 

field is not "''''"Tn·,n",., unless the condition ¢2 ~ 0 is violated. 

Proof: The follows ImmE)dll:l,tel'v (8.3.4) when evaluated for a bounce 

in the Y direction at time t = tl' y(tl) = 0 and ) > 0 so (8.3.4) 

to ¢(tl)2 = bounce occurs in the X direction it is 

IJV""'U'v in the Y direction if the reality """ri,t'r.n 

We now examine the extent to which energy conditions bounce behaviour in 

homc.gene()us Bianchi models of class A and B. We refer the reader 

to and Ellis int" .... ,,,t·;,,,,,, review and classification of Bianchi 

universes. Wald's no-hair theorem for n,,,(~tT'r,n,, can be found in [236]. 

Not all Bianchi times. :::ip,ecI11caUy, those which do 

not admit FLRW solutions become Models that do admit FLRW 

Bianchi I and admits k=O ""I:"t;r.n Bianchi V and admits k = -1 

and Bianchi IX admits k + 1 solutions. will in not 

IX models will vvU'UU>f-'''v after a finite time. 

has been brought to our attention that Toporensky and Ustiansky 
proof in the appendix to their paper. 

has given an almost identical 
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From the outset it is clear that bounce behaviour in the volume scale factor violates 

the Condition. This can be seen from the 

+ + 

which to 

+ >0 

since e = 0 at the bounce in the volume scale and results from 

and the that e > 0 at the bounce. Hence 

p+ < 0, 

'V">OUJ'F. SEC at the bounce. 

In addition to 

curvature 

bounce behaviour in "p' .. O" .... J UU,U1U'!'.,",U"',JU" models with negative 

Condition p ::?: 0 and p + p ::?: O. To show violates the Weak 

this we use the Friedmann constraint for "p'."lCU1,)' UU,1UL'l","",U"",JU" \..U'J1U'U1U'!'."'" 

p+ + (8.4.3) 

<0 

at the that p < 0, since This violates WEC in class 

for a very case) and VIII. Bounce behaviour can be A types 

obtained in which can have curvature. In class the curvature is 

nOlT"T,UO for all URIU",,'" hence the WEC is violated in all of class B. 

the Condition =p ::?:O 
nrr",1(1 p(1 th at 

::?: O. (8.4.4) 

This constraint is obtained and and then re-

terms. Bounce behaviour .... v ... JU > 0, since the shear is 
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Hence we can write condition (8.4.4) in a somewhat weaker viz. Mod-

els RC have (3) R > O. 

with ::; 0 violate RO. This does not mean models with curvature nec-

have to meet the , in cases where 

the shear is nOl:J.-vallllsn:mg at the time of the bounce. for '"'''UTI''' 
necessary and sufficient that the spatial curvature is 

Bianchi class A types II, 

I it is zero. is 

of the above 

negative or zero. 

and VIII all have 

or zero. Hence all these cases violate the 

IX violates RO for cases in which the 

it is 

virtue 

curvature is 

In class and have curvature. Bianchi 

III is the case of 

h = -1 in Bianchi 

violate RO. 

and the eX(:e:Vi~Wlnal case Bianchi has h -1/9. 

on a 

Recent ideas in 

could be a dimensional 

have led to the notion that 

that becomes 4-dimensional at low <>n,'TO"'"'' 

all 

In the 

Randall-Sundrum scenario <n'~"rjt:v can be localized on a 3-brane while a fifth dimension 

Observers are bound to a which may have a more 

metric than the induced Minkowski metric that Randall and Sundrum 

covariant """><u,,o, was first by Maeda and Sasaki 

by Maartens [147]. We shall assume that a scalar field ¢ is bound to the 

m~~m~r-(llnlerlSlC)mU modifications of the standard Einstein field 

assumed. A 

and also 

and that 

VIa 

corrections that arise from the extrinsic 

and non -local effects from the free field in the transmitted via a 

tensor onto the brane 

In five aml1erLSlCms, the field are Einstein's UCLC!UH", with a (nega

tive) bulk LU,~U!U!CJ",!'"a! constant A and the brane energy- momentum the source: 

+ 8(X) + 
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The tildes denote the bulk (5 - alnl1erlSlCma,l) of standard 

and is the fundamental 5 - dimensional Planck mass, 

which is typically much less than the effective Planck mass on the = 1.2 x 1019 

GeV. The brane is X = 0, so that a natural choice of coordinates is 

where xl' = (t, Xi) are coordinates on the brane. The brane tension is ).., and 

gAB = - nAnB is the induced metric on the with nA the "p.:L<..;<:;111:1.<:; unit normal 

to the brane. Matter fields confined to the brane make up the brane energy - momentum 

tensor = 0). 

The modification to the standard Einstein 

bulk effects onto the brane 

+ + 

If ).. = , then the energy scales are related as follow: 

A 

with the new terms 

The tensor reJ:,reE;enl~s local uO'.'-<J.O'"J. .... energy- momentum corrections of the matter 

and the is the prc'Jectea bulk tensor o.U,~UJ.J."".UJ.1". non -local 

riD.YrD'"'' of freedom from the bulk to the brane. All the bulk corrections may be consolidated 

into effective total energy riPT,,,,t,,, ptot, pressure ptot, stress 1l'~oJ and energy flux 

. The modified Einstein take the standard Einstein form with a redefined 

energy - momentum tensor: 

+ 

where 

+ 

8.5.1 on the .i:\.ctntov.rs 

For a U!'.'~U';UL'" scalar field ¢( t) on the brane has an energy - momentum tensor 

and in the absence of local pressure and energy flux 
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1Tp.1I 0 = qp., effective total energy-momentum tensor has 

with a non -local energy 

6U 
p+ 2,\ +T' 
p+ + 

2U 
+

.\ 
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(8,5,6) 

of the 

of 

by 

Bianchi I and V a h<lT'rlt.l'rlnll"' "'~U<J'""-"" of state on the brane was done 

and [19]. A Kantowski-Sachs brane is characterized by va.""',H"'5 

and non -local energy flux to that for a Bianchi I but 

with n""'IT."'P see for instance [147, 

Ap. =wp. = =0, 

hence the total energy flux vanishes 

the ",n',,,()'r,r()n, stress does not ne(~es!;ari vanish: 

6 

Here There is no evolution "'-I'''''"''''' for on the 

brane, since the non -local stress carry bulk 

be determined by brane observers. In the n,.r,,,a,,'~, 

of freedom that cannot 

of the five-dimensional field 

onto the does not lead to a closed 

The standard conservation "'-I'-""'"lV", of holds on the 

a for the non -local energy U [147, 149] 

where e is the <;;;""jJalJ'OlU'"' 

+ p) = 0, 

+ 

Both U and 

(8.5.9) 

0, 

are "V""'"'5""U""'U" on the brane. 
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8.5.2 

The Einstein Field 

+ 

a + eO"-

+ 

The effects of U"'.L~'UI'> the free 

of Section 8.2 are modified: 

0, 

6U 
+ 

104 

(8.5.13) 

(8.5.14) 

ItatlOnal field in the - dimensional bulk are rep-

resented the correction terms to the energy - momentum tensor as eXlpressed in 

and 

8.5.3 

If we subtract from 2 x 0,""''';-'''''' 

8U 

then substitute using with new variables x and y 

, to obtain 

8U 
- xy) - + 

The quantity non-zero. We then assume the induced metric 

and which to for the brane is 

Bianchi I or III models. bulk metric for a Kantowski-Sachs or Bianchi braneworld is 

not known [149].) It is evident that a bounce in Y the definition in Section 

becomes feasible virtue of the ",...t·"' ..... ,,,,,, pressure contracted with shear or 

in the absence of this contraction 5, "'''''',,''iorl the energy ~~"WAU.' is negative. 

The bounce in X is that non-local contributions are of such 

that case the non local energy propagates as dark mdiation U = Uo(a/ao)-4 < o. 
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a nature that 

1 2U x + + -(p p + >. + 2 
1 2U 
2 

-p- + + 
> 0 

at the bounce. 

8.5.4 

In the case of a bare ,"ve,un"VjO;."''''. constant A > 0 with = 0, the condition 

is margInal.l) since p + p = O. We shall assume that the non -local 

pressure contracted with the shear vanishes = O. From equation 

y+ 4U 
xy = 

A bounce in scale factor Y occurs at y = 0, y > 0, then that 

U 
< O. (8.5.18) 

x+ + (8.5.19) 

and since a bounce in X occurs at x = 0, x > 0, we have 

This with the result of Santos et al where it is shown that Bianchi branes 

are stable in this but unstable if ¥ < a Kantowski Sachs 

brane a constraint. This is seen by caEitmlg ", • .,no.n""" as 

+y)y +A + 

Hence a bounce in Y also means that = A + and since the 3-curvature is 

¥ > The KS brane bounce therefore constrains the non -local energy to 
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8.5.5 

In the Friedmann "''-I'CI'''CIVU define the 

+ + 

and this to redefine variables 

, r=Dt. 

:E E [-1,1]. There are three nOll-neg2~t1 

with the n ... r,na,r~" that E [0, 1 J. The Friedmann constraint 

into two 

1, + + 1 

hence the state space is eVllllJQA.,u If we use the deceleration 

q 

then the becomes 

The non local energy density the shear and curvature evolution eqluat~lOrls 

and (8.5.13), with (8.5.26) and (8.5.27) a closed system of ode's 

+ 

n' u 

(8.5.33) 

= -2 :E + 

Since D does not appear in equations (8.5.30)-(8.5.34) we shall omit from 

the rest of the discussion. The state space is now 5-dimensional. After 
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and from 

(Q, 

uaL,.vun (8.5.26) and 

Q' (1 -

(1 -

n~ = -2 
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the state space is reduced to three dimensions 

(8.5.37) 

The boundaries Q ±1 represent BI models with a \CVO,Hl\J1Vl",lI..;,tU uuu,," <:tH L, while the 

boundaries 1: = ± 1 COl:re1>Pcmd to _______ ._; Kasner models in the invariant sub manifold 

n= {(Q, : IQI:<::; 1,11:1:<::; 1, O} 

that Table 1 contains a of all critical points, their 

characterization and and are Kasner metrics that form 

the vertices of n. The critical are while K __ and 

are attractors. de Sitter is an attractor and dS_ (anti-de is a rp'T)PII~'r 

located on the boundaries Q 1 and Q = -1 of the submanifold n. There 

are two saddle located on the y = Q - 1: = 0 inside n. The saddle 

8= ±JA, U = From 1 it is clear points 

that no ,p('tnT'V P1rTIprcnncr from dS_ inside n can to reach due to the "PT'>lr"triv 

y = Q -1: = O. In 2 we demonstrate how the presence of non-local 

alters the The saddle static braneworld models with 

= 0, 8 = 0, (J' = = 1 these models are located inside 

the state space 

M= :<::; 1,11:1 :<::; 1,0 :<::; < 

but outside n. A pm,prl:,.,ncr from dS_ may now exit n and cross the 

y=Q 1:=0 a "PT",nU.Tl'Y for nu > 0) as it evolves and 

away from the static model , and enters Such a passes 

VUL'VUl',U Q = 0 and close to indicative of bounce behaviour in the volume scale factor 

a, since remains nn"lT.·'v" 
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from to 0 to and the plane x Q + 2E 

from nO'Torn,o to 0 to It terminates at the attractor 

definition the to cut both the x- and 

from the 
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0, with Y '""'0."15""5 

o with X '-'''<'''5'''5 

Note that the bounce 

order may 

side of each be ro'ror"",rl 

and <>Vltl1'lccr side. If it passes through (0,0, then the bounce in X and Y is 

I.e. the shear a and the e both vanish there. 

We have shown that LRS Bianchi I, III and Kantowski - Sachs scalar field models that 

exhibit bounce behaviour violate the condition for the momentum ~ O. 

Thus Smolin's idea of to a black hole state in re- into a new 

ex1palJQl,ng universe is not viable if the end - state of the universe after into 

a black hole is described a Kantowski- Sachs model, even in situations where the matter 

is dominated by a scalar field. 

None of the LRS Bianchi models besides closed FLRW and B IX can bounce 

behaviour without ''';<,'''''"'''<''"" energy violations. We have this phI3nC)mEmO,n in the 

Randall-Sundrum braneworld scenario. There are non -local effects transmitted via 

the bulk tensor from the field in the that makes 

Kantowski-Sachs brane exhibit bounce 

do indeed lead to a nn'"",,'<> 

A Kantowski-Sachs braneworld bounce 

(].F:IISl,Z;71 if = 0, as demonstrated in section 8.5. 

that the such non -local effects 

issue that still remains 

.",,,,,,J.I.£V"; non local energy 
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8.1: State space R is an invariant submanifold of M that ,."" ... ,.""""",t 
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~ O. The y = = 0 bounce behaviour in Y from ro'-"'nl"l'ln 
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,. M+ 

HI HI 

, / 

/ 
dS+ 

'" " 
BI ., L 

! 
- Q 

K K.. 

8.2: State space M no has a at y Q - E = 0 for > O. A blue 
tralectm'V that passes x = Q + 2E = 0 exhibits bounce heavier in and 

the y = Q E = O. 
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This is a short comment on the lIDDlllcatlCms of 

tion co:mrnom:v associated with ""'r"'r ... "i~.N Einstein 

the standard Einstein-Hilbert ac

to include semi-classical 

U",'UUCALU ar~""t'" effects to the lowest order. We review some of the more results 

obtained in recent years, with on with theory, Supergravity 

and where-ever any such links may exist. 

In addition to an Alternative Theory of Gravity that is more accurate 

than Einstein such a need has arisen due to various no go theorems 

the >.JH!)e,UU<w' For bounce behaviour at the time of the 

various of violations the Null 

The arises: Is there a feasible theoretical framework from 

which a programme of Bounce Behaviour may be that is H'F;U~''''J. 

of the bounce, and coherent with observations of the era 

Various mechanisms may adhere to such a and since almost all the calcula-

tions are done well below the Planck it may be !J'-'O<J.""" to out a T\,.,~fpr,.p,rI 

mechanism or Scenario. Needless to say there are various candidates such as 

Braneworlds as was illustrated in 8 and reference [157], and the Einstein frame 

112 
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Braneworlds by Stefano Foffa [61]. 

Einstein's of based upon the 

covariance of covariance of the laws. There is no 

reason the nor other more N)Ynn'''"., 

that are suitable ~e'H:a"'H:u"",lU"'" of the Einstein-Hilbert action would not lead to 

more accurate theories. the of 

the fourth-order action 

s= J + + 

where denotes the contracted of the the Gauss-

Bonnet term and the 0 the d' Alembertian un'.eH:;U 

.lUL''''C'J., such alternative theories may the semi-classical of a 

The effective action of some versions of 

contain such IH~~U~a-'.1tl for instance [73] for reviews.) 

of 

and 

We look at 

of 

derivative cQtlm'OlO,gu,s that may tame the curvature 

smgUlarlty-rn~e ..... J"""V1V5'"'''' solutions were found in 

a 

term 

studied 

of a scalar field to 

function has the form 

Kanti et al [114] . In the presence of the 

Gauss-Bonnet 

¢n, where n is a nn",t,,,,, 

Gauss-Bonnet 

for the dual case of even n, the set of solutions of the classical of motion in 

a curved FRW includes solutions. The 

solutions are shown to be confined in a of the space of the theory the 

solutions to fill the rest of the space. 

The <tAr,rn,'t.T' structure of any theory is intimately connected to the IOr'IlULlltlIIl, be 

it and the variational from where the 

'I".11U"O"'. It is that alternative theories of may non the less have 

interconnections between their solution spaces. The drawback of 

theories are 
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., that the solutions of the classical are "'VT~""rOr1 to have no lower energy bound 

and therefore exhibit runaway solutions in the form of: 

., "P'''Clt,,,,, energy modes 

., and 

There are, however, some nonperturbative results that offer . For in-

the zero energy theorem states that all exact solutions asymp-

flat have zero energy, the existence of linearized solutions 

with energy. 

Aocordirlg to the fjll'"IL1.1Ja/.lp.nl~p. Theorem of Barrow and Cot sakis 30] any 

may be 1'<>0-"'.1',1<>11 as GR with additional fields in conformal space; if the 

transformation of the 

+ 

where contains the matter 

¢. The new has a "".nrl>"'T.r' 

a square of the 

turbative effects can confine the 

of the Ricci scalar curvature then a conformal 

+ 

and T</> is the contribution of an effective scalar field 

form which is easier to 

based on an action that contains only 

It satisfies Birkhoff's theorem and nonper-

The conformal fourth-order field [3] 

have viable alternative of that resolves 

some of the pn)bl.errlS that GR alone is unable to address without ad hoc (LOO'lU"',", 

ego the dark matter 

further attention 

IJVO""'OW [159]. UHi"',.." v there are open pn)b1errlS that 

It is well known that more 

theories possess solutions 

us with a more oo'"o"""'''"V' mechanism to 

that the Universe is 

",",,'"'C.HY homc.gene()us and models 

This would allow deeper 

theories such as or scalar-tensor 

Such theories could also 

inflation. If we were to relax the 

ab initio, then we enter the realm of 

as the Kantowski-Sachs in 

nv'3stiga.tio'n of <:n<><,.t',,, issues such as the 
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"UJI,U',,jL Qnr'\r('Q~'n towards the initial and the related 

chaotic for instance [187]). 

The search of brane-world ( with AdS in 

in a paper and Odintsov , found the wide range of para:qleters where 

such vve'AA"»""I;,1 may be realized. The cu.,,," LUAA effects of conformal field on the 

brane the COlrreSpIOnj:11I1lg conformal aU'UUl,al,Y induced effective 

the results of classical the addition 

of such eFT effective action some energy <:;AjJ'''''''':;U in terms of 

UUlU!',l"',"'''''"' renormalization group, and results in the of creation of 

brane Universe. 

Meissner and Olechowski 2001 [111] consider a class of higher order corrections with 

power n of the curvature tensor to the standard gravity action in 

time dimension D. This class of corrections allows for domain wall solutions 

space-

the presence of powers of the curvature the structure at the wall is 

of the same type as in the standard models with order corrections 

have a set of domain wall solutions and the existence of these solutions no 

__ ,,.. _____ on the presence of constants. find for that the Randall-

Sundrum scenario can be realized without any need for bulk brane cm;mj)!oglc 

constant. In Meissner and Olechowski 2002 solve the linearized of 

motion for fluctuations around the domain wall ba(~k~T01 

Jakobek et. al. 

with the 'COUll,'1') 

effective gnwl~1:nlUIWJ 

consider the 

corrections to un""",,,, 

dimensions. 

",,,omn'11 with dilaton and 

domain wall type solutions for 

and solutions with finite 

in the existence of a class such solutions 

which have no S'I:II,fl'll"W:"/,/,'U-,S, A detailed discussion around the relation between fine 

and self 

to be in 

them to in which sense the solutions are free. The 

of such solutions is also discussed. 

is the Universe so much less alllls01crODic than Einstein's field equations allow it 

is to 

as Penrose 

to ensure an 

the of 

the initial conditions ''-'1',''-'<'''',1 entail a 

The other 

would be to 

Universe from its very 

""t,."",,,, as we do. A third I./U,,"lL'U 
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the _~.lY.r!.p+in.Yl of uv.,uu'I".""U<:;! an option that is gaining In section D 

we that allows one to define and classify spatially nOlmo,gellleclUS 

Kluske classes of order theories where the de Sitter sDl1Ce~trme 

is an attractor solution in the set of the flat FRW models. The 

is due to the well-known theorem of Collins and : The set spatially 

no:m(]loe:nelJ1},,q CmHn()HIUZI~8 that can at late times is measure zero in the 

space all initial data. in order theories 

such as Bianchi I, V and VII an end-state is reached [30] thus 

theorem I of Collins and 

The 

by 

Ellis 

of the universe in R + 
and Maartens in extension of the "'5 .... ''-'<''." 

that the observed of the CMBR 

U'-"JVL"J""", is almost homogeneous and W~"T~'n' 

was discussed 

Maartens and 

that the Universe since 

Le. almost FRW. 

Gordon and Turok [172] explores the idea that density "n'~"T'an" in today's 

universe could have been geIlerate~a in a vn~-8:!nlJ''IL£(ln.L'U before the big so as to 

mechanisms a scale invariant 'IT,,~ .... t'r111Tl of adiabatic y,,'rn,rn 

may be n';:"''''''''"'';U without the need for cosmic inflation. Universe 

and show that a model in which neither General nor the WEC is 

which is pure mode before the bounce does not match to a pure 

after the bounce. estimates of when the rm'YlflVm 

curvature varies around the bounce are It is found that in it is 

necessary to evaluate the evolution of the through the bounce in detail rather 

than conditions. 

In "'U<'~"'~J. 10 of this thesis the C01:re1;po,nding paper [215]) we further an idea 

nr",,,>nt<>rl in 8, namely that the Universe may be the end-state of a collapsing 

black hole that leads to another the Universe emerges from an 

bounce with space time similar to that of a Kantowski-Sachs 

eX1Jartds and becomes almost FRW at late times. Since various no-go theorems 
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those stated in 8) Bounce Behaviour in Einstein we 

lean towards a broader class of theories with an alternative structure that is 

IJv.UUhVC> better suited to the task. 
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Here we intend to Bounce Behaviour in Kantowski -Sachs 'UU'DH.""'JI'..Y in a 

as a continuation of the discussion initiated in 8 

of this thesis and ,-,>][au""" 9. The four dimensional Universe emerges from an 

anllSoiGropic initial state in , and evolves toward an end-state that 

is de Sitter in flat Einstein We decline from any dimensional 

such as RSI or RSII. Instead we any / modifications 

as a correction to the action for 

After some in Section 10.2, we the field for the 

Kantowski-Sachs model in Section 10.3. In Section 1004.1 we formulate the weak energy 

condition in order for a Derivative Kantowski-Sachs to exhibit Bounce 

Behaviour in both scale factors X and Y. The remainder of Section lOA concentrates on 

such a class of solutions. This is followed by remarks in Section 10.5. 

Under the that the action for is 

JR (10.1.1) 

ll8 
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and that matter satisfies the dominant energy condition p ~ 0 and p+ ~ 0 where p is the 

theorems prove 

This OLr,.UU","''' 

energy and p is the pressure, the 

that ::;pcLCetlIIle manifolds in 

a breakdown of the 

are 

curvatures. UVLU\,r,"U<;VU,,, bounce 

solutions to the Einstein field also violate some energy conditions 

[214]. For instance in Kantowski-Sachs cmlmc)logles, bounce behaviour all scale factor 

directions violate the null energy condition p + p ~ o. More «ee'tl""""!!V the construction 

of viable models of gel)Ol3Sllcally v'vU")J"~v'" ~~.,,_,",_ ... ,., universes or black hole interiors are 

such energy conditions. 

Various hypotheses have been formulated [44, 183] to address the singularity 

lem: The curvature hypothesis' ensures that all curvature invariants such as 

and are to that man-

is 

allows for otherwise 

Penrose's 

''''''"''''''1' universe models to 

ifolds are 

curvature 

-7 0) in their Of note is the theorem [29], which 

restrict models that ",r,t,",r."""'70 to a set of measure zero in the space of all "JJ'1.I;L!1.U'y homo-

geneous initial data 

We address the Problem in a different bounce 

behaviour all scale factors in where feasible 

where there is no need for a mass source at any . The models 

for which this can be done are closed FRW and Bianchi I X . In the Randall-Sundrum 

braneworld scenario the matter action is modified since the dimensional bulk 

back-reacts on the brane so as to the matter side of the Einstein field "y"Lla.,CLU.U". 

This feed-back mechanism introduces an extra of freedom at high and 

as a result allows more solutions to the field 

As to a inclusion of 

U"'"!U'U" than in 

space time we shall consider 

derivative correction terms to the Einstein in concordance with 

and viz. 

J f (10.1.2) 

that the Lv"''-'''''r, term in f is R at low curvatures. 
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The 1>llJ"jJJt"'" derivative 

J + 

gives rise to higher order equations of motion than the usual Einstein and 

therefore has more solutions. There are classes of solutions that are HUHt5JlH)!.Uli:Ll 

without the weak energy condition. 

Varying the matter action (10.1.3) the modified Einstein field 

+2a [R + (1O.2.1) 

with a nA,rTA"T fluid stI'eSf>-e:nelrlt"'-IILornelltl tensor 

= (p + p)uJ.LUV + 

for a UV.lUU'1".",.W:"JU<> energy density p and pressure p in r.o··m,nVl coordinates uJ.L = 0, and 

a Kantowski-Sachs metric 

= -dt2 + + + 

and acceleration both w = 0 = aJ.L . 

The law of conservation of energy is in the form 

= 0 => p + 8(p + p) = o. 

The trace of (10.2.1) leads to a Klein-Gordon eU'..ttt"lUU of the Ricci scalar 

R+ + 

since the trace of the energy tensor T == - p. The 

results in the 
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+ + (10.3.3) 

The (J(J- and (f)$-comp of (J 

with 3-curvature 

the shear evolution 

. Subtract from equation (10.3.3) results in 

+ a= 

Use this eXlpre~ssion to to substitute 

then re-arrange terms to find the 

+ ! (10.3.6) 

.LV!;"'""C;' with the energy conservation is self-consistent, pro-

vided that we the 3-curvature evolution IUt:ULlIuy 

+ =0. 

10.4.1 

Subtract o,.H",.T,r\n and rpr",...·p the 3-curvature 

then rearrange terms to arrive at 

+ = - (y + - xy)( 1 + 

+y)R- (10.4.1) 

Note that we have defined x = The Weak p + P :2: 0 amounts 

to the of a scalar field ¢ defined in the usual way: p = + 
p = V(¢) for a nOI1nogeneous scalar field ¢ with a V(¢). 
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For a o we have the standard "I-'T'I-'r,,, weak energy condition pVl"rp"",,~'rl as 

~(p + + y2 xy) 2': 0, which is violated for bounce behaviour in the scale factor 

since y = 0 , iJ > 0 that + p) < 0 . 

It is clear from that the order correction to UPTlpr," 

allows for bounce behaviour in Y nrr)llH1p(1 that + + 2': 0 at the 

time of the bounce. 

10.4.2 state 

We shall assume an v .... ,~~v,~ .. of state P = 3p+ so that the energy conservation v'1 ,~~v,~ •• 

(10.4.7) that the energy P = Pr + A and pressure p = A in terms of 

constant A. the radiation p = , for constants PrO, ao and the ,"VOliH,nul",l 

The weak energy condition is satisfied for the energy U<;:;lll"""Y IS nn",Y',,,,, while the 

strong energy condition P + 2A is violated in far away from the 

hence in a de Sitter eX1)arlSicm for models in which A remains 

10.4.3 

Introduce Normalized Variables 

1 1 aR2 

3 + 2 

1; - 4A) )( .-.-

(J"-' 

.- ---,,-----,-

+ is and that the total energy ~""AU"",' !1p 

a < 0, while Pr and A are ""f'o,"t',,,,, In terms of these 

, dT:= 

that -1 « 
(10.2.4),(10.3.1) , 
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Ll ,- -2+ 

- (1+ 
e' (1-2A-2e)'P 

-X [2Ll- 1 
A+ 

- 2'P + + (X-

+ 
+ 

+X

+ 
- E)] 

123 

(10.4.4) 

(10.4.8) 

(10.4.10) 

where we have set A := -4aA. The Friedmann constraint into two constraints 

(Q + + + = 1 , + + + =1 

There are in fact three additional differential "Y'''''''''V'''' with which one obtains the scale 

factors Y and their ge()m(~tn 

Note that equation 

of equlatl,ons 

is 

the discussion. The dlrnellSl(maLlI 

mean a 

+ 

al 

because 

V we may omit its evolution 

can be further reduced by the two constraints 

Bounce behaviour may be illustrated for constant scalar curvature R 

dition 

'P=O {:::::::} e'=0 

, None 

from 

the con-
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upon the system. One may then substitute for the curvature parameter and 

the the now reduced form of the 

constraints (10.4.14) 

=1-

to realize a four-dimensional invariant QmO'lTIn'Yl'lTnJ!n 

(1-

(1-

(10.4.19) 

(lO.4.22) 

We nl"<"",,,,t a table of all with their resloecti 

in terms of the numbers 

classifications. We have 

defined new 

1 
= '8[5+ c-

n~ = ~[3(1- + 

where c i = 1,2,3. 

10.4.4 

If the radiation "..,'''''',- vanishes 

(1 

1 
= 24[3+7c+ 

1 
-[7(3 - c) - f3 
24 

=0 

+ 

+ 

results in 

+ 

so that '->'-1 !l!"",AVJ.!C and may be combined to obtain the first ''''''n".,M 

for a constant of motion 

two-dimensional 

(1-

(1-

> O. This further reduces the to an autonornous 

in the (Q, 

(1 - + 
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Bianchi I 

Bianchi I 

Bianchi I 
Bianchi III 
Bianchi III 
Bianchi III 

Table 10.1: 
nrad ) f'rll'r<><m 

Q 

E1 

E1 
II 
2 

E1 

0 

E1 

E1 

E1 

E2 

o 
II 
2 
o 

the 

125 

1 
3 3 
'4 '4 

1 0 0 

1 b 0 - b) 

c 0 no 
K 

3 0 -3 0 
0 0 -3 0 
l! 0 _2 0 

four-dimensional invariant 
unstable bounce 

on the surface Q = 0, for fixed radiation values b ::; 1. For 
ne/Jatwe values of b, the order the bounce behaviour 
braneworld 8 and [214]). The constants and 

The Bianchi III 
domain :QE 1 J} and are not relevant. 

In the event that = 0, then we have the usual no-bounce onaS€~-o,ortral of General 

10.1. One may set For > 0 the bounce behaviour is illustrated in 

=: c in order to obtain all the 

defined in Table 10.1 by the models 

false vacuum case, since we set 

radiation and "Vl>1UVl\_15"~CU 

without 'V,"'"'U" neither NEC nor 

b of the 

of the state space 

i=1,2,3. 

= 0, this result extends to the case of 

the 

of which may assume PO:SltllVe,-m!llIlJte values 

Such bounce behaviour are characterized 

in space. 

The braneworld bounce discussed in f'h<.nt."r 8 and the paper [214J is naturally a 

derivative "V;~lU.V"}!S.JI if the Ricci scalar is constant R = O. The presence of the "U~'U"J'VI51","" 

constant enforces the 

the radiation 

that 1 

seen from 

is 

< 0 since Pr has to remain nOn-lle12,atlve 

1)) and 

negative for a < 0 

In the braneworld 

this model cm:re:sp(lDcLs to a nt;(JUL~'Ut; brane tension 1 + 2aR while uww.u"aLJ'UU5 

T'I""lTn,p radiation onno"pn to dark radiation with Pr < O. In space the 

bounce COl:re::;p(lDClS to for n"",,,tn,<> values of b. 
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,,=0 

dS 

BI 1: 

t 
I 

"'Q 

10.1: False Vacuum Bounce: The state space n exhibits bounce behaviour in scale 
that passes the Q + 2E 0, and a bounce in 

Y as that same passes through the plane Q --, E = O. 

In 8 we discussed the nature of such bounce behaviour in the braneworld sce-

nario. We now tJ''-'''''''V an equivalent discussion for derivative bounce behaviour. 

The boundaries Q = ±1 ro,w""oy,t Bianchi I models with a ,",V;~lu.u1tJ51'C;al ,",VIL,,""'U" while 

the boundaries E ±1 £' .... ,-ro"nrmfi to Kasner models in the invariant submanifold 

n {(Q, 

that rpr'rp"pnt,~ K±± and are Kasner metrics that form 

the vertices of n. The critical and are while K __ and 

are attractors. de Sitter is an attractor and dS_ (anti-de is a 

located on the boundaries Q = 1 and Q -1 of the submanifold n. There are 
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located on the Q - E 0 inside n. The two saddle 

have 

clear that no 

8= OJ. From 

~""~'1.,"'5 from dS_ inside n can to reach 

8.1 in .... no.nt."r 8 it is 

y = Q - E = O. In 10.1 we demonstrate how the presence of rI""",." 

broadens the space to allow bounce behaviour. The saddle 

static models with {(3) R = 0, e = 0, (j = £1 

b, b) }. Since = 1 these models are located inside the state space 

::; 1, lEi::; 1,0 ::; < 

corltallmIlg n. A from dS_ may now leave n and cross the 

y = Q E = 0 a for > 0) as it evolves and 

away from the static model , and enters Such a passes 

Q = 0 and close to , indicative of bounce behaviour in the volume scale factor 

a, since remains """",,.,,,,, 

from 

from 

passes the 

and "UJ.VU'''U the 

y = Q E = 0, with y ,",u<oU5U>5 

X = Q + 2E = 0 with X "'''0.''''''''5 

It terminates at the attractor Note that the 

TPClni'rp<l the to cut both the x- and order bounce definition 

may be rp"'PT'OPri "''"'1-'''' .......... ;; on the from the np,r<lt.1VP side of each 

"'~""W'l=. the positive side. If it intersects the line (0,0, then the in X 

and Y is i.e. the shear (j and the eX1)aIlSlCm 8 both vanish there. 

To a Kantowski-Sachs Cosmology to serve as the interior to a ,-,v»o,u,,-

black hole whose exterior is the true vacuum [44, calls for a suitable modification 

of Einstein The located at r = 0 to an external observer may then 

corTe~;pond to a bounce at time t = 0 in an universe. It is not 

to construct an noulc,gene()usbounce in General Relativ-

due to violation of the NEC and WEC in the 

order effective action that does allow such 

of the bounce. In a 

to a 

nelJaT;lve value to the order correction constant a. We i,,,,,,,,,t·i,,.<> a simple model 
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COIISIEltlIJlg of a mixture radiation fluid and false vacuum energy (here in the form of a pos-

itive before the onset of nucleosynthesis, and 

even before Electroweak and confine the discussion to a when the Uni-

verse was radiation-dominated the first ~~~~"'~J Thereafter the Universe reaches 

<l,.,trr;n"T and drifts toward a de Sitter attractor. 

For fixed Ricci scalar R = 4A such that 1 + 2aR remains for a < 0, the dark 

energy Braneworld Bounce of 8 is That this is indeed feasible is visible 

from (10.4.1) whence 

2 
= -(1 + + xy) (10.5.1) 

becomes at the bounce in that the radiation fluid has an effective 

dark energy 1I.f-"IIXU:1I < O. This result is indicative of a COl:reSp()n(leIICe between 

Order and tree-level 

For a value of a, the radiation fluid mixture is free of anomalous behaviour 

in physical variables. In the case of a > 0, l!",'c,UJlla.r in for instance the 3-curvature may 

occur, due to the presence of unstable in order space. 
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The somewhat voluminous document that this thesis has been divided into 

four and a The nr"nrm":pr,,nr'" of the work is in or 

has been submitted for 

the venerable status of a nr~'I'''''nn "".,"""'" due 

to remarkable success of lucrative ventures such as Hubble 

the Chandra SALT and the lJ'a.uu,;u 

Radio in Observational As:tn)llc)m'v: and the 

V!(jL11L''''U launch of in the first r1,,,,rt..'T of 2007 with the Herschel "al,e ... '"", 

in CMB observations. 

The first Part of this thesis is a 

a topic that has the 

Hubble such as the 

of lensed quasars from ,-"uau,",,,, 

scrutinized the of snrnucz:na 

HU;CH.'tlL.Hl!', field of Gravitational .uc.u".u,,", 

lUl,"'!','Htl"'UU due to marvellous from the 

Field and the 

and a host of other radio ""''';'''-''..11.''' H11<'"'5"''', 

in that distant areas subtend smaller solid 

We 

than would in a Friedmann-Lemaitre universe model and that this effect will 

remain even when the observations relate to This phenomenon has to live 

up to its Possible reasons for its muted on Area Distance measurements are 

two-fold: (a) is still a relatively rare occurrence in Observational VU"Ul,UllJ5.Y 

this observation of various luminous arcs and lensed uua",';" 

218, and (b) very few have surface mass densities in excess of 

per square a critical number for In 3 of Part I, exact 

vA.'",",U",,,_,, with caustics the DUi31ot:U "'"HUr."U!:> effects and 

for cOlmplensal;ea lenses to which we can the thin-lens 

CMB "At,.",.,,,, measurements WMAP and PLANCK will shed some 

tJosmlOIC)gll8al Scenario. In """,au'""" 4 of Part II 

we reviewed some of and we mentioned the 

of the Effective Action of in its cUl3to'ml:U role. The 

Universe eschews """"'.I'."nu exit from an initial IniiatjOllaI'y of " ..... lJu.'"'~''' at 

curvature 27J. 

In 5we a code that elicit desired tJosmolclgy solutions when there 
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that appear to 

V not to zero, and used it to obtain 

the desired hallmarks. Two different cases are 

131 

solutions 

In the 

first case, an exact radiation of state maintained leads 

to where extreme of initial conditions attain the 

desired and indeed there may be no initial data to the desired behaviour in 

both the and backwards directions of time. In the second case an exotic IC!H,f.(J,f,:f,UH. 

state links the fluid to the in a way that the fluid 

of state. The fancied solutions are found without the need for fine vu ..... ,,,. 

is reviewed in 5.2.1 and Section 5.4. The have such a scale 

factor symmetry, when solutions mayor may not exhibit the same symmetry. There are 

cases in which the solutions obey the scale factor even if the do not. 

Then there are some solutions that seem to have most of the nrl,n,'r1",l<>" u .... ,, __ .. ;;;u. in the 

Scenario. 

The Braneworld Scenario II suffers the llmomlmv of an 11111-''''''''':; re conditions 

across the CMB Of late various authors engage in 5"",l"'J.a.u;t.Hl,l". 

the RSII model, ego the introduction of a second brane bulk scalar fields, alter-

natives to inflation the bulk scalar branes to as 

seen in the 

code seen nr"'Vlrl11 

a brane-bound scalar 

models. In 

and ov ... o. ... "". 

7 we commission a 

"u,n''''''''. an FRW Universe model with 

behaviour. 

Braneworlds admit .... 0"01' ..... DotE!lltllalS for different Scenarios. 

haviour in ,-,u'ou'''.mJFo.Y 

has vested issues destitute for some clarification. Bounce Be-

6.4 has been formulated as an alternative to inflation and to elude 

the VU1,,,,U.11' associated with the The e:ec)mlstrv of a black hole interior matches 

that of an Kantowski-Sachs since the two models share the same as 

the interior of the extended Kruskal solution. In 

8 of Part III we show that besides the Bounce Behaviour in Rela-

tivistic leads to violation of either the NEC or the WEC or both, in almost all 

of the !4n'''flTCrf the Kantowski-Sachs model. 

in the Braneworld Scenario of Randall and Sundrum such energy violations 

QlSiappe,ar (or at are to the 
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Derivative Theories of which the Randall-Sundrum Braneworld Sce-

nario is a can manifest Bounce Behaviour without either the NEC or 

the WECo In Part IV we reviewed some recent that visit Higher Derivative 

some of the 

ternative of 

instance. We use a 

such theories. In a 

to veer from the curvature of and state 

associated with Theories themselves. An al-

with a of the form f(R) = R + is one such 

to demonstrate that Bounce Behaviour is intrinsic to 

to outline a 3+ 1 covariant 

to perturbations in bouncing and its 

CMB anisotropies. 

uu..U",.uu Wormhole solutions are a nrr)nprtv of the WDW Pfl'Hlr,nn for 

various matter sources. Sources that admit Wormholes include those py·np,nt.I"ri in 

effective such as a scalar field with a "'=""-!ll"'''! 

This is unlike the classical case where such matter sources do not allow Wormhole 

solutions. Two the authors A DH Coule and DM Solomons (see 

the derive these Wormhole solutllons, and contrast them with other 

solutions that are to choice of 

an Scenario followed a 

conditions of 

Lorentzian Universe 
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This is an Appendix to 6. In this section we try to obtain solutions that resemble the 

scenario" but with "o,e,." .. ,."ev.,y yn;amllcs of ¢(t) and a continuous transition 

from the ,-,",-UJ'" 

evolve from a 

to the scenario where 

constant. This which is 

In these ""'-""""1-'''''' 

vacuum, Le. H --> 0 and 

which acts as the 

we seek solutions that 

--> 0 (no 

l>,<;"JTnnt",)t,,,.,, to a 

radiation dominated evolution of the universe 

for lJWI"~-li1,W inflation for n."~~ .. ,,,., times and 

scenario introduced in 

is motivated by the 

and the scale factor 10). 

1 

For Po, it is convenient to define y = and UU"H~~" variables to y, X). The 

for t > 0 become 

In the 2-dimensional h_"n<>,r"" t = const with coordinates (y, X), the curve i(t) has coordi-

nates 0) for all t, and ,"or,,,,,,,,ont,, a set of saddle t. To 

the desired dilaton 11o.JtUnOo in the future > 0, --> constant =} X --> 0 as t --> one 

133 
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must restrict the initial conditions (yO,Xo) to start !-IH''''''''''.) on the stable branch of these 

saddle points, which intersects the surface t = 0 in a curve 1'+ (X), X) 1-'<"'''''''5 UUL'-'U,,-U 

the point 1'0 (0,1, One can obtain solutions by the 

second of in the form 

Y is almost constant for t > X is close to zero then. Then we can 

'nt..DCfT'J'l.t.p to 

where determines the of X at time The first away as 

but the second grows with time unless 0; this is the to attain 

the desired behaviour of X. 

To t < 0, it is convenient to define y je4> Po and Ul'"H~;''' variables to 

y, The for t < 0 become 

iJ = Xy, X = 
1 + 1)2 + _..:...;;....._ + -:--_-:-:-;: 

that X > 0 for all t < OJ hence X ne(:es~;arj decreases at all times in the 

The is that it can become because X = 0 is not an invariant set of the 

"4 ,"'.,.,;<v" •. We want a solution where X remains for all time so that ¢ decreases for 

all this means we need X to go to a value or zero, but not to become 

and y to go to zero. . As in the case one can obtain solutions 

the second of in the form 

1 
--~(1+ + 

Then we can the second term on the and lllLeg:ra,;e to 

y= 
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where C_, Yo TPT"lrP"PTlt the U!G'~U_ILlJlUe of X, y at time T_ . This away as rlfl<,,~c,rl 

and preserves the inequality for all earlier times because the ""'I'V"-""'''''''' 

dominates the power law terms. The 'lUO::;"O'"UH then is whether for suitable initial 

conditions we can attain this at some time «(1-

We can this with T_ = 0 if YO = 

The evolution .......... _~ H and in terms of a: 

t;::: 0 : 

t SO: H(a) 

.n";~UIllllJl~ the exotic of state "ott-,,,",,,. (3 0 at all 

we find !p in terms of a: 

and from 

A 

and 

t ;::: 0 : 

t SO: 

we find X in terms of a: 

t;::: 0 : x(a) = """'l"r.':~9;"---;;:---r",:",:, 

t SO: x(a) = - "---=~..."...."..,,.. 

case occurs when Xo :to Then 

t ;::: 0 : 

t SO: 

t ;::: 0: 

t SO: x(a) = 

from 

(A.2.6) 

(A.2.7) 
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Now p(t) is determined 

this becomes 

the above eXI)re!lSio'ns, for t > 0 and XO = t 
3 3 

which can be solved to 

9 1 3 
+ + 

3 
+ 

3 
+-

4 

This p(t) -;. C + - ~ln2 = C + 0.81764 ... as t -;. 0+ and p(t) -;. Cas t -;. 00; 

hence C = 0, p(t) -;. 0.81764 ... as t -;. 0+ and p(t) -;. 0 as t -;. 00. Also pip -;. 

as t -;. 00. The for V ( 'P) in this case follows on this 1) and 

1), and the various "v, ..... "o", .... "o above. Similar 

can be obtained for t < O. 
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energy condition is satisfied. Such wormholes are found to be consistent with the 

for wormholes as solutions of the Wheeler-DeWitt 

the of state of a fluid with a real scalar 

wormholes are also found when the energy condition is 

not AE. The non AE solutions are lnT,prr),.pt.prl as excited states of the wormhole 

Our results to the claim of HP that wormhole solutions are a 

",,.,,,,,,o,.t·,, of the WDW for various matter sources. Matter sources 

U~,U" ...... wormholes could now include those in effective 

a dilaton scalar field with This is unlike the classical case 

where such matter sources do not allow wormhole solutions. 

We contrast 

universe 

wormhole solutions with other 

an inJiat;iOllaI"y earlier behaviour and a 

conditions of 

Lorentzian 
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1 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the use of Euclidean wormholes. 

This is because affect the value of constants in our universe. For the 

CUt;l1l\JIUJ"l<"tLl constant A the effect of wormholes is to make A a UaUH'lCi:U variable 

a distribution function If such a distribution is ..,.._._ .. _'_ around A -t 0, i"t could 

the cOIsm.ol<)glcal constant is zero in our universe 

Because wormholes contain information that is not accessible to outside 

one would have to sum over all their internal states and the 

state appears to be mixed. This is reminiscent of black and so wormholes 

<n"irin,IT radiation from black 

Euclidean wormholes 

were also 

holes and their 

describe nl"'>T""'l"t; 

a role in undelrstaw:1lIJlg 

[93]. 

of the "vacuum foam" structure of space time on Planck scales. 

These could include "v.'v .. ""'-,,, ..... fluctuations since the 

""''''''1'''''0 "~JD'JIC.gy in Lorentzian space 

Vl1!,>lHaJll'y, classical wormholes were constructed 

are no 

theorems about 

valid. 

axions. Without all the 

cases that have since been we consider some of their features. A necessary 

(but not QUA,,.,",,,,,"" 

have at least a 

condition for the existence of wormholes is that the Ricci tensor should 

case of a U"'UL,''''>'') 

somewhere on the manifold 

real scalar field the Ricci tensor is 

For 

by 3 

Because in Euclidean space the an<.t,n'., of the 4-d metric is gjJ.v = (+ + 

in the 

(B.l.1) 

> 0 for 

V ( 1» > 0 and wormholes do not occur say, a real massive scalar field with nn1r."nt,1 

if we consider an 11U'''"5,11><'''') scalar i.e. let 1> -t 

can become For an U11,,"O'.,,>, free massive scalar field we now 

and a wormhole solution 

the wormhole solution is 

be now. For this lU1,a),;,"1<"'" massive scalar field 

"""'~V'U"'E> is valid with other classical in ref. [36]. A similar 

are using the notation and conventions of Wald 
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wormholes based on scalar fields. this is quite since if we consider 

a Hermitian theory then the Ricci tensor (for a free massless scalar field) 

is even when ¢ --+ i¢. One eX(3er:.tlCm is the which a 

scalar does up a "Ul'rryna on to Euclidean space 

Instead of looking for matter sources that 'UU,V1"''', CM considered an 

continuation of closed Friedman-Robertson-Walker universes. For a 

fluid ... mla",nTl of state p 

"'"CJlWCj""','U5 closed universes 

and p are the pressure and energy 

that the energy condition be 

an by Ellis and Madsen (EM) [155], 

i.e. "/ > 
worked 

with a scalar field model with a ",,,1Font. V(¢) which simulates a certain value of "/. Or 

one say the parameter "/, the of the scalar field 

can be altered. If the 

and one would not 

is too shallow the energy condition would be violated 

wormholes to be able to alter the of 

the scalar nr.j".,nt;AI it should a more <O"'''F.''''"'''F. when wormhole 

solutions can occur than for ~"""'I-"'~ a massive scalar 

field 

CM used an continuation to find the co:rresp'Dnejiulg 

Euclidean wormhole from a LC'MU,<LIJ"lU,,,,- closed universe. The in the matter and 

was Wick rotated in different directions as the transition to Euclidean 

region was done. This is similar to the "'~.~ro""",,.o of Linde for a ",,,,,,t""" 

ltatlonal action S which could describe the creation of the universe 

with Later this continuation was extended in ref. [21], 

where the and the scalar field ¢ were 

directions. These methods have the OoUVa.J""CLF.'" 

continued a' Ia Wick in r.nl"r.,,,t,,, 

discontinuities in the scalar 

and the kinetic energy at the 3-d surface where Euclidean and Lorentzian "Ian"rll"" 

regions join, and ensure that the Ricci tensor has 

means that these wormholes are still rather r,,,,tr,,,,t1 

form of the continuation.4 

this 

this "hidden" in the 

note in passing that some wormholes R + are more closely related to the analytic contin-
uation of bounce8 the in open Lorentzian k -1 universes is avoided [35]). 
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In a different because the number of known classical wormhole solutions had ap-

SO r""'Trllf'T11"'" and considered that solutions of the Wheeler-

DeWitt ,,"'Y>"O""'Ylt wormholes that 

all reasonable matter sources would have the of wormholes. 

For such wormholes that the wavefunction 1}i should 

for scale factors a so as to Euclidean space, and that 1}i be well behaved as 

a -t 0, so that no "U'I">'"'''''''' 

Because the WDW 

are nr<'''<>llt. 

is independent of the the Euclidean 

'included' in the formalism. In this way the versions of the eM wormholes should 

be included in the solutions of the WDW so the ad-hoc 

continuation for the classical wormholes. There is some that 

this is has both 

condition solutions. As mentioned, when ~v'~'W'6 with the 

classical action the case appears to (V)T·r""", continuation. 

eM wormhole solutions. This is rather to what will be to 

As well as the ~ .. _~.,,~,~v of bulk matter wormholes that occur when 

the energy condition is we also wish to if wormholes are even more 

We will do this V(¢) that simulates a certain value 

of ,. 

and a 

constructed wormholes for a real massive scalar field 

aepelllaJmg on where the scalar field is on such the 

effective value of , can be ,,,.,h,,,,,,,, in the range 0 ::::; , ::::; 2 and it was not clear if the 

energy condition was violated in such cases. If wormholes can also occur 

when the energy condition is this would extend the viability of wormholes 

in ""''-'!'''''"!'''; processes where this condition is IJLI..'U<LUl,Y 
for ________ ,-__ in the 

universe with "o"UU'"" driven effective low energy or black hole 

'''Ie first review the classical closed universe models from which we are to derive the 

For a more detailed of the features of the 

classical eM we refer to the results in ref. [24]. 
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First we take a bulk matter source with a 

and work in a Lorentzian FRW ansatz 

fluid equation of state p (-y - l)p 

+ + (B.2.1) 

where the 

and 

is chosen to aid calculations as in ref. is the metric of the three-

The scale factor a is by 

2 1/(3'1-2) 

with ao an constant which is the maximum size of the FRW universe when 'Y > 2/3. 

the same as in one can convert to a scalar field ¢; whose 

The classical for the scalar field (¢;o = 0) is 

V(¢;) = Ocosh2n (>.¢;) , 

where we have defined 5 

The classical eM wormhole is obtained continuing the time variable as 

t -7 -iT in eqs. and the scalar field variable as ¢; -7 in eqs. 

ref. These classical wormholes appear to have a nontrivial 

and so do not possess any conserved The fact that exhibit a in 

the Euclidean time was ini:prnr,~t.',rl as evidence that wormholes of size ao should have a 

[24J. Inclusion of a small bare "U'~"!U!<)l".!'''<L! constant was also 

considered in ref. [21]. the continuation to the Euclidean was 

shown to be consistent with the of the Euclidean at VU"-'VVIJ [23]. 

the difference in the previous expressions with their Euclidean counterparts in ref. In the 
Euclidean region, which is reached in ref. by a Wick rotation of both t and </J, one has to replace the 
hyperbolic functions with the corresponding trigonometric ones in eqs. 
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We then note eqs. the scalar nntpn,t,,, can be 

written as a function of the scale factor 

= 

where the constant III this identification one has "frozen" the 

kinetic of freedom of the scalar field and is now with a ·fluid matter 

source with p = From the conservation of the tensor the 

energy behaves as 

p= 

which is to the identification V (¢) --+ P == 

Before we go on to consider the 

comments about what has been done: 

versions of these let us make a few 

a) the between the poteIltll1i and the "",,,,",,,,'1- fluid source p(a), eq. 

) is valid "on shell" when all the classical are satisfied. This 0""""" 

lence needs not to occur in the the WDW _"' _____ .. has to be 

satisfied ref. In the quantum case the nntpn,T'<l V (¢) will contain 

of extra solutions since it is not constrained by an additional classical 

b) later we will use the V(¢), which simulates a certain value of 'Y. 

However it does this for a finite time as the scalar field 'rolls down' the 

v "' •. ," .... "'u., the simulation breaks down and either the kinetic or potential energy will dom-

i.e. the effective 'Y related to the "roll down" the will tend to two or 

zero. For when'Y > the scalar has a constant 

F-onHU"v. state as I¢I --+ 0, and the effective 'Y there is zero. This effect can be overcome 

a second scalar field (or as was also 

done in ref. when the EM O~",,.,~or'h A similar problem occurs for the V (¢) 

in this case there is no COE;m()lOJi1;lCOai constant 

on <OGL.UU.'I". the minimum as I¢I --+ 00, the energy is lost and the 

effective 'Y tends to two kinetic dominated and the simulation breaks down. 

Because of this limitation one can not claim that wormholes with 'Y < occur in 

the limit a --+ 00, but only up to a finite scale factor amax • this size can be made 

much than the Planck and for all this is not a serious limitation. 
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We will start our 

content of the 

of the eM wormholes for the case in which the matter 

is by a i.e. when the kinetic of the scalar 

field is "frozen" and the scale factor a becomes the effective of freedom. As 

memtiloned, this will not exhaust all the PV"",.,UL" solutions which could be obtained 

the more 

The wnw for a closed universe filled with a fluid matter source takes 

the form e.g., ref. 

d 
+ + =0, 

where we have substituted from the conservation the energy density p = pol a3,)" 

with Po = , and p r""y,.",,,,,,,,t of the nn'>r,,·t.r.r r.rrl"'rl:no- A similar 

ansatz has been considered in the context of models for the birth of the 

universe 

We must u-.rn"",," some VV'~U'''''''"J condition in order to select the solutions of the 

wnw which wormholes. Here we follow the 1J1\,'IJU"i;t1 of HP: 

as the radius a -> 00, in fact like rv if 

the wormhole is Euclidean 

W should be well-behaved at the This is because there should be 

as a -> O. 

there should be no di,rer,gellC€!S in the wave function due to the matter content. 

condition for 

i.e. the HH 

In the conclusions we will discuss how the uV"Ul\.l.<U 

is related to others used in '-Iu.au", ... u C'DsrnO.logy 

conditions. 

We can a 

the wnw 
p = 0) 

idea as to when an Euclidean domain occurs at 

rP + U(a)] W(a) = 0, 

wormholes 

a by 

the factor 

which "",,,,,,,,,,,,,,t,, the motion of a of unit mass and zero energy in the poterltH,U 

. When U > 0 the wave function for a is u",.u""," the 
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existence of a Lorentzian e.g., ref. in order to have a 

it is necessary 

in this 

at 

factor p = 0, this occurs for 

< 0. 

to eq. 1), and 1'lPt.t.ln,cr the 

Therefore for the usual case of a positive energy U,",JI.J1,,,"V source (po > 0, "y < we 

2 > 4 - Le. "y> 2/3 for such behaviour. In the term in eq. 

, it is to check that the behaviour of the wave function 

for a -; 00 in fact, 

(B.3.4) 

which satisfies the uv'u ....... aJ..y condition AE wormholes for < 
"f < 2. This energy condition is the same as that obtained eM for the occurrence 

of their classical wormhole solutions. It is than (but consistent with) the result of 

Kim and [120J that wormholes are .•• ~.~ ....... ~ with a Cm;m()lOlgleal 

constant. 

A wormhole also "<>r,",'r<>,, a suitable behaviour for small a. As a -; 0 we can 

the term, since 4 > 6 In this case the wnw equation 

"Y # to a Bessel with solution 

1JI(a) ~ [a1JII 
where - p//[3(2-

the 

function can be pYl-.r"'1'l1'l~·rl as 

which satisfies the 

due to the factor 

+ 

'"" Zll and 

; p < 1 

; p> 1, 

condition of 

whenp> 1. 6 

case "Y = 2, the solution of the wnw 

J ' 

o ref. [1]), the wave 

from a divergence 

is a linear For the n»,rtJr'll 

combination of Bessel which oscillate an infinite number of times 

has been suggested [119] that even wave functions with this mild divergent behaviour as a -> 0 should 
still be considered to satisfy the HP condition for wormholes, 
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ref. 

section 4.1 and the 

B.3.1 Two "'.n. .... UA ... "'"'O 

and therefore cannot 

can be overcome 

to this 

146 

the condition 

a massless scalar field Ref. [95], 

two vVe conclude this first section 

tion for the "on shell" UV"'"UUA''''' V(a) of a 

o;;:,/\.,cuuvn", of solutions of the wnw equa

fluid matter model. the wnw 
has been OU"AfJAAU'-,,,,, to an differential it is still not 

forward to obtain solutions for all,. One could 1"0",,,,,,,'>0'" 

WKB solutions. But instead we consider two cases of,: one 

the energy condition. This enables us to the main 1"or/'\T\",.1-,o" that any 

solution in the range 0 ~ , < 2 should have . 

• ,= 
This "A'",",UP,"" vAa",,"~au rpr.rp"pnt" a radiation (or, that of a 

,-,V'" .. ",," .... scalar dominated FRW geometry. In this case the wnw 
(B.3.1), for the factor p = 0, can be rewritten as 

{ + 1J!(a) =0, 

which can be thought of as the ~cllrodin,ger for a harmonic oscillator with en-

ergy aB' The solution of eq. ov,n,.",,,,u,rl as a linear 

of harmonic wave functions a.<; 

n 

where are the Hermite pO,lyn.orrllaJS. Such wave functions are at the 

and eX1POIlerttuLll:v and according to the HP conditions 

see (1). The minimum 'throat' of the 

wormholes is ao = 

.,=0 
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This <OA':"U~'<O is to a COEimC)lO!!;IC,otl constant as the matter source. In 

this case the WDW P",,,,T.',nn for the factor nrrlpr'ln p = 0, can be rewritten 

as 

=0. 

This is reminiscent of the U'-llULIU!,U5'"~ for an anharmonic U"'CU1,ttL'J~ and it 

functions can be 

as 

The wave function 

not resemble a 

a suitable redefinition of HUH"'.""" in terms of 

] . 
a fig. (2)), and 

since r < 

does 

it may 

be as rer>re:serltlIll!: the nucleation at the radius ao of an "AIW'''''''!U''''''' 

Lorentzian universe. 

So far we have obtained wormholes with the restriction that the 

energy condition is satisfied. We next extend our of the 

with the scalar D01centIal V(¢). This 

U~""V ""'"" solutions 

theWDW 

a wider of solutions and so also wormholes when the 

energy condition is i.e. when r < 

This DoterltUtl for various values of the . For 

the simulation of r 
breaks down and the effective value of r becomes zero. The LJUI,<::H'''H:H V( ¢) behaves 

r> a Tln"'T.',,,p minimum occurs when ¢ = O. At this 

as a COJ,mOlC)gllcal constant. In order to 

an extra 

to V(¢) = O. We later 

this we would have to add 

to enable the ground 

outline how this should pflJc{~ea state to ",,,,",,p""'f'.n 

On the other the simulation of the cases with r > is still valid in the 

of I¢I, and in this to show the 

existence of "eL'''''I!!'' wormholes which are not AE but which still the HP 

UV'LLH'-,""',y conditions. These states can be ,nT.,prr,rp1r,,,rl as r"T,rp'opnt,;n the excited 

of the spectrum of wormholes. 
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of wormholes. 

-+ 00, and we 
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know from the of the bulk matter case that wormholes 

the most case is when r < In this case, the 

:::-: 0 would 

which KP 

GAIJo.'CLOLVU around an 

showed is inconsistent with the existence 

the scalar po1;ential has a zero I'>L~".U'CU state V(¢) Oas 

to the wormholes to be 

r> case, we have to ensure that the simulation of r < does not break 

down before the wormhole has an size a. This restriction on the 

for a, as a -+ 00, also turns out to be a necessary (but not "'1A.u.n .. n:'ll" condition for 

the existence of (non AE) wormholes. 

1 

TheWDW for a real scalar field model (see, e.g., ref. [88]) in a FRW closed 

universe is 
a 

+ + 
as in the 

eq. As mentioned the 

to find wormhole solutions with the 

where 

V(¢) :::-: 

with 

and where the n and A are 

is aplprc.xirna1ced an eX])OIlentI in the case of 

",,,rnYlnot'nr of the WDW constraint 

consider the ________ "~l.!c~pT''''nl>,..A 

¢) = 0, 

correction and V ( ¢) is 

where we can 

is where I¢I -+ 00, i.e. 

2) , 

The nf ..... or'nl> 

due to the 

under the reflection 

scalar ¢ > O. 

In order to "or,,, ... ,,, ... o the WDW eq. we make the transformation of 

coordinates in 

x 

y sinha¢, 
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where a is an constant This is a of 

the coordinate transformation introduced in ref. [68]. In terms of the new 

variables x and y, the WDW eq. cfi()osmg the factor nrrlAr,mO'p = 1) 

>'o/2Ot 

y) = O. 

can be further """!.I""'"U to the 'null coordinate' ansatz 

u x+y 

v x-y 

for which we obtain 

[-au-a-v + ~~= o. 

In general, due to the presence of the non trivial eXiDOlll€lltS in the terms u, v in the 

WDW 

value of 7.7 

this ~'-l-'--"~" is not 

Our main idea is then to solve the WDW 

in the 

dominate. In other 

>'o/2Ot 
R 

for an <>rl"it'rln'" 

in the new variables u, v 

or last 

we can define the ratio 

(B.4.8) 

and rAor"",,,, where either R » 1 or R « 1, the smaller 

term in the WDW as we show in detail in the to 

this paper, one can further _ ............ 'J the WDW in each of these the 

freedom in the choice of the a. 

As a result of this 

for the case of 

the ""I-"~'-'UU"A to this 

< 7 ::; 2 and the pot;ential 

it is easy to show 

behaviour of 

potentllal V (¢) in the 

values of /, this might be possible. For instance, when / < 
= 1 reduce to the (sel)anLble 

-;3 = 1. 
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limit of , see (4). The 

rel)reSerLtlIll!: excited states of the 

solutions can be 

wormhole "n"I"trl"TI 
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as 

For the case 0 < 'I < is of most ;nbpl"P'd. non AE excited worm

when a cosmo

wormhole nl""vpnt.~.rl from nl",~"r'rln 

hole states are obtained in different '''''','VAA., 

constant is nr~,,,pl1t. 

In this case, the W8,velmn.ctlon II' oscillates for a, rflT)reSflILtjrH! a Lorentzian de 

we should stress that many of these ,,,"IlI •. ,,.n wormholes Sitter universe. 

have been found as solutions of the WDW in ~"",vu.'v of 

and also some integI·atJ.on constants had to be chosen ",,.,c,n,,,.h so 

as to avoid an V"L·1UC,"Vl 

facilitated HU'UU.'I'. wormholes 

our choices of coordinates have also 

c,V1U .... ,CUC with ref. , where a similar CAJi-'V'''Cllv''lol 

DoteIltll3.1 model was solutions were This 

is a consequence of the more HUUU"F> a set of solutions of 

the WDW and is related to the hiO'lIit:v in the (possible) definition of a 

cOITeElDOlnding Hilbert space a review of these unUv'CALVA"''' in 

e.g., ref. 

try and 

Given the F>""""'''''A solution to eq. , it might be 

for the number of favourable solutions 

O"ro,.,1T:v see, 

to 

to 

unfavourable ones in a manner reminiscent of ref. [74]. Until then we can at least say 

that wormholes are less 'robust' when » 0, are still 

"I> 

The V ( ¢) suffers from the presence of a vV"UA\»VI<,"_""" constant 

in its minimum. We have seen that this an AE wormhole from 

also [120]). 

a second scalar or scalar 

we can ensure that the nnl,pn'tHII has a zero a 

simulation of the 'I > of state as I¢I -+ O. A similar method was used by 

and [51] to alter the state of the V(¢). One should 

not think of this as that a scalar field is necessary to have wormhole 

but rather as one way of rl>VYln'inno- the constant caused a 
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limitation of the EM in this case. 

If we consider a '"VJ.ujJJc; ..... scalar field, its Hermitian Lorentzian is 

where the ~~'."p'~"' scalar field is defined as ¢ = ¢l + i¢2, with both ¢l and real. 

for the in eq. 

V(¢) = n 

in the limit that the real of the ~~'."Y'V~ scalar field ¢ dominates this becomes 

which is the eM of eq. On the other in the limit that the 

¢2 of the scalar field ¢ UVJIUH.lO the nroT.t>Y'T.' becomes 

V(¢) ~ n 

see 

Let us now concentrate on the form 

from now on the 

at ¢ = then the jJU"C;U'"'"" 

Note that a U""E>U'~ 

V(¢) ~ 

in the scalar 

the case I < 2/3. 

of the 10), and for 

== ¢. If we eXjJarta about the minimum 

pp:rO}l:lmlat~~s to the power law form 

(V(¢) -+ 00, as -+ 0) for n < 0 

The correS·DorldiIlg WDW for this scalar field nr.4r.t>nn is 

a 
+ + = 0, 

where p rejJreSerlt of the 

wormholes are known to occur for such e.g., refs. [36], 

[119], and the this paper for details of a u ... "y .... ".~ derivation of 
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this where we show the existence of both AE and non AE solutions 

The form of the scalar potelltl1U is the same as that found eM the 

Euclidean in VU""",'UH'F. their classical wormholes, but there is a difference in 

the form of the WDW The classical wormholes of eM were achieved 

a Wick rotation for the and the scalar field in 

from the Lorentzian to the Euclidean signature re~!lOns. UW"'~"U5 the Hamiltonian 

this rotation would then constraint from the eM Euclidean action after 

,",UJ" "'" '-''''llL! to a in front of the kinetic term in "'LI'."""!UU 

it can be shown that U""'OUJLH wormholes when this different sign is pnlsellt 

can also be obtained. The difference between the two cases a minus 

or a in front of nr,·"""r. in eq. is when 'Y = 2. the 

wormholes for a massless scalar field without the need of a 

~u,~u".v of basis for the solutions re(lUlrernel:1t of an 

of the wave function ¢) over the , which was instead 

necessary in ref. 

We have obtained the of the classical eM wormholes. There are 

several 

sical 

"'"O""!,>'"'' which make these solutions more ,,.."r1<'''''' than their clas-

The that the Ricci tensor has a 

in order to necessary in the worm-

hole. In the classical eM wormhole this """ ..... ""'.,..,,,.," was _~'J~""""".~ •• __ an 

continuation of the matter source. This is included "auto-

in the WDW which does not 

wormholes will occur also when a is in 

front of the kinetic term in the WDW but this is not necessary, unlike for 

classical wormholes. 

"I:UCo,llOU'" wormholes occur, for when radiation is We 

saw this a fluid matter source which does not all the 
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solutions but does enable many of the known wormholes to be found 

that of radiation or equivalently a scalar. Other 

wormholes can be found for any 'Y > 2/3, """,,,veAl'." in they will not have a 

solution. III ancucIgy to the classical case, there is a eM quantum 

wormhole for any value of'Y in the range 

We next used the v (<1» which allows a wider set of solutions to 

be found. of space where 1<1>1 is the is 

VA"" .. :'OvU by an pVl,>c"nPTlT. and the WDW can be solved by 

of variables. <1>""""<"<1'.." this method would not a solution it is sufficient 

to achieve our aim: of that wormhole solutions are this 

vue.HU ..... , wormholes could be also obtained when the strong energy condition 

is violated: which is not for a classical eM wormhole, when 

a CmlmC)lOl~lC'3.i constant is TW"",,,,t ('Y = are we unable to find a wavefunction that 

the HP conditions for a so consistent with the results of 

KP, Even the second condition the behaviour as a -'t 0 is rather 

for Planck sized wormholes. .uV'Jn.UAI', at the WDW 

one sees that the can be if it is 

and this case behaves like a massless scalar field in this limit. One 

for a < 1, 

say that 

the massless scalar field is the wormhole for small scale factors. 

if wormholes are to a role in black hole it is that their 

throat should be much than the Planck size a rv 1 '" It is therefore 

necessary to try and condition up to, say, values of a rv 103 . For a 

fluid matter source this was found not to be possible when the energy condition 

is violated. with a scalar the matter source was the 

UdJl!HUU wormholes could still be for the case 

of a ICU~'U!lJlV!;llC':Ll constant. There exist both AE and non AE 

the latter jcPT'nrpj-"ri as re~)re:3er:ltlILg excited states of the wormhole 

Since classical eM wormholes are for 'Y > these 

V'<>T~"'<>Q<>T,t an t::lH,HC.lV \.juaU"'",Ul "off shell" phlenC)m,enlt. 

It was not necessary to solve the WDW 

since the existence of wormholes had ~"~~~.r been established with a 
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fluid matter source. If one works with a _____ ".. ____ scalar then the Cm,m()1O:g1cal 

as I¢I -> 0 can be removed and both AE and non AE wormholes 

are obtained. in the where I¢I » 1, for a O'<>l1<'rl" 

<>.--n",,1""71 of we also the existence of wormhole states which are 

not AE. 

Because wormholes can be obtained for such a broad range of 'Y, this ""crO'o<it,,, in 

with that wormholes should be a 1-''''OU" .. U,o"o, that can 

occur for a class of matter sources. One should recall that any actual 

,"V'UUJ'" from a e.g. V(¢) = m 2¢2 or , has an effective 'Y in the range 

0::; 'Y ::; 2. As the minimum V(¢) -> 0 is such ¢n have 

an effective 'Y rv 1, so the strong energy condition: the (H,,,,n,',, wormholes 

found HP for a massive scalar field or can be understood in this way. 

an eX'pOltleIltlial nr.1' . .,71t.1'" I we have been able to the n"t<>n,l'.H' "shal-

low" on V"""vAA."", the minimum so that the energy condition is violated. 

This extends the of U<U'CUjl" wormholes to a much class of matter 

sources. The closed k = 1 restriction could also be relaxed to k 0, although it does 

not seem to take open models k = probably for reasons in ref. 

[176J, i.e. the unboundedness of \If in open models. 

a 

arise in 

derivative gravity actions after 

e.g., refs. [87]). The 

source for the 

theories and also in scalar (tensor) 

to the 'Einstein-Hilbert' fran1e 

a constant axion could now be 

whereas it 

on the of its to the axion field) the classical axion wormhole from 

see refs. [75J and [34J. In ref. it was shown that the introduction of 

an extra to the scalar scalar field could restore 

the axion wormhole. Later it was realized scalar 

field alone can have wormhole "UJU"J'VH", these can in turn be 

wormholes the HP conditions can be u,-",,,,u.,,u see refs. [32]-[201]. In the 

context of low energy has also obtained quantum worm-

vu~'u"'u with a value of 'Y that allows eq. (B.4.7) to be In 

showed that wormholes are still even after the 
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addition of extra massless scalar which should also occur in an extension of our 

model. if the lOVIT-ene]rl!:V effective !-,v"vUO!C." behaves like a \cVO'UHJlUi5l\cittl 

constant would UC.U!"UllU wormholes be The next 

be to consider the case of V""UOl"'" ego 

which occur when the dilaton has a non-zero U""Uo!,al in the 'Jordan' 

cf. ref. [87]. 

We have found that wormhole states can be obtained the HP uvc,uuc.A> 

condition. In so we seem to be the !-,V''''''JU! \.;UlJU""Uj<. other wavefunc-

tions which have other favourable characteristics. We have in mind the presence 

of a Lorentzian with that represent behaviour (Le., 

with V(¢) » 

This can be understood further ,-,v,"""U,-""uF. the Dn)blem of caustics in the 

wnw a 2-d FRW ansatz with a nomc)gene(ms scalar 

conditions discussed Grishchuk and A'~"'U""U.,.n.J 

also ref. In order to have a realistic model with a Lorentzian 

the existence of a caustic for the classical Euclidean Below a 

certain value of the scalar field the caustic does not develop and the model remains 

Euclidean even for scale factors. But this (of no is 

of a wormhole. In other 

caustic was first considered a "'V"'-'U'UA~A problem for the HH 

to have the what is the lack of a 

but 

is now being used as a condition for the existence of wormholes in the HP 

ansatz. it is well known that the HH wavefunction grows like 

in contrast to the of the HP one. 

The HP UV'UW,",ChA',y condition also differs in a crucial way with the 

condition. Whereas the wave function is peaked at a potential V(¢), 

which will tend to a Lorentzian and behaviour for 'Y < 

the wormhole condition ,,,,,y,,,p.;;:f.<;, a small !-'VU,",UUUhA V (¢). the 

condition does a wave function which 

in the Euclidean 

Recently, the wormhole 

mental one [162], 

similarly to the HP case. 

condition has been claimed to be the more funda-

the or modification of the other (e.g. HH or 
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conditions. This was based on the claim that our universe is 

as,rmpt()W~allY flat and this could be a fJ"'OU'''OlVU of the wormhole UV'LU1<.la.J. condition. 

As our universe is not as'{m.ptIOtICall, flat appears 

other conditions would appear necessary. an infla-

of the universe. 8 In our view the choice of the 

'correct' vv,»uV"'I'>.Y is still an open issue. The 

of the so [77] of the WDW some useful 

since more than one 

there is a correct universal 

of solution could be prElSellt at once. if 

condition for the WDW Ua,',lVl.', it is difficult to 

see how the with an earlier 

which prElsu:mably 

of wormholes is LUlUP"'"' 

caused our universe. If the universe V(¢) » 0, we 

would the universe to be driven before quan-

tum wormholes could anyway occur. still influence the 

essentially""""" .• """, Lorentzian universe? 

Consider further the HUPU<C",','V'"> for the Coleman mechanism for the to zero 

of the I..V'''UVR'i''>''CC'''' constant. In an earlier version of this paper [35] we had con

sidered the and had missed the of wormholes 

when the energy condition is violated. We had that there was a contra-

diction in that wormholes are uUJV'.UfJ''''O'U'''' with a A term. What we notice is that, as 

mentioned in ref. the wormhole mechanism ,.",rm;,"", A « 1, this ini-

tial constraint prl8sllmab.lji '-""""'''UI'> from some other lln:LU<::LU.I::;111, e.g. 

Once A attains this "small" wormholes would then be and could pro-

ceed in A ot::i.I111<:LllY close to zero [28]. 

the current value of A rv 10-12°. we are still left with the of how the 

conditions for wormholes are COlTIOatl or in-

behaviour. A related is that: if the condition 

and wormholes the Coleman mechanism work in the r. .... 'r.r.<nt-<l 

A rv 1, i.e. Note that while the conditions 

that enable the Coleman mechanism to are fairly "· ... TI ... ,.',. .• 

condition is an we have found that 

authors do not seem to have a problem with this, saying a "dynamical" value for A, unaffected by 
the wormhole mechanism, could occur, cf. ref. 
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wormholes themselves is a more restrictive in the sense that 

e.g. inflation. Within the Coleman might PHA.-HAUv other 

other 

have to 

on the 

to try and do without wormholes per se, and rather 

torsion [38], could simulate their effects. One would then not 

the restrictive wormhole UU'UUI.U .... y but rather concentrate 

our Lorentzian universe with its 
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B.6.1 V(c;b) rv Ic;bl-+ 00 

We wish to the WDW eq. in the limit of 

the ""'T''''n:~''''' reg;iolls where the ratio defined in eq. is either R ~ 1 or 

R «1. In each of these ,".,,,,,,-,y,,, in the WDW eq. 

solved with the variables u, v. In order to prove that wormholes are n"~·"'Pllt. 

within these solutions, we need to show that the two conditions 

can be satisfied. There is freedom to achieve 

we can have different behaviours of the a and ¢ 

and of HP 

within the ratio 

which are 

not constrained by the 

a and 

solutions is because u and v are functions of both 

-a-l>OO 

When < r < 2, we see from eq. that '>'0 > 0 in the 

limit of large scale factor a -l> 00, only the case R ~ 1 for the ratio (B.4.8) is 

pV""lln",. In this limit we are the curvature term, that 

is the last term in the WDW eq. which then becomes 

W(u, v) ':::' 0 . 

It is to find that a particular solution of eq. is 

where A and B i' are two constants and we have 

defined C ,;, [3· 2(n+l)ao]2 (C > 0). One can immediately check (just using 

eq. (B.4.3)) that the of the u, v variables in eq. are such that 

> 0, for any 0 < r :::; 2. the definitions for the variables 

u and v, it can be shown in the 

factor ¢) and for r > we . In 
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other the dominant contribution to the wave funCtion 

is by the u term and in the variables a and ¢ 

W(a,¢) ~ Aexp [B(ae4»(6+>'ol/2] . 

since in this a exp[¢] - 00, the 

wave function can be U"'.'U~I"'U for scale factors and thus the uvuWJ.<M 

condition ofHP that B < o. 

In the case when a - 0, from eq. we clearly have that v - O. On the 

other we can have two for the ratio i.e. either R » 1 

or R« 1. 

In the former case, or in the 

the WDW <J\.l'..l"'OlVU 

where a 

formula 

There are still further 

d.eOeJrld.llne: on the relative 

gerlerlOl,l solutions 

for < "f < 2 we have that 

In in the where a 

- 00, 

with the 

for the 

eq. 

- 00 

the u term dominates in the wave function (B.6.2), whose "o'n" ..... h,ti,'" is then 

by eq. The wave function can be for small 

a (and thus be consistent with the uuuuucu condition 

exp[-6¢/A] « a «exp[-¢], or for a - 00 and B < o. 
either for 

in the 

« a « it is the v term which dominates 

in eq. in terms of the a and ¢ variables is 

¢) ~ Aexp [_(CB)-l 

Since we have that a - 0, the wave function is 

for small scale factor and thus satisfies condition of HP. 

The other is that we have the "'''<>U''lr:, 

of we can the 

and if we make the further choice of the 

- O. In this 

term in the WDW eq. 
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the WDW equation "U'lI.J!Ul",". in the x, y COC)f(linat{~s to the form 

which is of two ,",VIl.lI,JJIO:;U harmonic oscillators in 

the variables x and y. This been extensively studied in the 

literature for in"hnl(,p refs. [95J and [67]). In one can express 

the solutions of the WDW eq. as a linear combination of 

in the variables a and read 

It is easy to see that these wave 

a and ¢, are bounded and 

for any relative ",",C"UJI)<. of the variables 

as a --+ 0, i.e. the 

condition ofHP. 

In vVLL,-,L'''''L'JU, the scalar field nolrpnti V(¢) byeq. can be consis-

tent with the existence of wormholes in the sense of HP 

2.9 The as,rmlDtc;tic wave function is eq. in the minisu-

perspace scale factor a, and in that of small scale factor where 

a --+ 00, while it is byeq. in the region of small scale fac-

tor where it is in the 

where a --+ 0 and a --+ O. Since the A."n,rmlr.t.llltl(' 

form of the wave function at scale factor is we 

interpret these solutions as rel)reSerltlIlg excited states of the UCU1"UJIU wormhole 

Note that the wormhole rernelr:tts can be satisfied within in the 

R» 0 when the curvature term has been This 

that the 

cf. ref. 

curvature may not be a necessary condition for such solutions, 

special case 'Y = 2, representing the model of a massless, UUlUlU"UY coupled scalar field, corresponds 
to the ansatz R = 0, for which the solutions refs. [95J and 
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-a-too 

a, since < 0 for "y < (cf. eq. , we can see In the case of 

from eq. that there are two i.e. either R -t 00 or R -t 0, 

U"'IJ"'J"UJlHI<. on the relative of a and 

In for the case when R » 1, i.e. for the aexp( -j,Xj¢/2) -t 00, 

. As in the 

I-'''''.'''''''l''. on the behaviour 

the WDW reduces to eq. , with solutions 

ous Tl!>r"'J"r<l we can have two further 

of the two terms in the 

we have that 

inates in eq. 

wave function is 

for 

When the u term dom-

the 

U(LJlHI-''''U and consistent with 

condition of HP for B < O. On the other w hen the v term domi-

i.e. when we have the aexp( -6¢/j'xj) -t 00, the YnT,tnt'r> wave 

function for scale factor is eq. Since in this 

we have that a exp[ -¢] -;. 00, also this wave function can be for 

factor and thus satisfies condition of HP that B > O. 

we have the in which R « 1, i.e. where we 

have the a -t O. In this case the WDW 

which is then solved in terms of the harmonic 

oscillator wave functions . This wave 

scale factor a (LH.HVl).I<.H not AE due to the presence of the extra scalar field 

contribution in the eXIPo'nelltlJ'l.l 

ofHP. 

a-tO 

and thus satisfies the uv'u. .. , .. ",. condition 

In the case when a -;. 0 one can see for"Y < 2/3, the for the 

aexp( -1'x1¢/2) -;. O. ratio is that R « 1, i.e. that we have the 

This is the same case as the one considered in the last ''''''Ull.LI<. to the 

harmonic oscillator solutions 

factor and condition 

, which are clearly regular for small scale 

ofHP. 
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In 

of 

the scalar field p01;enlGIal is consistent with the existence 

HP wormholes also in the case 0 < '"Y < The 

wave function is by eq. 

a -+ 00, aexp( -64>/1>.1) -+ 00, 

a -+ 00 and 

where a -+ 00 and a 1>'14>/2) 
form of the wave function at 

in the 

, and 

-+ 0, or where a 

scale factor is never 

for 

where 

in the 

O. Since the 

also these 

solutions are nt..'rn.r.,j,prl to rel)reSellt excited nl1l.m,l1TTI wormhole states. 

Additional nUJ'""r,_""""'U'Q solutions of the WDW 

Additional solutions to eq. can be obtained in the form of power v) 
, by the method of successive and as 

done by [135]. In if we first rescale the variables u, v such that 

then eq. can be recast in the form 

+ 

where we have defined 

'canonical form' of eq. 3.6 in ref. 

U u, 

=0, 

(B.6.1O) is now in the 

we '~~"V"" 

where the L denotes defined in ref. [135]. The series solutions are 

in our case (cf. eq. 4.11 in ref. 

V) 

where we have defined >'±6 and a and for <Po(U, V) == 

In to the a and 4> variables via eqs. 

solutions can be in the 'V"'VV1IH'''' cases: 

b 0 4» 

Vb, with b constant. 

and closed 

(B.6.13) 
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b= 
40: 

sin 

b= = 
40: 

In the wavefunction for this model 

ref. [94]), which is U'>C;Ul<'~H.l'" for 

e.g., 

for 

,> 
for 

a 

that a 

easy to see that the .", ..... n""5 two solutions 

a. in the case , < one can still find some restricted "H'UOUp"r"n",'p 

where the wave function conditions. In 

shows that this solution can be __ .... ..-~_ as a 00 nrr,viriprl 

the of the form 

(aexp[_¢])(6+1>.t)j4), and as a -+ 0 nro,,,£1,'o -+0 ,,,,.,"U,,''''''' of 

the form exp[¢J)(6- 1>.1)/4).1O 

V(¢) rv I¢I-+ 0 

We wish to <OAP"''''".'.Y show the existence of 

of the form 

"''''''HUl'' wormholes with a power law scalar 

V(¢) ~ 

with -+ 0 and n > 0 , > 2/3).11 Also in this UU'HOllP<OL>:'P,," .... V the of 

theWDW can be O""P'U'''" the new coordinates 

This it turns out more convenient to start with the choice for the 

0:, i.e. 
. 3 

0:=--, 
n+l 

the WDW eq. in terms of the variables x, y, with the 

and formula (B.6.17), we obtain 

[ 
2n 

o = 
2 

(B.6.18) 

these wormholes have been obtained while neglecting the curvature term, this suggests worm
holes may also be allowed for k i- 1, see ref. 

for simplicity, due to the explicit symmetric form of the WDW operator under the transformation 
rp --> -rp, we confine ourselves to the case rp > O. 
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can be further 

one can make a 

thus 

terms of order 

is then 

where is a 

we have 

eX1Jar.li:HOln in the wnw eq. 

+ 

as 

constant. We can now 

in the rel2'iorls of 

in the 

c::: 3¢/(n + 1) « 1. In other 

in the small variable z 

qf(x,y) c::: 0, 

165 

and T ~ (n + 1) /3 (and ne!!iected 

'Ij;(x) c::: 0, 

=0, 

the solutions of the of eqllatlons 

and small scale factor a for 'Y > 
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- a 00 

When a -+ 00, ¢ -+ 0+ and 'Y > it is easy to see from eqs. and 

since n + 1 > 0 and x ~ , the only for x is that 

x -+ 00. On the other for the variable y ~ + 1) we can 

have two either y 0 or y -+ 00, del)enldlIlg on the relative ~vL'U"'F> 

between a and ¢ in the combination a3/(n+l)¢. 

Let us consider the "'-'''';I-''<ouU<O'''" of the wave function first. VlJl"''''>.JU5 from 

00 we can ne)!1;le;ct the eq. that also 2n 1 > 0 for 'Y > as x 

term in eq. which is then solved in terms of the modified I and K 

Bessel functions as 

+ J . 

Let us then the Y-d.eplmd.ent of the wave function in the case of the 

-+ 0, i.e. when y -+ O. In this since from eq. (B.2.5) we 

have that n > 0, we can U"I~J'''J" the 

solution 

It is aIJ2:htJtor'wrurd to check that the 

the nr.'>ri,,{'t of eqs. and 

¢) 

one chooses l2 = 0 in eq. 

reads 

[m1exp 

+ m2 exp ( -(a2 /2)[1 + 

term in eq. , and we the 

+ 

'''r>nT.,.~r.tl{' wave ru[lCtIOn, which is 

scale factors 

, and in terms of the variables a and 

[1- + 1)]) 

+ 1)]) J 

In this case, the wave function satisfies the UV'u.u',u: .. condition of HP for a 

wormhole, and it is of AE form. 
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In the other limit, i.e. in the where --; 00, 

or y --; 00, we can instead neglect the term in eq. (B.6.21), and we the 

of the solution nv',>T'o."",c.'-/ in terms of modified K and I Bessel 

functions 

<I>(y) '::: + 

In this case, the form of the wave function in the limit of scale factor 

is the of the functions and 

in this case, on the 

--; 00, but with the limit 

the wave function can be as~rmptc)ti(:aU 

we take l2 = 0 in eq. 

reads 

W(a, ¢) 

+ P2 exP 

where we have introduced the n"":.Irr'PT.I'T' e ~ 
function satisfies the condition 

wormhole. 

There are still two more 

in 

in this 

a and ¢ 

+ . The wave 

of HP for an AE 

in the of y, there is also the a 1/(n+l)¢ --; 00 

(for a --; 00 and ¢ --; 0+), and in this case the wave function is still 

we take n2 = 0 in eq. and 

in the variables a and ¢, 

exp [1 + 

[1-

this wave function satisfies the HP condition , it is 

not AE. 

-a--;O 
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In the case when a -? 0 one sees from eqs. 

r> and for a that the only possibility is that both 

X -? 0 and y -? O. In other words n,2n - 1 > 0), one can study the 

solutions of eqs. the contributions of the 

. While the of the wave function 

is still now reads 

+ 

The wave function in the limit of small scale factor is then the product of 

eqs. and and in the variables a and ¢ reads 

¢) 

x [ml exp (3va3/(n+l)¢/(n + 1») 
+ m2 exp + 1))] , 

which is for a -? 0 and thus satisfies the UV'lLU'"'CLJ. condition ofHP 

for the existence of wormholes. 

In conclusion, also the scalar field .... ~"~U'UA~A V (¢) byeq. is consis-

tent with the existence of wormholes in the sense of HP for < r~ 2. 

The """nn1tot,I' wave function for a -? 0 is 

while for a -? 00 it is eq. 

where -? 0, and eq. in the "",ini""",,,,..<,,", where 

a3/(n+1)¢ -? 00 and -? O. In these cases the wave function r",-.r",,,,,,,t,, 

AE UGH",,,AU wormholes in the sense of HP. 

for a -? 00, a1/(n+1)¢ -? 00, the 

tion for scale factor is 

form of the wave func

Since this wave function is 

but not 

state of the HP 

we nt."rnrpt, this solution as rPT,rp!Opntm an excited 

UQ,JllOlUU wormhole "n'>t'rrn.n 
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B.1: The wave function for a 
sum in eq. B.3.8 for n E 10]). 

D .• 

D.Z 

-D.Z 

B.2: The wave function for a 
B.3.1O for d2 = 0 and ao = 

V 
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fluid model with I = have lJ'U'"",,;U the 

rig. z 

A fl A 

V V 

J 

fluid model with I = 0 have plo,tted eq. 
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D.l 

D./I 

D.4 

D.:! 

D. Z 

D.l 

-4 -z z 

B.3: The V(¢) = n for'Y = 
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rig. I 

B.4: The potential V(¢) = n >.¢ for, = 
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D.::> 

D.Z:> 

D. Z 

D.l:> 

D.l 

B.5: The DOlCentlal =n >'¢2 for 'Y = 4/3 and 
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Rondebosch 7700, South Africa 

Abstract 

Euclidean wormholes are obtained the continuation of closed 

Friedmann Robertson Walker universes. We demonstrate this for a 

the energy condition. The UCUAOUJIU versions of such wormholes are consistent with 

the 

DeWitt 

lErnail: ""nlln""",n 

2Ernail: deon@maths.uct.ac.za 

for wormholes as solutions of the Wheeler-

of which, 
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be consistent with the existence of classical wormholes for a definition 

of the tensor of the upon gives 

wavefunctions which do not the HP 
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1 

One IJU~'''AUL'' solution to the cm;m(Jlog1cal constant (A) that had attracted a lot 

of interest in the recent years was due to the idea that wormhole solutions can lead A to 

become a (lVlnH.T1fll variable with a distribution function [28] - for a review of this 

see, e.g., Ref. It was su!?;gested that this function is l"'~'-"~'- due to de Sitter 

factor P(A) rv 

7, 75]. Wormholes are used in two distinct ways in such 

pre,dict;ing A 0 

are 

used to A should be treated as a UcHl~UJ'U variable instead of a usual 

classical variable. This is the most as it allows one to make "'U.'l>~'V'.'" of 

the uu,~m"H" values of A. Wormholes have further been used in 

which ,",~,",r"'"''£''' a further eX]Jorl€ntIa , i.e. 

P(A) "" exp (I/A)) 

This is only useful if the first factor rv e.g. 

behaviour. In 

VUU.H"OU'''" between different vVC'V",',",Y 

is correct 

this of wormholes 

can rpy)r"""r,t. 

many universes 

(C.l.l) 

In other 

Euclidean 

of their 

jJU,'''''''"",", influence on the value of A. Classical wormhole solutions and their oepeJ[lO;8ll(;e 

on the kind of matter source also be relevant to the saddle evaluation of the 

An open and int"r"d issue is whether Euclidean wormholes can occur for 

matter sources. It is well known that classical wormholes can occur if the Ricci 

tensor has a negative this is a necessary but not sufficient condition for their 

existence [76]. This condition is for v .... 'k.UIJ.v it excludes real scalar fields 

from a suitable matter source for wormholes. 

In Friedmann-Robertson-Walker wormholes are de-

scribed a constraint ."nlH.I.HHl of the form 

const. 

where a is the scale factor in the line element + and the 

derivative is with to the Euclidean time t. 

In order to have an wormhole it is necessary that 

remains at a, and this n > 2. This wormhole Y'<>,,,>,.,p'<"'>1nt,, two 
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Euclidean 

finite. 

connected by a throat where a = 0, and the throat size ao is 

cases are n 6 and n 4 scalar the 

conformal time 7" defined dt = a the solution of eq. C.1.2 is also Ref. 

[248]) 

One sees the typical wormhole e.g. a rv 

case. If a cosm.Ol()l!Jcal constant was included it would dominate for 

a "dumb-bell" 

1 source 

a 

Carlini and [25] t::.JI..IC'<UIU'C'U the number of UU~""11'''' wormhole solutions 

an continuation of closed FRW universes. 3 For a ,","·r''''~~ fluid 

p= 

in 

of state 

1) 

p and p are, the pressure and energy of the fluid), !t::t;UllL"'V"HJL~ 

closed universes that the energy condition be i.e. that 'Y > 

It is the continuation of this to the Euclidean domain which then wormhole 

solutions. To see this one can consider the Friedmann equation in Euclidean space 

1 
-p 

The conservation ",,..,,,un,,,n for p in the Lorentzian is 

p+ + 

and with the usual of state p = b-
also occurs in Euclidean space if the 

hold the same in Euclidean space 

for p into the Friedmann 

similar idea can also be found in Ref. 

o 
a 

it has solution p = This solution 

of state and the conservation eq. 

continuation of t ---> it). 
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which now has the form of the wormhole with the simple COITmlpOlnden(~e 

= n. Classical Euclidean wormholes are therefore for any , > when 

the energy condition is O"",,,,,.l\::U of the nr~·v1('''Qlv found 

axion (r = 2) and conformal scalar field cases. One can also evaluate the 

Ricci tensor from the Einstein v'1'AU"A~",U, with the tensor for the fluid 

= (p+ of the such that 

= ±1 in the Euclidean and Lorentzian 

closed FRW valid both in the Euclidean and the Lorentzian .v,,,.~ .. u, is 

that R8 and only for, > 2/3 can the Ricci tensor have a 

and allow for the of cf. Ref. 

source 

an of the work of Ellis and Madsen [155], one can use a scalar field 

which simulates the of state with a certain value of ,. In Lorentzian space such a 

realization ""or,,,i'ro" a of the form 

V(¢) 

where ao is an constant which reJ)reSeIlts the maximum size of the closed universe 

for, > 
also 

In order to obtain a classical wormhole with this nr.l",,,,tl it is necessary to 

continue the scalar field to an HU;tt!,;l,U"" ¢ --t 4. so that the 

Euclidean nr.lr,PT'T,] will be as in eq. with cosh cos, and ao becomes the 

throat size of the co:rresp,on,dlftg wormhole. 

one finds that for, > can a classical AE wormhole solution be obtained. 

For later use, we remark that the classical ua"lUll" are valid the scalar po-

tential can be re-written in terms of the scale factor a, such that 

V(¢) == 

where the constant 

analytic continuation is 'asymmetric' with respect to that for the time coordinate, in other words, 
in going from Lorentzian to Euclidean signature, one should Wick rotate if; -> +iif; and t -> -it, cf. 
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source 

In a different vein, because the number of known wormhole solutions had "nn"''',"'''1"1 so lim-

ited, and 

could more 

that the 

(HP) considered that solutions of the Wheeler-De Witt 

rpl~rp"p'lt wormholes . For such sug-

mechanical wavefunction \If should for 

scale factor a, so as to rel)re:selilt Euclidean space, and that \If be well behaved as a -> 0, so 

that no 5 Because the WDW is of the 

\Cue)"""Ll, the Euclidean is 'included' in the formalism. Thus, the 

versions of the (CM) wormholes should be found with no need of any 

continuation. 

of the constraint ~,,~~".~ .. theWDW e.g., Refs. 

+ =0 

where q U"",."."",nt" of the factor ror£iarm 

We can some idea as to when an Euclidean domain occurs at a 

the of the pol;en1tIal 

<0 

in this factor q = 0) 

=0 

When U > 0, oscillating solutions occur which reI)re:~eI.ll; Lorentzian metrics: 

in order to obtain a wormhole AE for scale 

Po> 

to our eq. 

for 2 > 4 

this occurs (in the usual case of 

i.e. for"f > 

we 

energy 

U < o. 

This energy condition is the same as that obtained CM for the occurrence 

5Note that, on choosing the HP boundary condition for wormholes, one might be losing other interesting 
properties of the wave function, such as the prediction of an early inflationary epoch, which can instead be 
obtained by choosing other boundary conditions, such as the no-boundary proposal of Hartle and Hawking 

or the Tunneling one see also 
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of wormhole solutions. Kim and found that rtll!,ntnrr> 

with a vve,u"J<V;<,'"'''' constant. However we have here a 

wormholes are incom

condition: 

fluid matter sources violating the strong energy condition are with wormholes 

the HP conditions. The presence of any matter source with 'Y < 2/3 will 

dominate for a and the AE wormhole. 

Ua.J""lUU wormhole also suitable behaviour for small a. As a -+ 0 we can 

since 4 > 6- when'Y > In this case the WDW 

"UJll}JJ"U<'" to a Bessel -'1'-------- with solution 

+ J 
where we have defined lJ (1 - q)/3(2 - 'Y)' In order to the wormhole 

condition we should choose the J Bessel function. For the case 'Y = 2, the solution 

of eq. 1) q = 1) is a linear combination of Bessel which 

oscillates an infinite number of times at the [95]), and therefore cannot 

the condition of HP. 

the WDW is an it is still not 

to obtain solutions for all 'Y- Instead of pr<)Ceeclmg app,roXlma,te WKB 

we can still 

'Y < 2 will have6 

a radiation (or, equivalently, that of a 

which allows eq. 1), for q 

nr()nprr.l,"'" that any solution in the range < 
soluble case of 'Y This is the case of 

L,VUllJltU scalar field) dominated FRW 

0, to be written as (cf. [80]) 

( -+po
da2 =0 

This is in the form of a ,,,,,;r',. ,.nll:<· equation with solutions in terms of confluent 

VP,erllceomE,tr]lC functions e.g., Ref. 

(1/4(1 - po); 

+ C4' 

For Po > 1 and C4 = 0 we get a oscillation for small a and an Euclidean for 

6The upper boundary "f < 2 is dictated by the requirement that the sound wave velocity of the fluid must 
be smaller than the speed of light, 
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source 

If wormholes could only occur when the energy condition is would still 

be rather restrictive. since the energy condition is to be violated 

in the universe and in such processes as black holes. 

with the scalar field model with by eq. it can be shown that 

uc",oU<u wormholes exist even when the energy condition is for the 

CO!3m;010g1cal constant 'Y 0 case [22]. These wormholes can the HP conditions up 

to an size. 

1 source 

a different aDDnJci(;n based on 'classical of There 

is also related to fluctuations because the 

[55]. This 

theorems 

could be circumvented. 

The metric for a FRW universe is taken to be of the form 

+ --..",+ 1) 

Here € the € = 1 for usual Lorentzian space and € = -1 in 

Euclidean space. The three dimensional sections at t = const are open or 

closed if k 0, -1 or respectively. 

We first consider a fluid with tensor defined as [55] 

+ + pgab 

as is the four of the fluid (such that 

metric of eq. (C.4. The Friedmann turns out to be 

€k 
=p-

and the energy conservation <>.-n""t'i"\n is 

p+ 3(p + o 

and gab is the 

Ref. [55]) 
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The idea of classical "'O"Yl<>hn'o is that should remain fln"n.nrP so that the need 

of 

the 

continuation to U"~E>UA<_.y time is excluded. This nrc,,,,,,,,,,, a criteria for when 

occurs t:= (k) when p > , while t: 

when p < 

in order that the .JUIlctllon conditions be satisfied (that the scale factor and the 

energy ~~'CAU"U' are continuous " ... ~u"u the surface E of of one must have 

k=O Ref. The fluid matter source with the en,erg;Y-lffiomEmtum tensor 

cannot allow for the ,-,U,,"UJiU 

One can, nnwpvpr to YU.alJML,'" the constraint 

of a classical Euclidean wormhole. 

and look for "off-shell" solutions 

with k = 1. Then the WDW _'"1"_"' ___ COITe!;ponctmg to the Friedmann eq, can be 

obtained the methods of 7 

+ = O. 

U,",U""'"'"'"""'" from the conservation equauon for p the case of p continuous and 

with functional form in the Euclidean and Lorentzian !UCtlU!V!U") the WDW 

eq. (12)) 

The main idea of classical UA,",.AA~V~A is to choose the O'!,,""'"U 

way that U remains 

oscillatory 

of the form "-' 

The 

This results 

and no instanton-like 
nl",,,,,,,...,t 8 

UOcU"'AUl wormholes can also be seen 

WDW Dot;ent;Ial: in order that the WDW can have well defined 

the n,..",,,nn U of eq. should be ,",V!!"U'UV thus 

"off-shell" . 

variable t: in such a 

for k = 1) in 

behaviour 

'VV","""'" at the 

k=Oalso 

that, although the idea of classical signature change is that Euclidean regions can be described by 
the classical equations without the need of analytical continuations, these equations can in turn be quantized. 
But now also with the prescription Po. -> -ina" in the Euclidean domain. Because the signature of the metric 
is no longer considered fixed the resulting WDW equation differs from the usual "lapse independent" one, 
cf. Ref. 

sIn principle, one could be 'perverse' and choose the signature change to keep negative, so ensuring 
an rv type behaviour everywhere. But this contradicts the original motivation of classical signature 
change. 
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Neither classical nor wormhole solutions are thus in the context of the 

classical model with the tensor of the form 

At this we should out that there is still some freedom in UvJl>U'IU5 the en

ergy momentum tensor for the fluid: the main v<A'.vU'"" are eXDelcte·d to be 

'smoothness' of Tab at the junction surface 1: and ag.ret:lm~UL with its standard expnlssion 

in the Lorentzian Besides the another tensor is the 

+ +P9ab 

whose main ,....,."",,,,.h, is to have - p, P, p, P as eigenvalues in both the Euclidean and Lorentzian 

ler1eatm.g the calculations .~~~ •• "" to eqs. one can check that the 

Friedmann for a FRW universe with the matter content of eq. becomes 

while the energy conservation 

is the same in both 

This 

condition that un,_"',-'" surface 

with the existence of a closed universe = 1) 

the extrinsic curvature must be zero on 

the [56]. for k 1, the 

p> , and Euclidean (10 = -1) when p < 1/a2 . 

In for continuous p, p and 

conservation eq. 

Friedmann eq. 

is 

in Euclidean space is 

by the (standard) 

seen to be 

which is 

as 

the 

consistent 

p > 0). In other 

and the .... u,),u~;v of is of 

will be Lorentzian (10 = 1) when 

both 'HI".1l<:""Ul'~'" 

of the form 

the solution of the 

the 

and one has 

the same Euclidean wormhole solutions throat size ao) as in the eM case, i.e. when 

energy condition is satisfied. 9 the solution of the same Friedmann 

as in the OM case, the Ricci tensor from the Einstein equations and with the energy-
momentum tensor gives once more = (2 - 3"()p/2, which is nega.tive for "( > 
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equation in Lorentzian space 

maximum size ao. What the LU'''''''''" 

reT)reSellts a closed and ex]paJo.OJlllg FRW universe with 

in one could have a 

in this case, is that 

and that the 

'continuation' of the closed universe at its maximum size is an AE wormhole. The difference 

with r<>c'n<>,,,t to the standard CM <>nr,rr«,,., is in the context of the classical "a""U"'"u, 

there is no need of to any continuation into time. 

One can then in a similar fashion the constraint eq. (C.4.8) for the energy-

momentum tensor to obtain the WDW (d. Ref. 

+ d + E(pa6 _ ka4)] =0. 

where now, 

U is 

from the conservation <:;\.I''''''".'vu for p (and with q = 0), the ,...r.·.a",;~, 

Also in this case, as for when the matter content was described eq. the classical 

of that we choose E such that U will be nr.<:.T.."" <>''''r,,.mh,,,yo<> 

(this time U is continuous for k = 1, the classical 

will wavefunctions which do not 

conditions for the existence of wormholes. 

source 

With a scalar field matter source the Friedman now has the form 

This 

the HP 

1}+E(V(¢)- k (C.4.11) 

bacher has DrElsentt~O some 

different fundamental 

in all of cf. the actions 

a yoi.,. ... yor""" action 

alternative Friedman tJllllaL,1011ti 

Em

derived from 

The of behaviour seems inherent 

in Ref. [56]. 

the usual canonical qu:ant;lz2LtlCm u.","uV'u.o, the WDW to 

the Friedman by (d. Ref. [160]) 

+ + ¢) = 0 
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the E term to the WDW 

u 

of the same 

able" a, after 

This will result in the wavefunction in the "time vari-

solved by some method (cf. Ref. [88]). solutions 

this V"'~'Ha"'J~ behaviour for the case of V ( ¢) = canst are 

One can also have an idea of the behaviour of the WDW wave functional "Vll"l\J."'~lU!S 

the model in which the V(¢) is substituted by the vl".,"l' .... al"y 

DOl;elllGUU V (a) into the Friedmann In the exis-

tence of the fixed between ¢ and a, one is trpp",.nO' out' the 

scalar 

TheWDW 

form as eq. 

of freedom. 

obtained from this modified Friedmann will have the same 

but k = 1) with the nAt,<>nh Ref. [160]) 

u= 

the of classical ",crn<l't11Y'O is to use the variable E 

such that U > 0 """".,,'" 

The choice 1 < 2/3 seems more physically reasonable in this model. In such cases the 

usually forbidden at small scale factors becomes allowed E-1 

and E = 1 for scale factor. This case agrees with the motivation of 

classical ,,'tTYH,'b,.,o ","CU,);''' which was to avoid the need for Euclidean time the 

and small universe 

On the other a classical would allow the existence of 

a classical the usual maximum size of a closed universe. This appears 

to be sus:pe(~t on eSI)eClaJ.,l:y if we were with but it 

such closed universes to be of order of the Planck size. 

In both cases, the model of "');""'OY'''' will give wavefunc-

tions so nr,'vpnt,imO' the HP conditions for the existence of 

wormholes to be satisfied. 
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a n ... 'T ... "Y. fluid matter source we found that classical wormhole V~"~".~ •• u 

tained by an ",n""ITlI' occur when the energy condition is satisfied. 

The UU""V»:,U'~" of such wormholes agree with the HP for conditions to 

be satisfied by wormholes. 

We have that wormholes not classical can also 

be for violations of the energy condition if a scalar field matter source is 

used. The scalar ,..,r.·1""1'1'tl V(¢), Carlini and that in a sense simulates a 

fluid with a certain value of ,,/, can be used for such a purpose. 

In the no classical Euclidean wormhole solutions are 

fluid matter source with the tensor of Ref. [55J. A 

similar classical on a modified tensor 

for the can instead classical CM solutions for a closed Lorentzian 

<:O.II.II-'GIc.U}'U»:, universe (,,/ > 2/3) which is 'continued' at its maximum radius into an AE 

but with no need of any 

At the 

m~tgll[laI'y time. 

the classical model tries to ~-~,-~, .. 

avoid the presence of where the wave function would behave 

the WDW wave functions are and there are 

no wormhole solutions in the sense of HP for any energy-

momentum tensor. 

n.!I'U"'U~.U the classical ')l~,ua"u" there is still 

need of an of one should choose and 

one could choose the condition and an 

forbidden" behaviour Ref. [57J, 

of Lorentzian over Euclidean 

is some 

while oscillations between the two 

An cases are 

could the use of classical ",a'n<lhn'" 

behaviour. 

The difference between 

crucial effect on 

oscillatory and eXI)OIllen1~laJ 

A -+ O. Once the "VT>"n"nt 

is ""'Hllr"rl before one 

wavefunctions will have a 

One would 

wider for A if it is by a distribution function in 
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the scheme of Ref. the classical seems 

with the condition [160], which would values of 

A 

Of course there are also a number of other important and still unresolved such as 

those ,.,ryn",,'Tn the of the WDW scheme for the classical 

model and the proper consideration of the variable within a more ",",""''',>1., 

action (see, e.g., Refs. and [81]). Should the "u,"'u~,v variable also be 

treated as a of freedom? it would 

then be its relevance for the of "VI-'V".''''-

to address these and related IJ.L\JU.",U", in a future pul)ll(~atllon 

We would like to thank Prof. G.F.R. Ellis for his continued interest and 

the course of this work. A.C.'s research was 

in the 'Human program, under contract No. 

since the No. P95196. 

signature and topology change are expected to produce similar mild singularities, see, e.g., Refs. 
[55J and [lOlJ. 
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We nr"",~·"t a summary of the 

n;;HJl."",,,nnH modelsin 

.. .. 

pages 1-50. 

Siklos and 

is said to be SVCu/Hitl'll nn:rnn'llf'.1'U'.rl71.8 if it possesses 

an invariance group of the metric that acts 

the orbits of the 

of the space time. At any q on 

any such nvnAlr,," 

vector fields 

E there are 

"""";<'<0"0 to E. Since a 

the values of at any point q of 

three nonzero 

vector field is 

there can be at most rmax 

vector fields on a manifold of dimension n 

+ 1) 

C.3 

in 84 this means 3 ::; r ::; 6. When r = r max , the Riemann space has 

constant curvature. a theorem due to Fubini states that a Riemannian space 

n> 2) cannot admit an <If'Irn.,j',,,,, group of dimension r = + 1)-1 [46]); 

this that the only values of rare 3, 4 

nomclgene()Us but also ,,,,,,rrAm not only 

and ""'-'"VUI'>" to the FLRW 

6. If r 6, the space time is 

i.e. 

IThe orbit of a point p under a group 
elements of the group. 

is the set of points into which p is moved by the action of all 

187 
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sections of constant curvature.2 If r = 4, the space time is 

there exists a that acts either 

transitively on the "1-""'''''''''''''' nvnpr<'l1rt" The latter case includes the Kantowski-Sachs 

COE;m()101~lC:a.l models orbits of the group are 

and with ,,,",,,n""" the former cOITef>pcmdls to LRS Bianchi models and 

thus value of r, r = 3, which to the Bianchi 

class. if we set aside the Kantowski-Sachs we are left with groups 

that act the E, i.e. such that dim G = 
Prt~celdmg discussion we can state a definition of Bianchi dim E 3. In the 

vV'HU''''VOA',''. A Bianchi ('fJ!,'(HflU/{1'II is a model the metric of which admits a three-dimensional 

group of isometries that acts on hypersurfaces which are 

in space time. The .... v'cu\.-w;:",<:: list of Bianchi is obtained 

groups, that the three-dimensional real Lie 

the associated the outcome is nine ---'''-''1-' 

Bianchi classes - named A('('n,.,ell", to Bianchi's own ""aUlllUV'lVC,.Y 

We sketch the classification and Ellis and Mac-

'-'<.I,UU.ALA, and Siklos 5]. "'",.""",,,,, for i = 1, 2, 3 form a basis of a 

three-dimensional Lie ..... O.'-'UA .... with structure constants which are defined the 

commutators 

"",nn~"t",,, 3 x 3 matrix 

where is the 

It is easy to show that the structure constants can be 

Substitution of this into the Jacobi 

to Ellis and '-'<.I,"U'LA, the classification now 

two broad classes: class A = 0) and class B (ai t-= the Lie 

are divided into several ac(~Orldl[lg to the rank and the modulus of the UA"'.U .... "~. of 

In class A there exists six distinct Lie O,lM,<O"lO," whereas in class B there are 

four values for the rank and the '''bUG'uUl . Some and VII) 

can be subclassified with the of a further invariant h, which can be determined the 

The classification is summarized in 

that in the case of space times (n = the ten-parameter Poincare isometry group of flat space is 
an example of Minkowski and de Sitter space-times are maximally symmetric, 
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Table D.1: The 
behaviour in General 

Condition 

D.2: 
behaviour in General 

Condition 

Table D.1 and Table 

+1 
0 
0 

+1 
+1 

189 

WEC 
N 

2 N 
+1 -1 5 3 N 
+1 +1 5 3 N 
+1 +1 VIII 6 4 N 
+1 +1 IX 6 4 Y 

Condition 
otherwise 

for i 1, 2, 3 denotes the UWCISULlCL' elements of the 

matrix ; a is the nonzero component of the vector ai obtained after a suitable rotation 

"''',",CULU;;, the number p refers to the dimension of the orbits of the .-..r,,"r,_,T is of axis and 

related to the of and the number q describes the 

of of the most ,n-'f'f-'r.'" vacuum solution of each group 
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